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Report State: Illinois Project number: W-87-R-7
Project Type: Research Sub-project V11: Illinois Deer Investigations
Period Covered: 1 July 1985 through 30 June 1986
This performance report covers the jobs active under the R-7 segment
and represents a completion report for Studies V11-A (Landscape
Heterogeneity and Deer Abundance) and V11-B (Population Dynamics of the
Illinois Deer Herd) and a report of progress for Study V11-C (Life History
and Ecology of Farmland Deer), which will be completed during the R-8
segment.
These studies should be collectively considered as the beginnings of
a holistic approach to understanding deer ecology and management In the
intensive disturbed landscapes that characterize present day Illinois.
Deer managers must consider (1) basic deer biology and needs, (2) hunter
desires, and (3) landowner concerns in designing harvesting programs at the
county level. To do so, they need information concerning key features of
the available habitat, current estimates of deer numbers (or at least valid
trends), and knowledge of the important parameters of life history (birth
and mortality rates, dispersal and movement patterns, and recruitment) that
dictate local, regional and statewide trends in deer numbers. These
reports and others to follow will attempt to integrate such information
Into a comprehensive program of management that will guide managers in
designing harvest and habitat enhancing programs and policies Tmat we hope
will allow a reasonable compromise between the often conflictirg needs of
deer and the desires of hunters and landowners.
Study V11-A; Title: Landscape Heterogeneity and Deer Abundance.
White-tailed deer now range over or have access to all the suitable
habitats available in Illinois, from the cypress swamps of the extreme
south to the urban forest preserves of Cook County. In 1986, i e pre-hunt
fall herd Is estimated to be about 130,000 deer in the 98 counties open to
hunting (this report).
On the basis of our observations of marked deer In central Illinois
over the past 5 years and from published data regarding life history and
ecology of deer In the Midwest agricultural area (Murphy 1970, Sparrowe and
Springer 1970, Zagata 1972, Zwanke 1974, Gladfelter 1978), there is no
evidence that deer abundance is constrained by a lack of food c! shelter
after leaf out and corn (Zea may) and soybean (Glyclne max) fields
dominate the landscape. Deer distribution In summer is not uniform
throughout the state, however, because deer need some permanent cover
within their range (swamps, permanent grasslands, woodlots etc.. and
habitat is not uniformly available. Selection of habitats by ceer also may
be affected by social pressures, or different sex and age rela-ed habitat
preferences, particularly in summer (adult and yearling males c+ten
separate spaclally from females). We will analyze and discuss "n detail
factors affecting deer habitat use in spring, summer, and fall 'n the Final
Report for Study V11-C (Life History and Ecology of Farmland Deer), which
will be prepared during the R-8 segment.
The present report will consider only the characteristics of habitats
used by deer in winter in central and northern Illinois. Deer are adapted
to the dispersed nature of woodland cover In a landscape today dominated by
agriculture and urban development. They occupy distinct winter and summer
ranges, often many miles apart (Zagata 1972, Zwank 1974, Gladfelter 1978).
Seasonal movements have been evident in Illinois since the 1940s (Pietsch
1954) and no doubt reflect a basic behavior of the species.
We have confined this analysis to deer habitat in central and northern
Illinois because of the limited availability of winter habitat for deer in
those regions compared with that in southern and southwestern Illinois.
Forest cover totals <15% of the landscape in this region. It Is confined
largely to areas too wet or otherwise not suited to growing row crops.
Much of the forest cover exists as relatively narrow linear strands of
hardwoods along creeks and rivers offering deer little or no cover
following leaf fall and crop harvesting. In such landscapes, deer are
forced to seek the often widely scattered remnant forests that still offer
protection relatively free from harassment and provide sufficient food and
cover to allow deer to concentrate in sizeable numbers with normal or high
rates of survival in winter.
In contrast, deer in southern, western, and southwestern Illinois have
access to considerably more forest cover, ranging up to 60% of the
landscape. Winter weather is less severe and a rougher topography provides
deer acceptable winter ranges on or near their summer-fall ranges.
There is as yet no evidence of large scale seasonal movements of deer
in the southern counties. Hawkins et al. (1971) concluded, after observing
seasonal movements and habitat utilization of several hundred marked deer
on the Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge (Williamson County), that most
adults, yearling females, and fawns were sedentary throughout the year,
with home ranges < 4 miles across. Yearling males, however, often
dispersed from the refuge.
Most deer disperse during April through early June in central Illinois
(Nixon and Hansen 1985). The extensive movements associated with these
dispersals result in an increase In the mortality of deer on highways
during these months (Fig. 1). Using the mean number of road kills in each
county from 1973 through 1979 for March, April, and May, and dividing
Illinois by latitude, we found that roadkills during April and May were
highest between latitudes 40 and 42. South of latitude 38, rcad kills
actually declined in May (Fig. 1). The number of highway killed deer in
spring suggests that extensive spring movement of deer decl ires south of
Latitude 39 and virtually ceases south of latitude 38. Certainly deer in
the southern counties have greater access to forest cover in winter then do
deer in central and northern Illinois, although there may be a weather
related genetic basis for that. The weather is less severe, and a rougher
topography means deer could readily locate acceptable shelter closer to
summer-fall ranges south of latitude 38.
Our objectives In the work reported here were: (1) To cetermine the
location and general landscape characteristics for traditional winter
concentration sites of deer in counties where forest cover occupies <15% of
the landscape; and (2) To determine those landscape features 'mportant in
selection of those wintering sites.
METHODS
County maps were distributed to persons, such as IDOC fc esters, land
managers, biologists, and conservation officers, USDA soil conservationists,
University faculty, county forest preserve personnel, and Interested laymen,
who were likely to have knowledge of traditionally used sites of deer
concentration in winter. Sites reported through these sources were further
verified by phone conversations with other individuals known to be
knowledgeable of each site, or by personal visits to sites by project
personnel. Sites were surveyed from the air following 3-8 inches of snow
in Champaign, Piatt, Dewitt, Macon, Vermilion, Christian, Putnam,
Stephenson, Winnebago, Marshall, Warren and Menard counties.
After verification, a 4-mi2 area of landscape was selected to describe
landscape characteristics of each wintering site. The location of the
highest number of deer sightings in winter was used as the center of each
4-mi2 study area. The limit of a 1-mile radius from the center of each
site was based on winter movements, which rarely exceeded a 1-mile radius
during winter, of radio marked deer on 2 wintering sites In Piatt county
(Nixon and Hansen unpublished data). We then described land use and
habitat characteristics within a 1-mile radius of the center of each study
area by using aerial photos, topographic maps, and plat maps. These data
were entered into the computer for further analysis.
A more detailed analysis of winter landscape characteristics that
attract deer or that deer avoid in winter was undertaken in Champaign,
Platt, Macon, Ford, Dewitt, and Christian counties in east-central
Illinois, Putnam and Marshall counties in central Illinois, and Stephenson
and Winnebago counties in northern Illinois. These counties were flown in
winter over snow (east-central = 3 winters; west-central and northern =
once) and sites where deer concentrated or avoided were located. Forests
cover <4% of the area in east-central Illinois, about 15% in west-central
Illinois, and about 5% in Northern Illinois (Roberts 1982).
6Aerial photos, topographic maps, plat maps, and personal visits were
used to develop a list of 43 variables that describe the present land use
characteristics of the 53 selected sites (29 areas of high concentration
and 24 others avoided by deer) (Table 1). However, because landscape
variables often are highly correlated, which can bias results from
discriminant function analysis (Cooly and Lohnes 1971), we prccuced a
correlation matrix from the original variables and kept only 1 variable out
of each highly correlated pair with those variables most easily measured
being retained. Thus, variables were selected and used in discriminant
function analyses in attempts to derive models to separate sites of
concentration from areas avoided by deer in winter on the basis of habitat
(Table 2). We used the BMDP statistical package to perform the statistical
analyses on the CDC Cyber at the University of Illinois.
RESULTS
Sites of Deer Concentration
We located a total of 289 sites, where deer traditionally concentrate
each winter, in the 47 counties north of the line shown In Fic-re 2. The
urban counties of Cook, Dupage, Kane, and Lake were not surveyed because
much of the area encompassed by these counties previously ha d een surveyed
on the Urban deer project. In addition, we did not survey Jo -aviess and
Carroll counties because of extensive forest cover and a roill-g topography
that provide deer with abundant winter shelter. Our cooperatCs were
unanimous in their opinion that deer do not make extensive seasonal
movements In those unglaclated counties where they are founc 'dely
distributed in both in winter. Wintering sites are listed in Appendix 1
with legal descriptions of their locations and brief descriptions of land
use, human presence, the numbers of deer observed, and the outlook for
their continued use.
At present, winter deer habitat has inadequate protection in Illinois.
Only 34% of all sites are in public ownership and thus presumably safe from
destruction, 61% are privately owned and subject to possible destruction,
and 5% are soon likely to lose their capacity to support deer in winter due
to conversion to non-compatible uses. Site protection is highest In
Wildlife Management Region 1 (16/24=67%) and lowest in Regions 3
(23/90=26%), 4 (3/16=19%), and 6 (8/27=30%) (Table 3).
Regional comparisons of landscape characteristics provided few
surprises. Sites in Region 1 had less cropland and more pastured forest -
than sites further south; Sites In Region 2 had less total forest, less
young forest (<50 years), and less open forest canopy than sites in other
Regions; Sites in Regions 3 and 4 were on rougher topography than sites to
the east and north and sites in Region 5 had a higher proportion of young,
disturbed forest cover than sites in other Regions (Table 4). Sites of
deer concentration in all regions contained considerably more upland than
bottomland forest--a reflection of avoidance of habitats that are subject
to periodic floods during winter (Table 4).
Characteristics of Sites Selected as Winter Habitat
The 24 variables listed in Table 2 were used in a discriminant
function analysis to derive a model that best described sites of winter
deer concentration. For consistency, the same 24 variables were used for
regional comparisons between sites selected and those avoided by deer.
We had the problem of deciding which variables are important to deer
habitat selection. Often small habitats were selected by the discriminant
function, possibly because they were correlated with some other variable
or variables important to wintering deer (which we may or may not have
measured). It is also likely that a habitat generalist species, such as
deer, exhibits a fairly wide latitude In acceptable habitats. The vast area
of presently occupied range of white-tailed deer throughout Ncrth, Central
and South America supports this conclusion (Halls 1984).
The variables listed in Table 5 were selected by the discriminant
analyses as most Important among those considered in differentiating
between sites selected and avoided by deer in winter. For easT-central
Illinois, the presence of refuge, pastured upland forest over 50 years old
with closed canopy, and shrub-old field habitat attracted and held large
numbers of deer in winter. Deer avoided pastured forests even though they
were attracted by pastured upland forest over 50 years old. With the
refuge removed as a discriminating variable In a further attempt to
determine the habitat variables that attract deer, the total eount of
upland forest, and shrub-old field habitat were found most important (Table
5). The model using the variables listed In Table 5 correctly classified
12/13 (92%) areas of deer concentration and all (12) areas avoided by deer
(Table 6). Use of a "Jackknife " procedure where each site is not included
In model development, and the site Is then classified based on The model
developed from the remaining sites, correctly classified 11 (6S%) of the 13
sites (Table 6).
For west-central Illinois, where forest cover approaches '5-16% of the
landscape and livestock farming Is important, deer were attracted to sites
with improved pastures (pastures without trees) and avoided sV-es with high
milages of primary highway (not shown) and large areas of uplaend forest
with <50% crown closure (pastured and not pastured) (Table 5). Pasture
9area was highly correlated with refuge In these counties so a second model
was developed with refuge substituted for pasture. Deer were attracted to
refuge and shrub-old field habitat (not shown) and avoided upland forest
with <50% crown closure, upland forest <50 years old (pastured), and a high
linear distance of primary highways (not shown). The model without refuge
correctly classified 75% of the sites of deer concentrations and 100% of
the sites avoided by deer in winter (Table 6). Including refuge in the
model correctly classified an average of 94% of all sites. The Jacknife
procedure correctly classified 78% of all sites when the model was used
without refuge present but only 68% of all sites when refuge was included
in the list of variables (Table 6).
In northern Illinois, deer were attracted to sites offering refuge
from hunting and to upland forest <50 years old both pastured and not
pastured. With the variable refuge removed, deer were attracted to sites
with upland forest >50% crown closure, those both <50 and >50 years old that
were pastured, and to shrub-old field habitat (Table 5 ). The models with
refuge correctly classified 100% of the sites; The Jacknife procedure
correctly classified 93% of the sites in the northern area. With refuge
absent, the models correctly classified 88% of the sites (Table 6).
Although there were regional differences in the landscape variables
selected as significantly affecting deer selection or avoidance of a
wintering area, there were also variables that affected deer use common to
all locations. The presence of a refuge from hunting was the most
consistent variable associated with wintering deer concentrations In
east-central and northern Illinois. These regions are generally <5%
forested and deer hunting pressures per acre of available forest cover is
high. Forests are considerably more extensive in west-central Illinois and
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hunting pressures/acre of forest less severe. Refuge is not as important
to deer in this region (Table 5), but is very probably locally important
within the region where forests are few and hunting is heavy. Correct site
classification was high, 75-100%, even when refuge was not used in the
models (Table 6), Indicating that landscape features also influence deer
selection of winter range.
The presence of some type of upland forest was consistently important
to wintering deer but age, canopy closure, and whether pastured or not
varied among regions. We believe these differences reflected the relative
abundance of the various conditions and types of upland forest throughout
central and northern Illinois. Deer can utilize many types of habitat if
harassment Is not excessive. For example, most livestock producers remove
their cattle from wooded pastures In winter. Deer normally avoid cattle
and the constant grazing of cattle reduces food resources for deer, both of
which render wooded pastures relatively poor deer range in summer and fall.
Yet in winter and early spring, these pastures frequently provide deer with
nutritious forage in the form of young green plants as the sun warms soils
in open pastures before it does in forest areas. Deer are frequently seen
in large herds in these pastures in late winter (Nixon unpublished data),
and such sites appear to be important habitats for wintering deer,
particularly in west-central Illinois.
Bottomland forest was not found important to selection of deer
wintering areas in central and northern Illinois. While these habitats
provide spring and summer ranges (Nixon unpublished data), they are
frequently not available in winter due to periodic flooding. Only in
east-central Illinois did bottomland forest (<50% crown closure) assume any
importance in model development, and the low F-values indicated Icw
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importance. However, deer do utilize bottoms, if dry in winter, to escape
high winds, and to forage on the perennial forbs and grasses that are
abundant on fertile bottomlands (Nixon unpublished data). However, the
periodic lack of availability of bottomland forests In winter probably
genetically precludes their selection as traditional wintering habitat.
Shrub-old field habitat, although not abundant in any region (Table
4), appears to be preferred habitat for wintering deer. Such habitats
offer deer shelter yet easy access to agricultural crops (these early
successional habitats usually occur on the edge of forests and adjacent to
crops) and an abundance of fruits, seeds, succulent forbs, and grasses in
an environment offering an open canopy that provides deer with sunny
bedding sites on winter days and relative freedom from disturbance.
DISCUSSION
The white-tailed deer apparently evolved during the Pleistocene era
with their development subject to the periods of climatic and habitat
instability indicative of that epoch (Mattfeld 1974). The rigorous
climates associated with the ebb and flow of the Ice sheets forced deer to
adapt to periods of intense cold, low food stocks, and often travel-
impeding-snow cover--what has been termed a non equilibrium (read
unstable) world. The concomitant development of major predators also
forced deer to adapt to spatial and seasonal changes in food and shelter
availability and to evolve successful fugitive strategies. On the northern
and central ranges of eastern North America, seasonal movement patterns of
using distinct winter and summer range types offered clear survival
advantages. Where snow cover impedes deer movements each winter, deer
congregate in coniferous forest types (Behrend 1966). Where snow cover is
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less restrictive, and coniferous forests not available such as in Illinois,
deer concentrate in hardwood forest types, marshes, and grasslands
(Sparrowe and Springer 1970, Zwank 1974, Pietsch 1954). In summer deer
restrict their movements, disperse widely becoming relatively solitary
(breeding does and often adult bucks), an anti-predator (fugitive) strategy
(Mech 1984). In winter, however, deer come together thus realizing: (1)
greater mobility in deep snow as several deer can create paths to and from
feeding areas; (2) increased vigilance with more deer watching for
predators; (3) increased ratio of deer:predator with a correspondingly
lower risk for individual deer; and (4) more feeding time as each deer has
to spend less time watching for danger (Mech 1984).
A conceptual model portraying factors that appear to influence deer to
congregate in winter is shown In Figure 3. In Illinois, both seasonal ly
realted weather and harassment apparently affect the timing anc extent of
movements of deer to traditionally used wintering sites, with weather
apparently the more Important factor. In central Illinois, we nave noted
that marked deer were seemingly slow to leave their summer rances even after
crop harvests had removed much of the available hiding cover, and hunters
had to some degree harassed them for up to 3 months (gun and archery
hunting). Movements to wintering sites were nearly always delayed until
late December and early January, when most severe weather usually occurs in
central Illinois. In mild winters, many deer did not move tc a traditional
wintering site, but either remained on their summer ranges cr, f forest
cover was scarce, moved only as far as necessary to locate suitable cover.
We would expect, on the basis of weather, for deer in northern illinois to
move to concentration sites earlier and stay longer into the spring months
than deer farther south.
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There is a social component to dispersing behavior that affects which
sites become habitually used wintering sites and when Ingress and egress
from these sites occur. Social behavior, particularly involving fawn
learning where fawns follow their mothers to, and often from, wintering
sites, may be of less importance to developing use of a traditional
wintering site in central and northern Illinois than in more northern
ranges (Nelson and Mech 1981, Tierson et al.1985). In much of Illinois the
following occurs: (1) Fawns are born on privately owned, heavily hunted
ranges and either they or their mothers are killed before the fawn sees the
winter range; (2) Fawns born on refuges usually survive the winter and thus
"learn" the location of a wintering area from the family association.
However a majority of these fawns disperse away from their mothers (about
75% of the males and 60% of the female fawns disperse, Nixon and Hansen
1985), often moving too far to return to their mothers' winter homes.
While "travel Ing" these deer find other wintering sites by associating
with other deer, or from environmental clues (escape from harassing
situations, presence of many deer, or perhaps wind-vectored odors). These
deer may subsequently migrate, annually moving into and out of wintering
sites, or remain on the wintering area, particularly if the site Includes a
refuge. However, mortality rates are high for dispersing deer in central
and northern Illinois (often >50% per year). Thus, the traditional use of
the same winter and summer ranges apparently seldom occurs for Illinois
deer, except for those that migrate relatively short distances.
Our findings on movements and dispersal emphasize the importance of
well distributed wintering sites for deer in central and northern Illinois.
Longer travels to and from wintering sites mean higher mortality levels for
all sex and age groups, and lessen the probabilities for dispersing deer
to restock ranges depleted by hunters. Our search for wintering sites has
shown that most counties in the intensively farmed region now contain <10
secure wintering sites, and that a majority of these areas are highly
vulnerable to future destruction. At present they are protected only by
the whims of private landowners (see Appendix 1). Refuge from hunting and
harassments (escape) Is an important factor in selection of wintering
sites, perhaps in part because protection allows herds to increase and to
develop seasonal movement patterns relative to the refuge. In other words,
a refuge allows the deer to develop a tradition of use of an area, which
can not happen If annual mortality of local deer is high. We found a
refuge in each of the intensively examined wintering sites (N= 29), and we
suspect some sort of refuge exists for deer in a vast majority of the 261
remaining wintering sites Identified in Illinois. Unfortunately, ownership
on most of these sites is private and landowner interviews were not
conducted to determine presence of refuges.
RECOMMENDAT IONS
This report marks the first attempt to evaluate and describe the
general characteristics of deer range in central and northern Illinois.
The 289 areas described in Appendix 1 represent the best and -ost important
winter habitats remaining in the counties surveyed. Now that -hese sites
have been located, the I DOC should: (1) incorporate data on wintering sites
into one of the wildlife data bases now available (Illinois Fish & Wildlife
Information System, etc.) toensure their preservation and availability;
(2) make immedete distribution of locations and descriotions of wintering
sites to field personnel (conservation officers, district anc regional
biologists, site managers etc.); (3) provide copies to the central office
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of IDOT and other public agencies who promote projects that could adversely
Impact winter deer habitat; and (4) through media outlets available to the
IDOC, promote protection of wintering sites emphasizing their importance to
continuing high hunting sucess and general herd well being. (We believe
such sites to be highly significant to a diverse array of species In
addition to deer.) The aim should be to protect the Integrity of as many
of the wintering sites as possible by emphasizing their Importance to the
deer and other wildlife. Now that wintering sites have been Identified,
losses of those existing sites may be largely preventable simply through a
program of public education.
There are problems connected with the management of wintering sites
that require additional research. If a refuge is present and large enough
to shelter numerous deer, deer can quickly reach nuisance proportions, Yet
if too many deer are killed on or close to a refuge, fewer deer than
desirable will be available to restock adjacent habitats depopulated by
hunting. If refuges are too small, too few, or too far apart, the summer
ranges may not be adequately restocked. At present the optimum number and
distribution of wintering sites and numbers of deer needed to restock
existing summer ranges are unknown. Also unknown is the optimum size and
landscape composition for these sites. There Is need to develop management
strategies directed toward developing and managing systems of secure
wintering sites and refuges for deer in central and northern Illinois. A
cooperative research project (IDOC, US Fish & Wildlife Service and Natural
History Survey) has been approved (W-87-R-8,9,10) with the objectives: (1)
To determine the optimal density pattern and distribution of secure
wintering areas needed to restock summer ranges; (2) To determine the
optimum size of refuges, their landscape characteristics, and deer
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harvesting strategies necessary to minimize deer-human conflicts In and
adjacent to refuges; (3) To evaluate the establishment of temporary vs.
permanent refuges in areas where suitable summer range Is present and
winter protection is not presently available for deer. These studies
should provide the data needed to develop acceptable management strategies
for winter protection of deer in counties with less than optimum forest
cover. The cornerstones of future deer management in Illinois will clearly
relate to controlled harvest of known deer numbers and management or
preservation of wintering habitats.
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Final Report
Study No. VII-B; Title: Population Dynamics of the Illinois Deer Herd--
Past History, Current Status, and Future
Management Options.
Study Objectives:
1. To evaluate deer herd dynamics using available harvest
information.
2. To define regional boundaries ecologically for deer and make
recommendations based on herd dynamics.
3. To simulate herd dynamics under various harvest strategies.
4. To provide the Department of Conservation with management
strategies for regional deer herds based on hunter demands
and deer demographic characteristics.
Job No. 102.2; Title: Regional analysis of the Illinois deer herd.
Objectives: To determine the landscape characteristics most affecting
harvest of deer in Illinois and to evaluate current
regional boundaries.
(a) Final Report
Regional Analysis
Except for variable quotas on the numbers of licensed hunters,
similar hunting regulations have been imposed for all counties In Illinois.
The quotas have by and large been conservative and have worked well
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allowing deer to increase in numbers and expand their range. However,
local deer densities, hunter success rates, deer kill, and requests for
permits vary greatly among the counties. As a result, different harvest
regulations will probably be desirable for different parts of the state at
some time in the relatively near future. Presently, deer management
regions in Illinois, which are based on general river drainage systems and
topographic features (Fig. 4) are used only as reference areas for
summarizing deer harvest Information. The regional designations have
relatively little value for assigning harvest strategies. Grouping of
counties according to factors most affecting deer abundance and harvest was
undertaken to facilitate the development of management schemes appropriate
on a county basis.
Counties serve as the basic units for our efforts at regionalization
because most land use and ownership data are available in that format
(Table 7). The 1979 crop acreages (Illinois Agricultural Statistics 1979)
were used in determining potential deer habitat because, unlike subsequent
reports, the 1979 report contained an "other lands" category, which
included land in pasture, farmstead, and idle acres, all considered to be
potentially important to deer. Unfortunately, forest types were not
distinguished in the county forest acreage data available (Peter Roberts,
Illinois Department of Conservation, unpublished data), however, these data
were the most recent and accurate available with adequate resolution (2.5
acres). Our inability to obtain data with an adequate resolution which
also differentiated among forest types was a major drawback, making our
analyses on regionalization preliminary (see Comments). Other variables
(county area, rural and urban land area, and area In roads) were obtained
from the Lands Unsultable for Mining Project (LUMP) at the lllinois Natural
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History Survey. Human population data were based on the 1980 U.S. census
(L. White, personal communication). These analyses excluded 4 counties
(Cook, Dupage, Kane and Lake) where firearm deer hunting was not allowed.
Cluster analysis, a technique that determines if groupings exist among
observations within a data set (Everitt 1980), was used in our approach to
regionalization. The cluster program started with 1 county and, based upon
criterion variables (Table 7), determined which other county was
ecologically most similar to the first. The two counties were then grouped
into a cluster. As a cluster, then, the two counties were compared with
the rest of the counties to determine which other county is most similar to
the first cluster. We then decided at what cluster level the counties
should be grouped. Cluster analysis Is not a stringent statistical method
and the groupings formed can not be tested easily for statistical validity.
However, using land use data, deer population indices, and human population
data, cluster analysis can Indicate various county association
possibilities of potential management significance.
The cophenetic correlation between the dendrogram (Fig. 5) and the
average distance coefficient matrix was 0.863. Two potential groupings of
the counties were examined; one at approximately the 0.8 level of the
distance matrix and the other at approximately the 1.0 level. The 2 levels
grouped Illinois Into 23 and 13 regions, respectively (Tables 8 and 9,
Figs. 6 and 7). On the basis of the dendrogram generated, the regions
formed by grouping countles at the indicated levels represent reasonable
upper and lower limits to the number of feasible management regions.
Grouping the counties at a level lower than 0.8 would divide the state into
more regions than would be beneficial. Under a grouping level of 0.8, very
fine differences separating the counties Into regions would likely not
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reflect differences meaningful in deer management. Alternatively, grouping
of counties at a level greater than 1 could result In counties that are
substantially different and more likely to be geographically disjunct being
grouped within Individual regions.
Because forest type has been found to affect local deer abundance, the
lack of adequate Information on forest types hampered the analyses and
interpretation of the results on regionalization. The Forest Service
Inventory recently performed in Illinois should in the near future provide
a breakdown of forest types suitable for improved regionalization analyses.
Because of this, the analyses of regionalization performed to date should
be viewed primarily as methodological and not conclusive.
(b) Target Date for Achievement:
Final Report - 30 September 1986.
(c) Date of Accomplishment: On Schedule.
Cd) Significant Deviations: None, .
(e) Remarks.
(f) Recommendations:
(1) The purpose of the regionalization analyses was to group similar
countles according to factors Important to white-tailed deer.
These groupings were intended for future use In deer management.
If hunter demands for permits or trends in deer numbers
necessitate varying harvest strategies throughout the state,
groupings based on ecological conditions would provide a means of
delineating the management scheme most appropriate to a given
county. At this point there Is no basis for suggesting that the
current system of allocating firearm deer permits on a county
basis be replaced with a regional allocation. Problems could
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arise under regional allocation (If on a larger scale than the
county) If It were not possible to adequately control deer
harvest or the distribution of hunters as has effectively been
accomplished under the current county based system. In addition,
concentrations of hunters In regional deer "hot spots" might
result in Increased landowner problems beyond what occur under
the county quota system.
(2) Additional analyses with the updated forest Inventory data will
provide a more valid regionalIzatlon and should be attempted in
the future.
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(a) Final Report:
H I STORY
The white-talled deer In Illlnois (and the midwest In general) has
made a remarkable recovery from near extinction in the early 1900s (Pletsch
1954, McCabe and McCabe 1984). Escapes and releases of captive
white-tailed deer In northern Illinois in the early part of the 20th
century and releases of "wild caught" deer throughout much of Illinois from
around 1933 through the mid 1950s provided the start for the deer
population estimated to total 3,075 deer in 1950-1951 (Pletsch 1954). Even
at that early time (1950-51), localized areas surrounding original release
sites, such as the Rock River range in Ogle, Winnebago, Lee, and Dekalb
counties and Horseshoe Lake Game Refuge In Alexander County, were densely
populated with deer, creating problems wlth I andowners and motorists
(Pletsch 1954). The first fLrearm season was held In 1957 in a few
selected counties with firearm seasons continued annually in an increasing
number of counties. Firearm hunting now occurs in 98 of Illinois' 102
counties. Seasons consisted of 3 days during late October-early November
from 1957 to 1960, and 3 days in early December in 1961. Except during
1967 when a continuous 6-day season was held, the firearm season in
Illinois since 1961 has consisted of 2, 3-day segments, one in mid-November
and the second in early December.
The recovery of the white-tailed deer can be attributed to a number of
factors, but 2 of the most important are the white-tail's adaptation to
open environments and Innate propensity to disperse, and careful deer
harvest management by the Illinois Department of Conservation (IDOC).
Management of deer in Illinois has consisted of regulating the number of
firearm permits Issued on a county basis. In the 1960s, permit allocation
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was often experimental. In some counties, especially in southern Illinois,
the amount of hunting that local deer could sustain was evaluated by
issuing large numbers of permits. In these areas the deer were
overexploited as Indicated by declining harvests and hunter success rates
during the mid 1960s (Fig. 8). After reducing hunting In problem counties
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, however, deer numbers, hunter success,
and total kill slowly increased. The 1980s saw a rather rapid increase in
both the harvest of deer and in hunter success (Fig. 8). These increases
can be attributed mostly to a rapidly increasing deer herd although,
enhanced hunter proficiency resulting from greater experience, improved
equipment, and increased deer vulnerability resulting from loss of habitat,
and progressively earlier crop harvests may have increased hunter success
and total deer kill.
At the Inception of the modern firearm season in Illinois, low deer
numbers and low hunter densities resulted in low per area harvests (no.
deer/km2 ) (Table 10). These values have consistently increased In all
regions even as more counties were open to hunting, numbers of hunting
permits were increased (Fig. 9), and deer numbers increased. Currently,
however, the harvest of deer per area of forest is much lower in some
regions (4, 6, and 7) than in the others (Table 10). This difference can
be attributed In part to regional differences in suitability of the forest
as deer habitat, to differing rates of Illegal kill, and to fawn mortality.
Evidence suggests, however, that the harvest rates are too high to allow
deer herds In some regions to attain densities comparable with those In the
other re!ions. Factors controlling abundance and harvest will be discussed
in more detail in a later section.
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Data from harvested deer have been collected at mandatory check
stations since the first Illinois deer season in 1957. These data provided
a means of determining trends in deer abundance. After the Initial
experimentation with hunter quotas, conservative harvest goals set by IDOC
biologists were relatively simple to establish because herd expansion was
desired. An accelerated rate of Increase of the deer population in recent
years and increasing deer depredation complaints have complicated deer
management by adding a new dimension, the need to locally stabilize or even
reduce deer numbers In some areas. At the same time the number of licensed
firearm and archery deer hunters has Increased to over 130,000 In 1985.
Based on past trends in requests for deer permits, we project a further
Increase of nearly-50% by 1990. Because of conflicting attitudes of the
public towards deer, and varying perceptions of how many deer should be
locally present, solutions to deer management problems are complex. The
IDOC must balance the desires of hunters and recreationists, who often want
large numbers of deer, with individuals in the agricultural community who
fear the depredations caused by a large deer herd, and others who are
simply opposed to all hunting.
Current Conditions
Legal harvests are undoubtedly the major cause of mortal ity of deer in
most parts.of Illinois today. Beyond that, legal harvests are the only
logistically effective avenues of controlling deer abundance available to
deer managers. A detailed analysis of annual harvests can provide insights
into the demographic profile of deer throughout lllinois and can provide
background data for projections of deer age/sex composition, productivity,
and abundance as well as a basis for predicting the probable outcomes of
alternate harvest strategies.
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Illinois requires that successful firearm deer hunters take their deer
to a county check station where they are sexed and aged Into 1 of 5 classes
(0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5+ years) using the tooth eruption and wear
criteria of Severinghaus (1949). Because of hunter selectivity and
differential behavior of sex-age classes (affecting vulnerability to
harvest), age and sex structure of deer in the harvests typically differs
from that of deer in general (Maguire and Severinghaus 1954, Roseberry and
Klimstra 1974, McCullough 1979, Coe et al. 1980). In addition, inaccurate
aging of deer using the eruption and wear criteria Is a problem in
Illinois, especially in identifying the older age classes (2.5+ years)
(Roseberry 1980, Woolf and Roseberry 1986, personal observations).
Although differential vulnerability of deer to harvest confounds
interpretation of data from any 1 year, a somewhat clearer picture of the
vital statistics of the deer herd can be obtained by evaluating long-term.
data sets on temporal (daily and annual harvests) and regional scales.
Dally Harvests of Deer
The sequence of harvest within a season not oniy provides insights
into daily changes in deer vulnerability to hunting, but also on the effect
of daily variable environmental conditions on harvests. From 1981 through
1985, nearly 70% of the total harvest occurred during the first 3 days cf
the 6-day seasons and 75-80% of the antlered harvest occurred during the
first 3 days of the 6-day seasons (Table 11). Antlerless harvests were
more evenly distributed among days (Table 11). Male fawns apparently were
slightly more vulnerable than female fawns early In the season as the
proportion of fawn males harvested the first 3 days (69.6%) was higher than
that of female fawns (61.8%). - Similar sex-age differences In the
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progression of harvest have been reported by other researchers (Andersen
1953, Taber and Dasmann 1954, Roseberry and Klimstra 1974, McCullough 1979,
Coe et al. 1980). McCullough found that hunter selectivity accounted for
about two-thirds of the variation in harvest mortality of male white-tailed
deer In Michigan but Indicated that behavior also played an Important role.
Roseberry and Klimstra (1974) Indicated that antlered deer were initially
(during the first 3 days) more vulnerable to harvest, but that by the 5th
day proportionately fewer of them were being taken than any of the other
sex-age groups.
Analysis of variance was used to determine the effects of day of
season, year, and region on daily harvests of deer. Of the main effects,
only day of season was significant (p<0.01), however, there were
significant daily harvest-region (p<0.05) and dally harvest-year (p<0.05)
Interactions. These interactions Indicated that there'were regional and
annual differences in the sequence of harvest. The most obvious regional
difference was the high day 1 and day 2 harvests in Region 8 compared with
the other regions (Table 12). This might be expected because hunters in
Region 8 tend to travel longer distances to hunt (unpublished results of a
hunter questionaire by John Kube, IDOC) than hunters in other regions. It
is probable that because of the greater travel distance and expense for
numerous out-of-region deer hunters using the largely rural Region 8, a
lower proportion of those unsuccessful the first 3 days return for the
second 3-day segment. The annual differences in daily sequence of harvest
could be attributed to several potential factors. Hansen et al. (1986)
evaluated the effects of weather, progress of corn harvest, number of
hunters, day of the season, and estimated deer population on both the daily
and annual kill of white-tailed deer. It was found that the dally sequence
of harvest could be significantly affected by all those factors.
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Annual Harvests of Deer
Annual harvests of deer partitioned by sex and age when analyzed over
a period of years provide useful Information on herd demographics. A
significantly lower proportion of harvested deer were 0.5 and 1.5 years
old, and within these age classes a lower proportion were males, during the
1957-1966 period than In later periods (Tables 13 and 14, Fig. 10). A
lower proportion of the 2.5-year-old deer harvested between 1957 and 1961
were males than In later years. In contrast, a higher proportion of the
harvests consisted of 3.5-year-old deer and older and of these deer, a
higher proportion were males for the years 1957 - 1961 than In later years.
Harvests skewed towards the older age classes in the early years of modern
day deer hunting in Illinois likely reflect availability, and low hunting
related rates of mortality In previous hunting seasons, rather than hunter
selectivity for older deer. If hunters had been more selective In early
years, sex ratios also would have been more skewed towards males, but this
was true only in the older age classes (3.5+ years). Older age classes
likely predominated in the early years because hunting had not yet Induced
the younger age structure typical of heavily hunted deer populations
(McCullough 1979).
The trends since 1957 towards Increasing proportions of males in the
fawn and yearling age classes could have resulted from several factors.
Burgoyne (1981) concluded that Increased proportions of yearling males in
the harvest reflected Increased exploitation. We similarly believe that in
Illinois the increased proportion of harvested yearling males and reduced
proportion of males 3.5 years and older indicate Increased exploitation,
especially significant In rates of harvest of antlered deer. Regressing
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the percent of total harvest consisting of a sex-age class on year of
harvest revealed that significant positive trends existed for the presencne
of 1.5- (p<0.01) and 2.5-year-old males (p<0.05) and 1.5-year-old females
(p<0.05) and significant negative trends occurred for 23.5-year-old males
(p<0.01) and 2.5- (p<0.05) and 23.5-year-old females (p<0.01) in the
harvests. No significant differences were noted in trends for numbers of
male or female fawns. These results indicate that rates of exploitation of
yearlings have Increased significantly for harvest of both males and
females. The slopes of the regressions (0.37, 0.05, and -0.69 for 1.5-,
2.5-, and 3.5-year-old males, respectively, and 0.05 -0.06, and -0.08 for
1.5-, 2.5-, and 23.5-year-old females, respectively) and Figure 10
Indicated that the increase in exploitation Was greater for maleso The
more rapid increase In the rate of exploitation In 1.5-year-old males, the
decline In proportion of harvest consisting of 23.5-year-old males, and the
lack of any trends in total fawn harvest suggest that changes in hunter
selectivity can best account for the trends. With a few exceptions, deer
densities In Illinois have increased steadily during the last 25 years
indicating that total harvests have not been excessive, although that mray
be the case for some local areas. In the early years, hunters often got few
opportunities to shoot a deer and therefore were more likely to kill the
first deer that presented a shot. With increased deer densities and
experience, hunters today may be much more likely to pass up a shot at
antlerless deer, especially fawns, and wait for an opportunity to take an
antlered or at least a larger deer.
Changing selectivit n th; trond 4 *-- 2
harvests of yearling males but, because male fawns do not have readily
visible antlers, this seems a less likely explanation for the Increase in
Le proportion of male fawns in the harvest. As indicated, the daily
sequence of harvest (Table 11) suggests that fawn males are more vulnerable
to harvest, at least initially, than are fawn females. Verme (1983) found
that the percentage of male fawns declined with Increasing maternal age.
The tendency In Illinois towards a younger maternal age structure (Table
14) may have resulted in fawn sex ratios progressively skewed towards
males. Verme (1985) also indicated that deer under nutritional stress
produce a preponderance of male offspring. If increasing deer densities in
Illinois have resulted in a herd more nutritionally stressed, we might
expect a greater preponderance of males. However, deer in Illinois
generally have access to an abundance of highly nutritious foods produced
on high mineral soils and have high reproductive rates (Grubaugh 1983,
Nixon and Hansen 1985). There Is little evidence of nutritional stress in
most of the hunted parts of lIllnois.
Although regional differences in sex and age ratios in the harvest
occurred, no definitive pattern to such differences was apparent (Tables 12
and 13). In general, older age classes of males (2.5 and 3.5+ years)
tended to be more abundant in the harvest in the sparsely forested regions
(2, 5, and 6) than in the other regions. Fawn harvest rates were highest
in Regions 1, 3, and 4. These regional differences likely were a result of
differences in harvest Intensity, possible hunter selectivity, and perhaps
in reproductive rates. Higher fawn harvest rates and lower adult male
harvest rates in western and northwestern Illinois (Regions 3, 4, and 1)
suggest that deer In these regions were more heavily exploited and/or
state. Regional differences In reproductive rates and fawn survival rates
tend to confound this interpretation.
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Reproductive and fawn survival rates are higher In at least some parts
of central Illinois than in portions of southern Illinois (Nixon and Hansen
1985, Grubaugh 1985, Roseberry and Klimstra 1970, Nelson 1984). Therefore,
productivity may account for the higher proportion of the population in
central and northern Illinois. If this Is true, the lower percentage of
the harvest consisting of fawns in southern Illinois, but not east-central
and northeastern Illinois, may have been a result of availability rather
than any hunter selectivity. In addition, a north-south gradient in size
of deer In Illinois (Richle 1970) may have affected hunter selectivity.
Because of their smaller size, fawns in southern Illinois may have been
less attractive to hunters than are fawns to hunters in central and-
northern Ili nois.
Reconstructed annual mortality rates (Downing 1980) also reflect
Increasing harvest rates of male deer In Illinois. These reconstructed
rates, although not restricted by some of the assumptions typical of other
life table analyses, require that deaths be accurately enumerated. Harvest
data do not conform to this requirement because of sex-age related
differences in the likelihood that a deer will appear in the harvest and
that all mortality Is adequately accounted. Therefore, we used
reconstructed rates only to compare annual trends and regional differences
in mortality. In addition, reconstructed mortality estimates for adult age
classes (2.5+ years of age) were more sensitive to problems of truncation
of age categories at 4.5 years than were fawn and yearling mortality
calculations. As a result, only fawn and yearling reconstructed rates were
used.
Analysis of variance indicated a significantly higher annual mortality
for yearlings than fawns (Table 15). Fawn mortality was significantly
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lower In period 1 than In any other period. Although not significant,
after the initial increase In mortality of fawns In period 2, there was a
general decline In mortality rates in all regions thereafter (Table 15).
Annual mortality of yearlings was lowest in period 1 but In contrast with
fawns, then Increased. Mortality of yearl ing males generally increased over
the 5 periods, whereas mortality of yearling females Increased until the
third period and then remained about the same. The only significant regional
difference was a higher fawn mortality in Region 1 than in all regions
except region 8. Fawn mortality tended to be lower In regions 5 (x=23.8)
and 6 (x=27.1%) than In regions 8 (x=32.2%) and 1 (x=39.2%), with mortality
In other regions being intermediate.
Fawn-to-doe ratios in the harvest have been used as an index of
productivity (Lang and Wood 1976). Unfortunately, the possible
reproductive significance of fawn-to-doe ratios in the harvest are
confounded by differential vulnerability to harvest among age classes,
making any Interpretation difficult. For example, overall fawn to doe
ratios in Region 8 were higher than in Region 5 (Table 16). However, field
studies in Region 5 (Nixon and Hansen 1985) and In Region 8 (Roseberry and
KlImstra 1970, Nelson 1984), however, suggest the opposite--higher
reproductive rates and fawn survival In Region 5 than In Region 8.
Differences In fawn vulnerability to hunting among regions may have led
to the skewed fawn:doe ratios.
Temporally partitioned fawn to doe ratios provide more useful results.
Fawn to doe ratios were lowest In period 1. These ratios may reflect Icwer
product Ivity--a density dependent response to high adult densities in some
areas--but are more likely a result of Increased hunter selection for
adults in the later years. It is Interesting to note that fawn to dce
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ratios in most regions during the 1977-1981 period, a time of record
breaking severe winters In Illinois, were lower than In all but the first
period. We suggest that the severe winters of 1977-1981 may have depressed
productivity and that this change was reflected in the harvests. Reduced
productivity after severe winters is common on northern deer ranges (Karns
1980), but has not been reported In farmland areas.
THE PRESENT
County Deer Population Simulations
The simulation model, developed for the counties in which deer have
been legally hunted with a gun (all counties but Cook, Dekalb, Dupage, and
Lake), was deterministic and dealt only with processes directly affecting
the size of county deer populations, I.e. births and deaths. Environmental
variables, such as browse production and winter weather condition (Medin
and Anderson 1979), and possible density dependent adjustments of
reproduction and mortality, were not incorporated into the Illinois deer
model.
Illinois deer utilize agricultural crops extensively (Nixon et al.
1982), relieving some of the pressure on and reducing the importance of the
food base within the woodlands. In addition, winter conditions generally
are less severe than further north, where severe winters can affect
survival and reproduction (Verme 1968, Karns 1980). Annual reproductive
rates In most parts of Illinois are relatively constant, especially when
compared with those of northern deer herds. They are apparently free of
nutritional and social implications at current levels of deer abundance.
Although evidence suggestive of reduced productivity following severe
winters In 1977-1981 was cited In an earlier section of this report, we
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feel that In Illinois reduced productivity occurs only under unusual
circumstances. Therefore, winter severity was not incorporated Into the
model. We do not know what levels of deer abundance are necessary to
depress reproductive rates in deer associated with agriculture, but it Is
likely that In most of the state (excluding the unhunted northeastern
section), deer populations are far below potentially critical levels (as
illustrated by the hypothetical growth curve in Figure 11). It also is
unlikely that deer densities will ever attain those levels where effects
such as reduction in body weight, antler size, and fawn production are
observed, except possibly in very localized, refuge situations. Deer-
agricultural conflicts will probably necessitate reductions before critical
densities are attained over large areas.
Ecological concepts of maximum sustainable yield (Caughley 1977), have
little relevance In Illinois. The more critical element is landowner
attitude. Because the legal deer harvest is the most important single
factor affecting deer abundance, the modeling of deer abundance in an
agricultural state like Illinois is greatly simplified. As a result we
have been able to develop procedures appl icable to county-sized management
units based only on the annual harvest data.
The Illinois deer model was written in Applesoft Basic for Apple II
microcomputers. The simulation year is divided Into 3 mortality periods:
summer (June 1 - September 30), hunting season (October 1 - December 15),
and winter-spring (December 16 - May 31). Fawns are born during the
summer. The program allows for input of age-sex specific reproductive and
mortality rates. Mortality rates can be varied among the simulation
period. Five age classes were used in the county simulations: fawn -
birth to 1.0 year; yearlIng - 1.0 to 2.0 years; and 3 classes of adults -
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2.0 to 3.0 years, 3.0 to 4.0 years, and 4.0 years and older. Age classes
are incremented at the beginning of the summer period. In a simulation,
deer are simply added to and subtracted from the population during each
period according to prescribed reproductive and mortality rates.
County deer herd trends (1974-1985) and population predictions (1986)
were determined using the following methodology. Age specific reproductive
rates, based on research done in Illinois (Grubaugh 1983, Nixon and Hansen
1985, Roseberry and Klimstra 1970) were held constant during the simulation
period and were the same In all counties except those In Region 8 (Table
17). Winter-spring and summer mortality rates also were held constant and
were derived from data gathered on the PIatt County Study Area (PCSA)
located In east-central Illinois (personal observation). Although these
rates probably varied among countles and years, mortality data for each
county were not available In Illinois for this period. Fawn mortality
during the summer was held constant at 10% for all counties but those in
Region 8, where It was set at 15%. These rates likely were low in some
counties and years, and perhaps high in others. Nixon and Hansen (1985)
found 100% survival of 15 fawns marked when less than 2 weeks of age in
east central Illinois. High fall fawn to doe ratios on their study area
reflected high fawn survival from birth to 1 October. Other studies In the
midwest Indicated fawn mortality of 33%, 27%, and 30% in Missouri, Iowa,
and southern Illinois, respectively (Bryan 1980, Huegal et al. 1985, Nelson
1984). Underestimated county deer populations would result If fawn
mortality (and/or adult mortality) was higher than designated In the model.
Estimates of trends In deer population numbers, however, would remain valid
If errors In fawn survival were consistent among years.
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The number of deer dying during the hunting season was determined
using the following formula:
KILLij = GHRij + GHRij(0.30+1.5(BK/GK))
where
KILLij Is the number of deer of sex I and age j dying
during the hunting season
GHRij Is the number of deer in the respective sex-age class
checked In during the gun deer season
BK is the total reported bow kill
GK Is the total registered gun kill
Crippling losses and non-reported kills were together assumed to be 30% of
the gun kill and 50% of the bow kill. Similar losses have been reported
elsewhere (Downing 1972, Roseberry et al. 1970, personal observations).
Sex-age structure of deer killed by bow by county was not available. Bow
kill was partitioned into sex-age categories similar to those of the gun
harvest. In the simulation, the number of deer in each sex-age category
dying during the hunting season, rather than a proportion, was subtracted
from the preseason estimate.
Estimated county deer population size was simply the number of deer
necessary to support the estimated mortality under specified reproductive
rates. The simulations were aligned on known deer harvests (1974-1985)
standardized for numbers of hunters. Because harvests are most dependent
on densities of deer and numbers of hunters, and are affected relatively
little by annual variations In weather (Hansen et al. 1986), we fe t that
standardized annual harvests better reflected actual deer abundance. To
align the county r.odeis, we varied the initial size of the probable deer
population (1974) until simulated trends mimicked adjusted harvest trends.
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Given the uncertainties in the input data, particularly non-hunting
mortality rates, the close match between estimated deer population size and
adjusted harvests in most counties was a welcome surprise and tends to
verify the importance of the annual harvest on changes in deer abundance
(Table 18).
Analyses In which the number of hunters and estimated deer abundance
were regressed upon the gun harvest verified that the deer population
estimates were good predictors of harvest during the years of simulation
(1974-1985) (Table 19). Also, there was a significant relationship
(r2=0.54, p<0.01) between the estimated number of deer available to each
hunter in 1985 and the proportion of hunters that were successful,
Indicating the deer population projections provided reasonable predictions
of future deer abundance. To obtain the best predictions for the following
year, county analyses should be updated after each gun season. The ability
to predict future harvests should also be tested after each deer season.
It is likely that realignments will have to be performed regularly in some
counties to Improve poor fitting models and to conform to changing habitat
conditions.
The county simulations revealed some interesting findings. For
example, although deer harvests were predictable in most counties (Table
19), poor fits were observed in Alexander, Hardin, Massac, and Stark
counties. The inability to satisfactorily predict deer abundance in these
counties was apparently a result of inaccurate input data. It is uncertain
what input was not accurate, but we suspect non-hunring mortality, oecause
In surrounding counties the model provided good predictions using the same
reproductive rates. Illegal kill, especially if high and variable among
years, Is certainly suspect In these counties.
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Estimated county deer densities (number/km2 forest) were highly
variable (Fig. 12). The regional trends In deer density were similar to
per area harvests described previously. Certainly all woodlands in
Illinois are not equally suitable as deer habitat. Differences in forest
type, stage of succession, human disturbance, etc. can account for some of
the differences observed In deer density, but other factors likely also are
involved. Some of the predicted deer densities may have been low because
of poor Input data. If actual nonhunting mortality rates were higher
than those input Into the model, deer abundance would be underestimated.
For example, if fawn mortality in Effingham County was 25% instead of the
10% as used in the simulation, the estimate of deer density would increase
from 8.2 to 9.8 per mi2 . Because the coyote Is an important predator on
fawns (Porath 1980), portions of southern Illinois, which have high coyote
populations (Hubert, personal communication), may have higher fawn
mortality than that Input Into the model. In addition, many of the
counties with lower estimated deer densities, especially In southern
Illinois, were rural and economically depressed relative to other parts of
the state suggesting increased poaching. Poaching Is somewhat of a
tradition in some of these counties. As a result, adult deer mortality may
have been higher than that input into the model. As with fawn mortality,
this could result in underestimated deer populations.
Low estimated deer densities were In some cases associated with
urbanization (Mercer, Peoria, St. Clair, and Will counties). Urban sprawl
into existing woodlands and the associated human disturbance may have
reduced suitability of local woodlands for white-tailed deer. In addition,
urbanization of the woodlands (or public purchase for urban parks) may
reduce accessibilitly to the hunter. An assumption of the model used to
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estimate deer numbers is that all deer are susceptable to harvest. If
large portions of deer habitat In a county are inaccessible to hunters, the
size of the deer population will likely be underestimated. This phenomenon
may have occurred In counties such as Kankakee and Vermilion, which have
abundant public land on which firearm deer hunting Is not allowed.
Deer densities could be depressed in some counties lacking adequate
refuge. In agricultural regions, where woodlands are dissected and often
small, deer are highly vulnerable to harvest (Gladfelter 1984, personal
observations). In these areas deer may be depleted during the hunting
season and, if not naturally restocked each year by deer dispersing from
refuges, deer numbers may remain locally depressed.
Finally, low estimated deer densities in some counties may be
attributed to overexploitation. Relatively stable deer populations can be
maintained at any reasonable level depending on the harvest rates. It is
possible that in some counties harvest rates imposed at some point in the
past and since maintained were such that deer numbers could not increase as
they have in other counties. This situation may be especially true of deer
in some counties in northeastern Illinois and along the Wabash drainage in
the southeastern part of the state.
Another observation resulting from the county simulations and a source
of error variation in the harvest regressions was a tendency to over-
estimate the harvest of deer in the early years (1974-1976) and to
underestimate harvest In later years (1983-1985). Analysis of the
residuals indicated an average overall error of 8% of the total harvest
during the first 3 years of the simulation and 5% during the last 3 years.
We found that the Initial deer population estimate (1974) had to be
inflated to sustain the rapid Increases In harvest during the last 3 years
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(1983-1985). It is, therefore, likely that we overestimated early
populations In many counties. This error further suggested that some
factor that was held constant In the simulation had actually varied during
the simulation period (1974-1985). Declining non-hunting mortality,
increasing reproductive rates, and/or sex ratios with increasing
proportions of females could explain these discrepancies. Given constant
or probably declining habitat conditions, it seems unlikely, however, that
reproductive rates would have increased during the last 10 years. A change
in sex ratios also seems unlikely because the harvest data indicate that,
if anything, there has been a trend towards male dominated sex ratios. The
most likely change is a decline In non-hunting mortality rates, although
reasons for such a decline are unknown. It would certainly be appealing to
conservation police officials to attribute this apparent decline in
poaching to better law enforcement reducing the illegal kill and a decline
in poaching may be a factor. Changes in human values and attitudes towards
deer could also play a role In causing a decline in Illegal kill.
General Simulations
Sensitivity analysis provides a measure of the response of deer to
changes in demographic parameters. Such analyses can aid in formulation of
decisions on research priorities by delineating factors potentially most
strongly affecting herd trends (Medin and Anderson 1979). Sensitivity
analyses were performed by varying one parameter at a time while holding
all others constant at standard input values (Table 20). Standard Input
values produced a nearly stable deer population during a 10-year control
simulation. Population size at the end of a 10-year test simulation was
compared with that of the control simulation to determine the
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responsiveness to parameter alteration. The range of the altered values
was maintained within biologically reasonable limits.
The deer population was most sensitive to changes in fawn sex ratios,
reproductive rates, and female harvest rates (Table 17). Summer and
winter-spring mortality rates, especially of males, had minimal effects on
population change. The obvious impact of relatively small changes in fawn
sex ratios may explain some of the error in annual county population
estimates and In harvest projections. Even if small errors or shifts in sex
ratios occurred during the simulation period, large over- or underestimates
of the population size could have resulted. This possibility suggests
that improved information on sex ratios of fawns and the annual variability
in these ratios would help improve population simulations. Errors of
estimation and variation in reproductive rates can have similar effects.
THE FUTURE
Although deer herd dynamics are very sensitive to some parameters, in
the short term, a management system is very forgiving of mistakes. For
example, if harvest were doubled during 1 year in a county, recovery time
(time required for the deer population to attain preharvest levels) with no
harvest or 50% of normal harvest In following years would be slightly
greater than 1 and 2 years, respectively (Fig. 13). High normal
reproductive and fawn survival rates are responsible for the resilience in
Illinois deer abundance. Recovery time of the population would increase as
the normal harvest rates under the sustained yield population are
approached. If the sustained yield harvest rates maintained prior to
doubling the harvest were Imposed Immediately following an "overharvest,"
we would expect a new sustained yield at a lower density than before the
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overharvest (Fig. 13). This indicates that abundance levels below which
density dependent mortality and reproductive rates occur (if in fact they
do), we can maintain deer numbers at about any density we desire.
Management of Deer Harvests
As trends in county deer herds have gradually Increased, harvest rates
have been enlarged to accommodate more requests for gun permits, but also
in an effort to limit deer numbers In some areas. Projections of deer
numbers for 1986 Indicate a leveling or a slight decrease In deer numbers
In many counties. These projections suggest that any substantial Increase
in harvest of females in most counties will result in a decline In local
deer numbers. However, we project requests for firearm hunting permits in
Illinois counties to Increase an average of 47% by 1990 (Table 21).
Clearly, these requests can not be met under the current system if we
expect to maintain the high hunter success rates and present county deer
densities (Nixon and Hansen 1985).
High harvest rates of antlered deer have little Impact on deer herd
size (Fig. 14) as compared with those of anterless harvests (Table 20).
Harvest of antlered males is very high In some states, yet no evidence Is
currently available to Indicate that such harvests adversely affect
productivity (Ozoga and Verme 1985), although shifts in breeding time have
been suggested as a potential problem (Gruver et al. 1984). It is
unlikely, no matter how many "antlered only" permits are Issued, that the
high proportionate antlered harvests observed In some other states can be
attained in Illinois because most land Is privately owned and, therefore,
access for hunting Is limited. Kube (1983) Indicated that landowners
generally limited hunting on their property to friends, relatives, and
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neighbors. Increasing rates of harvest of deer will to some extent impact
availability of trophy males (Fig. 14), however, because extremely high
harvest rates of males will probably never be attained, and because of the
large number of deer in Illinois, some trophy deer will always be
available.
Most states now have a variation of "antlered only" combined with
"any deer" hunting seasons (for example, Iowa, Indiana, Wisconsin, Ohio),
and most feel that their system works well (personal communication, L.
Gladfelter, Iowa, J. Olson, Indiana, R. Stolle, Ohio). Success under a
variety of harvest systems is possible, but several factors should be
considered before any change In the deer season Is attempted in farmland
range. First, some females must be harvested at regular intervals to
maintain herd size within desirable limits. Permit quotas must be
established with strict IDOC control over annual numbers of "any deer"
permits issued. Second, from the sole standpoint of deer herd dynamics,
unlimited numbers of "antlered only" permits could be Issued. However,
control of the deer herd can not be maintained by issuance of just
"antlered only" permits. Hunter densities and the desire by some hunters
for trophy deer must be considered when setting quotas for "antlered only"
permits. The possible illegal kill of female deer by "antlered only"
permit hunters also dicates a conservative issuance of "any deer" permits
when "antlered only" permits are Issued for the same place and time.
Several possible alternatives to the current split 6-day "any deer"
season that would accommodate the demand for more deer hunting permits have
been considered. One alternative was to maintain the current "any deer"
permit system but to reduce the firearm season. More hunting permits could
be Issued under thls system because hunter success and, therefore, the
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number of deer harvested for a given number of hunters would be reduced
(Fig. 15). This system has negative connotations and, therefore, is not
desirable because the hunting season would have to be reduced substantially
before adequate hunting opportunities would become available for additional
hunters (Fig. 15). The reduced opportunity for hunters with permits, lower
hunter success rates, higher hunter densities, and the likelihood of irate
landowners would result.
Given the current demands for firearm deer permits, probably the best
alternate harvest system would include the issuance of a limited number of
"any deer" permits with the quota of "antlered only" permits maintained at
recent levels. Nixon and Hansen (1985) evaluated the outcome if such a
season were held in Illinois and concluded that all hunters could be
accommodated under such a system without substantially affecting herd
dynamics, but there was potential for reducing somewhat the availability of
trophy bucks. A quota on "antlered only" permits is suggested at least
Initially to maintain reasonable hunter densities and, therefore, I'mit
hunter accidents and minimize hunter-landowner conflicts. If demands for
gun permits continue to increase, however, alternatives to this system may
have to be considered. One variation of the limited "any deer," with
unlimited "antlered only" season, would provide for a split season where
the hunter must select one of two segments in which to hunt (Kube 1983).
As an incentive for hunters to select the second segment, more "any deer"
permits would be issued and the length of the second segment would be
longer than the first segment. Attempts to simulate the outcome of this
type of season are difficult because there is no precedence for It in
Illinois. We do know, however, through county simulations, approximately
the number of deer that can be harvested In each county to maintain desired
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herd levels, and we can estimate with reasonable accuracy, based on daily
harvest data under the current system, the number of deer we could expect
to harvest during the first 3-day segment of a 2-segment season. Harvest
during the last segment Is more difficult to predict, because, unlike
hunters In the current system, hunters In the proposed system would be
"fresh," not having been allowed to hunt the first segment. In addition,
more deer would survive the first segment under the proposed system than
under the current system because there would be fewer "any deer" hunters
and lower success rates because of the shorter season. Because of the
uncertainties under this system, issuance of "any deer" permits should
Initially be very conservative. In addition, this system should be tested
on counties in 1 or 2 regions prior to statewide implementation.
(b) Target Date for Achievement:
Final Report- 30 September 1986
(c) Date of Accomplishment: On Schedule.
(d) Significant Deviations: None
(e) Remarks.
(f) Recommendations: In addition to those given above, the following:
(1) The harvest data, even with their biases, have provided the IDOC
with a valuable means of evaluating county herd trends and
predicting harvests. We strongly recommend that collection of
harvest data continue as in the past (although aging needs to be
improved). Even though aging of deer beyond 2.5 years is suspect,
we recommend maintaining the current aging system to conform to
the existing computer programs (based on 5 age classes). We also
recommend that data continue to be collected In every county and
that all deer taken be reglstered. It has been suggested that
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sample data from a few counties within a region will reflect
trends in non-sampled counties. This suggestion is not true
because hunter quotas are set on a county basis and the dynamics
of deer in each county are unique.
(2) The harvest analyses and county deer simulations should be updated
each year following the gun hunting season. Future hunter quotas
should always be based on the deer herd projections for individual
counties.
(3) Indices to deer population trends independent of those derived
from harvest data are needed to verify current methodologies. A
consistent and reliable means of reporting road kills could
potentially provide a reliable index.
(4) This report has dealt mostly with deer harvested by firearms
(although archery kill was included in the county simulations).
The firearm harvest is the most significant hunting-related
mortality factor In most counties, however, in several counties,
the archery kill approaches or exceeds firearm harvest. Over
62,500 bow hunters are expected in Illinois by 1990. Because of
the recognized high crippling mortality of deer by bow hunters and
the dramatic increases in the number of bow hunters, the IDOC may
have to consider, at some point in the future, establishing quotas
on bow hunters In some counties. Accurate data on hunter success,
crippling loss, and sex-age structure of the bow harvest will
become Increasingly Important as numbers of bow hunters Increase.
We recommend that methodologies for evaluating bow hunting
(questionaires, mandatory check, etc.) be developed as soon as
possible.
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(5) Hunter and landowner questionnaires should be distributed
periocially to determine perceptions concerning the deer herd and
management. Periodical questionnaires are especially Important If
hunting regulations are modified to accommodate more hunters, and
If regulations are ultimately established on the basis of
landowner attitudes.
(6) The counties outlined In Figure 9 need special attention because
of apparent low deer densities. Information on reproductive and
survival rates in these areas are essential if we are to determine
if the cause for estimated low densities can be attributed to
hunting, non-hunting related factors, or simply Inaccurate
estimates resulting from poor data Inputs.
(7) Although habitat was not addressed in this modeling effort,
maintenance of adequate winter and fawn-rearing habitats is basic
to the success of the Illinois deer herd and efforts must be made
to conserve an adequate number, size, and distribution of such
areas particularly in intensively farmed areas of Illinois.
Prepared by: Lonnie P. Hansen and Charles M. Nixon
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Performance Report
Annual Job Progress Report
State: Illinois Project Number: W-87-R-7
Project Type: Research
Project Title: Cooperative Forest Wildlife
Sub-project VII: Illinois Deer Investigations
Period Covered: 1 July 1985 - 30 June 1986
This performance report covers a report of progress for Study VII-C
and is not a completion report. The completion report for this study will
be submitted 30 September 1987 under W-87-R-8 (See Study VII-D, Job
VII-D-2).
Study V II-C; Title: Life History and Ecology of Deer in Intensively
Farmed Landscapes
Study Objectives:
1. To determine sex and age specific natality and mortality.
2. To determine daily, seasonal, and annual movements of deer as they
relate to crop phenology, weather, and hunting pressure.
3. To evaluate the role of nutrition (digestible energy, protein, and
minerals) relative to seasonal dispersion of deer in natural and
cultivated plant communities.
4. To determine the importance of refuges to deer population dynamics
in intensively farmed landscapes.
5. To construct population models that mimic deer population dynamics
In intensively farmed landscapes.
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Job No. 103-2; Title: Data analysis and reporting
Objectives: To analyze the data collected during this study and to provide
the IDOC with models of population dynamics, seasonal movement
patterns, and use of plant communities by deer in central
IIllnois.
(a) Activity:
Due to severe budget cutbacks we were not able to complete this study
during the R-7 segment as originally scheduled. During this segment, we
coded and loaded field data onto computer files. As of 30 June 1986, all
observations and radio fixes of deer (>10,000 each) were coded and loaded
onto computer tapes. Also a vegetation profile (overstory-understory-
herbaceous layers) was prepared for all grids (grid = 1 hectare or 2.47
acres) covered with natural vegetation (not cultivated) on the 7,100-acre
Platt County Study Area (PCSA), 4 additional summer ranges (White's,
Atwood, Millers, and Goose Creek), and 1 winter range (Lodge Park) and
entered onto computer files. The winter and summer cropping histories for
all agricultural lands within the PCSA (for the period summer 1980 through
winter 1985-86), Lodge Park area (summer 1981 through summer 1983), Atwood
(summer 1980), Miller's (summer 1980, summer 1984), and Goose Creek (summer
1981, summer 1983) have also been coded and entered onto computer files.
Field Studies
No deer were captured during the R-7 segment, but we continued to radio
track several deer previously marked and to make general observations of
deer within the PCSA. We radio tracked 27 deer during the first quarter
(July-September), 20 deer during the second quarter (October-December), and
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8 deer from January through June 1986, when radio tracking was terminated.
We concentrated our tracking efforts on breeding females during both summer
1985 and spring 1986 In order to evaluate: (1) fidelity to parturition
sites for does that we have monitored >one fawning period; (2) location of
parturition sites for related does (sisters, mother-daughter, etc.); (3)
chronology of site selection, parturition, and post parturition range
extension; and (4) characteristics of parturition range for primipara vs.
experienced breeders although fawn mortality is so low in east-central
Illinois during the first 3 months of life, <10%, that we may not be able
to assess the "fitness" of a range to sustain a doe and her fawn(s) using
fawn survival as the sole criteria of habitat suitability (Ozoga and Verme
1986). During the fall quarter, we concentrated our radio tracking on
breeding age males (4 yearlings and 2 older males) to Investigate male
mobility and activity patterns during the fall breeding season.
Unfortunately only 1 male survived the hunting season with radio Intact.
Four lost their radios by 25 November (both adults and 2 yearlings) and 1
was killed by a bow hunter in late October. We attached radios on males
leaving plenty of room for neck expansion during the fall, which also
greatly increased the opportunity for the radio to catch on vegetation and
tear away.
Known mortalities totaled 79 deer on the PCSA between July 1985 and
June 1986. There were 43 killed by shotgun hunters, 6 by archers, 17
crippled by either gun or arrow and not recovered by the hunter, 9 killed
by automobiles, 2 known to have been poached, and 2 died of miscellaneous
causes (1 went blind and the other broke its neck striking a fence).
Aerial deer counts over snow cover Indicate that the number of deer
that winter on the PCSA has Increased each winter since the winter of
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1980-81, from a minimum of 82 deer (1980-81) to 197 deer (1985-86), a 17.5%
rate of annual increase. Legal gun and archery kills have exceeded this
increase, rising from 17 In 1981 to 58 In the fall of 1985 (32% annual
Increase).
Crippling losses, those deer hit but unretrieved by hunters, continued
to be a major cause of loss on the PCSA. We are using 3 methods to
estimate the magnitude of this loss; (1) ratio of legal to crippling loss
for radio marked deer, (2) same ratio for all marked deer, and (3) the
ratio of legal kills to cripples found or reported for unmarked deer on the
PCSA. For radio marked deer, cripples lost represent 21% of the gun
harvest (4 cripples: 19 legally taken) and 87% of the archery kill (7
cripples: 8 legal kills). For other marked deer, cripples represented 24%
of the legal gun kill (10 cripples: 41 legal kills) and 22% of the archery
kill (4 cripples: 18 legal kills). For unmarked deer on the PCSA,
cripples represented 21% of the legal gun kill (19 cripples: 92 legal
kills) and 36% of the archery kill (14 cripples: 39 legal kills). There
was close agreement in crippling losses among the 3 methods for gun hunting
(21-24%), but not for archery kills (22-87%). An overall average of 38%
(25 cripples: 65 legal kills) or 1 cripple for about every 3 deer legally
killed by archers Is our best estimate of the archery crippling rate.
Shotgun hunters cripple about 1 deer for every 5 legally taken. We believe
these rates are a reasonable estimate of crippling loss experienced by deer
in central Illinois under present hunting regulations (any deer hunting).
Spotlight deer counts were conducted weekly between late August and
the end of April along a 13-mile route within the central portion of the
PCSA. The objectives were to observe marked deer, to evaluate spotlighting
as a population trend Indicator, to estimate the number of deer present In
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the PCSA accessible to spotllghting using the ratio of radio marked does
seen to total does seen (Lincoln Index) and a simulated age structure (for
fawn and male segments of the population) to calculate deer numbers, and to
determine temporal changes in fawn:doe counts to evaluate the accuracy of
spotlighting as a determiner of annual recruitment.
We have found that spotlight counts do not provide accurate sex:age
ratios or fawn:doe counts during most of the year. Adult bucks were
under-represented in the counts throughout the year, due apparently to
their secretive nature and habitat selection during some periods of the
year that removed them from our spotlight route. Fawn counts were also
highly variable as fawns were not consistently observed with their mothers
until October, a time when hunting and breeding activites began to disrupt
family groupings. A more complete analysis of our spotlight counts will be
presented In the final report for Study VII-C.
(b) Target Date of Achievement: 30 September 1986
(c) Date of Accomplishment: 30 September 1987
(d) Significant Deviations: A 1-year delay caused by budget reductions.
On schedule to meet the 1987 termination date.
(e) Remarks: An outline for the final report for this study is shown in
Table 22.
(f) Recommendations: None
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APPENDIX 1
Legal description of land used as sites of deer concentration in winter.
Legal descriptions apply to the principal forested area neares -the center
of each concentration area. The 7.5' quadrangles cover a 4 mi area used
to sample the landscape characteristics of each site of deer concentration.
Table 1. Variables used to describe 4-mi2 sample areas of landscapes
selected or avoided by deer in central and northern Illinois.
Area of refuge
Total forested area
% of sample area forested
Hardwood area classifications:
>50% crown closure
>50% crown closure, uplan
>50% crown closure, botto
>50% crown closure, uplan
>50% crown closure, uplan
>50% crown closure, uplan
>50% crown closure, uplan
>50% crown closure, botto
>50% crown closure, botto
>50% crown closure, botto
>50% crown closure, botto
<50% crown closure
<50% crown closure, uplan
<50% crown closure, botto
<50% crown closure, uplan
<50% crown closure, uplan
<50% crown closure, uplan
<50% crown closure, uplan
<50% crown closure, botto
<50% crown closure, botto
<50% crown closure, botto
<50% crown closure, botto
Area of upland forest
Area of bottomland forest
Area of pastured forest
Area of non-pastured forest
Area of shrub-old field
d
ml and
d, >50
d, >50
d, <50
d, <50
inland,
)ml and,
mland,
ml and,
d
mland
d, >50
d, >50
d, <50
d, <50
ml and,
mland,
)ml and,
)mland,
years old, wooded
years old, pastured
years old, wooded
years old, pastured
>50 years old, wooded
>50 years old, pastured
<50 years old, wooded
<50 years old, pastured
years old, wooded
years old, pastured
years old, wooded
years old, pastured
>50 years old, wooded
>50 years old, pastured
<50 years old, wooded
<50 years old, pastured
Table 1 - continued.
Table 1. Continued - page 2.
Area of cropland
Area of conifers
Area of pasture/grasslands
Number of occupied houses
Linear distance of unimproved roads
Linear distance of light duty roads
Linear distance of secondary roads
Linear distance of primary roads
Linear distance of Interstate highways
Number of 3.1-m (10-foot) contour lines, NE-SW orientation
Number of 3.1-m (10-foot) contour lines, NW-SE orientation
Total topographic re lief
Habitat Interspersion index
Table 2. List of less correlated landscape variables as determined from a
correlation matrix for sites In east-central, west-central, and
northern Illinois.
Area of refuge
Total forested area
Hardwood area classifications:
>50% crown closure, upland
>50% crown closure, bottomland
>50% crown closure, >50 years old, upland, pastured
>50% crown closure, <50 years old, upland, not pastur
<50% crown closure, upland
<50% crown closure, bottomland
<50% crown closure, >50 years old, upland, not pastur4
<50% crown closure, <50 years old, bottomland, not pa
<50% crown closure, <50 years old, upland, pastured
Total upland forest
Total bottcmland forest
Total pastured forest
Total not pastured forest
Area of shrub-oldfield
Area of pasture/grasslands
Number of occupied houses
Linear distance of unimproved roads
Linear distance of light duty roads
Linear distance of secondary highways
Linear distance of primary highways
Number of 3.1-m (10-foot) contour lines, NE-SW orientation
Interspersi on Index
ed
ed
stured
Table 3. Current status of sites of winter deer concentration In northern
and central Illinois.
Status of Sites
Deer No. of _
Region County Sites Protected Threatened Poor
1 Boone 3 2 1
McHenry 5 3 2
Ogle 4 4
Stephenson 2 1 1
Winnebago 5 4 1
Whiteside 5 2 3
Total 24 16 6 2
2 Bureau 6 6
DeKalb 7 3 4
Ford 2 2
Grundy 5 2 3
Henry 6 1 4 1
Iroquois 10 1 9
Kankakee 7 2 4 1
Kendall 4 1 3
LaSalle 10 5 5
Lee 9 4 5
Livingston 8 6 2
McLean 7 4 3
Stark 4 4
Will 11 7 2 2
Total 96 30 60 6
3 Henderson 11 3 8
Knox 11 1 10
Marshall 3 1 2
Mason 8 4 4
Mercer 10 1 9
Peoria 12 5 5 2
Putnam 6 1 5
Rock Island 6 3 2 1
Tazewel I 8 2 5
Warren 8 8
Woodford 7 1 6
Total 90 23 64 3
4 Cass 10 3 7
Morgan (north
half only) 6 6
Total 16 3 13
Table 3 - continued.
Table 3. Continued - page 2.
5 Champaign 4 3 1
Christian 2 1 1
Dewitt 4 4
Logan 4 1 3
Macon 1 1
Menard 5 5
Moultrie 4 3 1
Piatt 3 2 1
Sangamon 6 1 4 1
Total 33 15 16 2
6 Coles 7 1 6
Douglas 4 1 3
Edgar 7 6 1
Vermilion 9 6 3
Total 27 8 18 1
7 Shelby (north
half only) 4 3 1
Total 4 3 1
Grand Total 290 98 178 14
61 534Percent
Table 4. Regional means (X) and standard errors (SE) for variables describing the
landscape, human presence, and topographic relief found in 4-mi 2 sites of deer
concentration in winter.
Deer Region
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
n = 19 n = 102 n = 89 n = 16 n = 33 n = 27 n = 4 n = 290
Number of sites
Private ownership (%)
Total Forest (ha) I
Hardwoods >50%
closure (ha) J
Upland >50% closure
50+ years, not
pastured (ha) k
Upland >50% closure,
50+ years, pasture
(ha) I
Upland >50% closure,
<50 years, not
pastured (ha) m
Upland >50% closure,
<50 years, pasture
(ha) n
Bottom >50% closure,
50+ years, not
pastured (ha)
Bottom >50% closure,
50+ years, pasture
(ha)
Bottom >50% closure,
<50 years, not
pastured (ha)
Bottom >50% closure,
<50 years, pasture
(ha)
x
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
x
SE
SE
19 102
84.3
5.36
312.5
42.55
280.0
50.14
144.9
36.18
112.9
31.88
20.7
16.21
12.3 c
5.75
7.3
4.26
88.7 a
2.32
89 16 33 27 4 290
93.2 92.2 89.0 92.9 56.0 90.0 b
4.10 5.25 3.02 2.89 18.69 1.21
194.1 322.3 291.2 212.7 277.7 214.1 256.7
12.02 14.19 47.74 14.75 19.42 25.78 9.23
172.5 252.6 233.2 161.6 245.0 187.6 213.2
11.43 15.28 46.72 12.26 19.22 28.09 8.10
79.2 204.3 112.3 83.2 189.0 149.4 135.4
7.23 13.74 14.51 8.50 20.08 21.43 6.74
46.5
6.55
9.6
1.93
3.2
0.72
24.4
6.86
0 c 3.3
-- 0.98
1.0
0.85
2.6
0.97
0 c 0.3
-- 0.15
6.9 11.8 8.6 7.4 6.4 27.4
1.27 2.78 1.27 1.18 2.37 3.35
19.3 29.5 33.5 24.3 19.5 18.6
2.86 5.95 5.36 3.80 9.87 1.76
1.8
0.97
5.0
1.69
3.5
1.83
1.2
1.50
0 3.2
-- 0.57
15.8 50.5 26.4 20.4 12.3 21.7
5.33 36.05 8.01 3.60 7.73 3.66
0
--
0
--
1.9
1.32
0.9 24.1 5.0
0.62 23.43 1.73
0
--
0
--
0
--
0.2
0.22
2.5
0.75
0
--
0
--
1.4 d
0.39
0 3.4
-- 1.36
0
--
0.1 d
0.05
Table 4 - continued.
Table 4. Continued - page 2.
Deer Region
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
n = 19 n = 102 n = 89 n = 16 n = 33 n = 27 n = 4 n = 290
Hardwoods <50%
closure (ha) 0
Upland <50% closure,
50+ years, not
pastured (ha)
Upland <50% closure,
50+ years, pasture
(ha)
Upland <50% closure,
<50 years, not
pastured (ha)
Upland <50% closure,
<50 years, pasture
(ha)
Bottom <50% closure,
50+ years, not
pastured (ha)
Bottom <50% closure,
50+ years, pasture
(ha)
Bottom <50% closure,
<50 years, not
pastured (ha)
Bottom <50% closure,
<50 years, pasture
(ha)
Shrub-01dfield (ha)
Railroad Right of
Way (ha) P
x
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
SE
X
SE
SE
Cropland (ha) q
Conifers (ha)
54.1
11.11
1.4
0.87
23.8 c
5.57
4.4
3.20
24.3 c
5.73
3.5
3.55
0.8 c
0.83
2.2
2.22
21.3
2.32
0.7
0.28
11.4
1.80
1.1
0.40
5.8
1.06
6.6
6.33
1.0
0.34
1 .0
0.51
1.6 c 0.6
1.46 0.23
36.8
18.75
1.6
1.20
585.0
54.10
5.6
2.59
37.5
11.77
1.5
0.36
52.7 57.9 49.0 32.5 26.6 39.4
4.87 8.63 7.15 2.21 12.07 2.25
11.1 4.1 4.0
2.07 1.13 1.28
2.0
0.51
4.1 4.6
1.58 0.71
19.6 16.3 11.3 15.5 18.0 15.4 d
2.48 4.03 2.47 1.49 9.77 1.14
7.9 12.2 11.7
2.79 4.59 3.71
2.2 0.3 5.3
0.72 0.25 1.04
13.0 25.1 12.0 10.9 3.0 11.3 d
3.08 6.55 2.23 1.29 2.95 1.21
0.1 0.1 7.1 0.6
0.06 0.10 3.53 0.34
0.5
0.29
0.3
0.20
0.3
0.23
0
--
0.8
0.43
0.3
0.19
0 1.6 0.5
-- 0.98 0.29
0
--
0.4
0.23
0.5
0.35
1.3 3.5
1.30 2.27
0
--
0.7 d
0.17
0 0.8
-- 0.26
0 0.5 d
0.14
24.2 28.1 37.2 32.3 34.3 32.3
4.48 5.27 8.10 3.98 11.29 4.64
0.5
0.18
0
--
11.5
4.15
3.6 15.4 2.7
2.22 15.38 0.60
704.6 637.3 626.1 708.5 683.1 611.4 668.9
19.15 16.23 51.12 21.32 21.65 71.88 10.24
1.6
0.58
4.2 12.8 2.6
2.45 11.24 2.13
1.4 2.8 3.39
0.42 2.78 1.04
Table 4 - continued.
Table 4. Continued - page 3.
Deer Region
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
n = 19 n = 102 n = 89 n = 16 n = 33 n = 27 n = 4 n = 290
Pasture (ha) X 38.1 44.0 25.8 30.8 24.1 14.9 11.3 31.9
SE 9.00 5.76 2.09 4.64 3.21 2.20 5.77 2.33
Other (water, mines, X 19.0 38.1 19.5 22.6 35.1 24.6 146.8 30.2
etc.) (ha) r SE 6.97 6.20 4.82 19.03 12.68 7.32 84.79 3.54
No. of occupied X 45.9 47.6 33.2 19.0 35.4 38.3 15.5 38.8
houses SE 9.11 5.77 4.48 4.87 7.09 4.79 3.93 2.73
Unimproved roads (km) X 4.2 6.1 5.0 6.6 2.9 3.1 1.9 5.0
SE 0.87 1.54 0.88 1.36 0.43 0.35 0.61 0.62
Light duty roads (km) X 8.5 10.2 11.2 8.6 10.0 11.8 e 10.6 10.4 f
SE 1.27 0.68 1.54 1.44 1.07 1.11 2.42 0.57
Secondary highways (km) X 3.2 4.1 1.4 0.6 1.4 0.7 e 2.6 2.38 f
SE 0.65 1.05 0.25 0.35 0.33 0.23 1.96 0.39
Primary highways (km) X 1.2 1.7 0.4 0 0.3 0.1 9 0 0.9 h
SE 0.50 0.63 0.13 -- 0.18 0.14 -- 0.23
Interstate highways (km) X 0.2 0.3 0.1 0 0.2 0 0 0.2
SE 0.13 0.14 0.07 -- 0.15 -- - 0.06
Northeast transect
(No. of 3.1 m contour X 54.6 43.5 84.1 66.5 49.1 56.1 60.8 59.8
lines) s SE 6.34 2.42 3.59 7.42 4.78 5.01 3.61 1.95
Northwest transect
(No. of 3.1 m contour X 50.6 42.2 82.1 62.0 50.7 68.9 61.8 59.8
lines) t SE 4.58 2.54 3.57 6.20 4.83 6.97 2.69 1.96
Total topographic X 146.6 92.8 138.3 105.3 83.8 116.2 96.3 112.1
relief (m) u SE 11.21 5.27 6.29 13.02 7.87 11.71 14.05 3.44
a n = 101
b n = 289
cn = 16
d n = 287
en = 26
f n = 289
9 n = 25
h n = 288
i Region 2 significantly lower than Regions 1, 3, 4, and 6; Regions 5 and 7
significantly lower than Regions 1, 3, and 4.
J Regions 5 and 2 significantly lower than Regions 1, 3, and 6.
k Region 2 significantly lower than Region 6.
I Region 1 significantly higher than all other regions.
m Region 2 significantly lower than Regions 4, 5, and 6; Region 2 significantly lower
than Region 5.
n Region 1 significantly higher than all other regions.
o Region 2 significantly lower than Region 4.
P Region 5 and 7 significantly higher than all other regions.
q Region 1 significantly lower than Regions 2 and 5.
r Region 7 significantly higher than all other regions.
s Region 2 significantly lower than Regions 3 and 4; Region 3 significantly higher than
Regions 1, 5, and 6.
t Region 2 significantly lower than Regions 3, 4, and 6; Regions 1 and 5 significantly
lower than Region 3.
u Region 5 significantly lower than Regions 1, 3, and 6; Region 2 significantly lower
than Regions 1 and 3.
Table 5. Landscape characteristics that discriminate between areas that deer select
and avoid in winter In east-central, west-central, and northern Illinois.
Variables were measured on 4-mi2 sample blocks centered on areas deer
select or avoid In winter.
F-value b
F-value a covarient
Area Variables Effect (1-way ANOVA) analysis
East-central
25 sites
(12 attract
and 13
avoided)
1. Refuge (ha)
2. Upland forest >50%
crown closure, >50
years, pastured (ha)
3. Shrub-oldfield (ha)
Variables selected with refuge variabl
1. Upland forest (ha)
2. Shrub-oldfield (ha)
3. Upland forest >50%
crown closure, >50
years, pastured (ha)
Attract 34.5
1,23
Attract 3.9
1,23
Attract 5.3
1,23
e removed:
Attract 17.4
1,23
Attract 5.3
1,23
Attract 3.9
1,23
P<0.001
P<0.10
P<0.10
P<0.001
P<0.10
P>0.10
34.5
1,23
9.3
2,22
1.4
3,21
P<0.001
P<0.05
P>0.10
17.4 P<0.001
6.2 P<0.05
3.3 P>0.10
West-central
13 sites
(8 attract
and 5
avoided)
Variables
1. Improved pasture (ha) Attract 7.4
1,11
2. Upland forest <50% Avoid
crown closure, <50
years pastured (ha)
selected with variable pasture removed:
1. Upland forest <50% Avoid
crown closure, <50
years, pastured (ha)
2. Refuge (ha) Attract
5.4
1,11
5.4
1,11
5.1
1,11
Table 5 -
P<0.05
P<0.10
P<0.10
P<0.10
continued.
7.4
1,11
3.7
2,10
5.4
1,11
3.1
2,10
P<0.05
P<0.10
P<0.10
P<0.10
Table 5. Continued - page 2.
F-value b
F-value a covarient
Area Variables Effect (1-way ANOVA) analysis
Northern
15 sites
(8 attract
and 7
avoided)
1. Refuge (ha)
2. Upland forest >50%
crown closure, <50
years, pastured (ha)
3. Upland forest <50%
crown closure, <50
years, pastured (ha)
4. Unpastured forest (ha)
Attract 14.9
1,13
Attract 6.8
1,13
Attract 4.6
1,13
P<0.001
P<0.05
P=0.10
Attract 2.7 P>0.20
14.9
1,13
P<0.001
11.9 P<0.01
3.1 P>0.10
4.0 P<0.10
Variables selected with variable refuge removed:
1. Upland forest >50%
crown closure, >50
years, pastured (ha)
2. Upland forest <50%
crown closure, <50
years, pastured (ha)
3. Shrub-oldfield (ha)
Attract 9.7
1,13
Attract 4.6
1,13
Attract 2.2
1,13
a The F-statistic for each variable was computed from
variable for the 2 groups (attract or avoided).
a 1-way ANOVA on that
b The F-statistic was computed from a 1-way analysis of covariance where the
covariants were the previously entered variables.
P<0.05
P<0.10
P>0.20
9.7
1,13
1.5
2,12
3.8
3,11
P<0.05
P<0.20
P<0.20
Table 6. Classification of sites of deer concentration and sites avoided by deer
In winter using models derived from landscape characteristics for sites
in east-central, west-central, and northern Illinois.
All Variables(%) a Jacknife Procedure(%) b
East-central 3 variables Attract - 92 Attract - 85
25 sites including refuge Avoid - 100 Avoid - 92
(13 sites
attract and 3 variables Attract - 77 Attract - 77
12 sites minus refuge Avoid - 83 Avoid - 83
avoided)
West-central 2 variables Attract - 75 Attract - 75
13 sites minus refuge Avoid - 100 Avoid - 80
(8 attract
and 5 2 variables Attract - 88 Attract - 75
avoided) including refuge Avoid - 100 Avoid - 60
Northern 4 variables Attract - 100 Attract - 88
15 sites including refuge Avoid - 100 Avoid - 100
(8 attract
and 7 3 variables Attract - 75 Attract - 75
avoided) minus refuge Avoid - 100 Avoid - 100
a See Table 2 for list of variables used to classify sites.
b The Jacknife Procedure removes each site one at a time and then attempts
to classify each site based on the model developed from the remaining sites.
Table 7. Variables used to group Illinois counties Into regions.
Proportion of county in:
Forest (dates variable)
Corn (1979)
Soybeans (1979)
OWRBS (oats, wheat, rye, barley, sorghum - 1979)
Hay (1979)
Other (Land in pasture, farmstead, and idle acres- 1979)
Urban areas (1977)
Rural areas (1977)
Roads (Federal and state roads - 1977)
Density of:
Hunters (1983)
Deer (1983)
Human population (1980)
Hunter success (proportion of firearm deer hunters harvesting a
deer - 1983)
Table 8. Table showing the counties in each region determined by grouping at
the 0.8 cluster level.
Counties
Adams
Schuyler
Pike
Brown
Alexander
Calhoun
Union
Hardin
Jackson
Jefferson
Bond
Clay
Marion
Fayette
White
Crawford&
Macoupin
Montgomery
Wayne
Cass
Greene
Saline
Jersey
Henderson
Mercer
Massac
Williamson
Edgar
Shelby
Mason
Wabash
Menard
Jasper
Morgan
Gallatin
Clark
Fulton
Scott
Edwards
Hancock
Knox
McDonouc
Monroe
Perry
Boone
Whiteside
Bureau
Marshall
Champaign
Coles
LaSalle
DeWitt
Ford
Iroquois
Lee
Stark
Christian
Dekalb
McLean
Douglas
Livingston
Moultrie
Richland
Cumberland
Hamilton
Lawrence
Effingham
Franklin
Putnam
3h
Randolph
Pulaski
Ogle
Henry
Woodford
Warren
Vermilion
Kendall
Grundy
Logan
Piatt
Region
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
------------------------
----------------------
----------------------------
Table 8. Continued - page 2.
12 __Kankakee Macon
z  1 Sangarnon Tazewell
13 -------------------- McHenry Peoria
14 ---- ------- Madison
15 --------------------- Clinton Washington
16 ---------------------- Carroll
17 ---------------------- Stephenson
18 ---------------------- JoDaviess
19 ---------------------- Johnson
20 ------------- Rock Island
21 ----------- --- Will Winnebago
22 -- ------------- StClair
23 ---- --------- Pope
Table 9. Table showing the counties in each region determined by grouping at
the 1.0 cluster level.
Counties
Adams
Schuyler
Alexander
Union
Pike
Brown
Calhoun
Hardin
Jackson
Jefferson
Massac
Williamson
Bond
Fayette
Macoupin
Richland
Franklin
Mason
Morgan
Cumberland
Cass
Scott
Jersey
Knox
Putnam
Perry
Ogle
Bureau
Marshall
Clay
White
Montgomery
Hamilton
Edgar
Wabash
Gallatin
Lawrence
4 Fulton
Saline
Hancock
Mercer
Monroe
Pulaski
Whiteside
Lee
Stark
Marion
Crawford
Wayne
Jasper
Shelby
Menard
Clark
Effingham
Greene
Edwards
Henderson
McDonough
Randolph
Boone
Henry
Woodford
Warren
Champaign
Christian
Vermilion
Coles
Dekalb
Kendall
LaSalle
McLean
Grundy
DeWitt
Douglas
Logan
Ford
Livingston
Piatt
Iroquois
Moultrie
Macon
Tazewell
Peoria
Madison
L
Washington
Carroll
Stephenson
JoDaviess Johnson
Rock Island
Winnebago
Region
5
6
Kankakee
Sangamon
McHenry
Clinton
9
10
11
----------------------------
----------------------------
--------------------------- Will
Table 9. Continued - page2.
12 ---------------- 
-- StClair
13 ------------ Pope
Table 10. Regional harvest of white-tailed deer from 1957 through 1985 in
Illinois.
Region
Deer
Period Harvest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 No. of deer 1148 158 132 110 - -- 142 1107
1957-1961 No./Km 2 a 0.88 0.14 0.05 0.03 -- - 0.03 0.28
2 No. of deer 1467 343 1040 459 32 -- 595 3093
1962-1966 No./Km 2 1.12 0.30 0.36 0.13 0.06 -- 0.12 0.79
3 No. of deer 1461 564 1858 854 105 149 966 2608
1967-1971 No./Km 2 1.11 0.49 0.64 0.25 0.20 0.07 0.20 0.66
4 No. of deer 1672 959 3071 1798 287 435 1873 2916
1972-1976 No./Km 2 1.27 0.83 1.06 0.52 0.55 0.21 0.38 0.74
5 No. of deer 2011 1237 3851 2907 490 857 3212 3743
1977-1981 No./Km 2 1.53 1.07 1.33 0.84 0.94 0.42 0.66 0.95
6 No. of deer 3085 2030 5026 4413 933 1702 5112 4318
1982-1985 No./Km 2 2.35 1.76 1.73 1.27 1.80 0.83 1.04 1.10
a Number harvested per Km 2 of forest. Forested land taken from
Peter Roberts, Illinois Department of Conservation.
Table 11. Percentage of the total harvest of white-tailed deer taken during each day of
the 6-day gun season In Illinois. Data from years 1980 through 1985.
Male Female
Day Age (years) Age (years)
of
Season 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5+ 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5+
1 x
SE
2 X
SE
3 X
SE
First 3 days
4 X
SE
5 X
SE
6 X
SE
Last 3 days
28.5
0.859
23.7
0.658
17.4
0.603
69.6
9.8
0.427
10.7
0.405
9.9
0.447
30.4
40.8
0.866
25.0
0.592
14.7
0.525
80.5
7.5
0.303
6.6
0.276
5.4
0.286
19.5
39.7
0.898
23.9
0.680
14.3
0.587
77.9
8.4
0.470
7.6
0.308
6.1
0.377
22.1
38.4
1.253
24.9
0.747
15.0
0.617
78.3
7.6
0.537
8.1
0.671
6.0
0.543
21.7
36.5
1.872
27.1
1.753
16.8
1.504
80.4
6.7
0.806
7.4
0.749
5.5
0.785
19.6
24.2
0.796
21.3
0.688
16.3
0.523
61.8
11.1
0.471
13.9
0.422
13.2
0.491
38.2
27.2
0.950
22.4
0.530
16.5
0.594
66.1
11.7
0.557
12.0
0.388
10.2
0.590
33.9
25.0
0.995
22.6
0.832
14.3
0.597
61.9
12.8
0.610
13.4
0.543
11.9
0.541
38.1
22.8
1 .255
21.8
0.824
16.5
0.727
61 .1
11.9
0.680
14.4
0.525
12.6
0.744
38.9
23.0
1.268
19.9
1.045
18.1
1 .686
61.0
11.8
1.363
16.0
1. 563
11.2
1.055
39.0
Table 12. Percentage of the total harvest of white-tailed deer taken during
each day of the 6-day gun season for each region in Illinois.
Day of Season
First Last
Region 1 2 3 3 days 4 5 6 3 days
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
x
SE
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
X
SE
OverallI
SE
30.9
1. 432
30.0
1.413
29.9
1 .112
29.0
1.305
29.9
1.478
29.8
1.647
29.0
1.440
36.3
1.252
30.6
0.501
21.6
1.010
21.1
0.951
21.6
0.578
24.1
0.634
24.5
0.955
22.0
0.949
23.9
0.616
27.2
4.154
23.3
0.298
14.5
0.529
17.2
0.878
14.9
0.400
17.2
4.278
18.4
1.184
17.5
1.003
16.1
0.587
12.2
0.660
16.0
0.287
67.0
68.5
66.4
70.3
72.8
69.3
69.0
75.7
69.9
11.6
0.556
10.3
0.800
12.6
0.554
8.4
0.525
9.5
0.774
8.4
0.581
10.6
0.793
7.9
0.433
9.9
0.238
12.2
0.736
11.0
0.967
11.7
0.592
11.8
0.535
9.6
0.847
12.2
1I.063
10.5
0.526
9.1
0.514
11.0
0.269
9.2
0.673
10.2
0.911
9.3
0.560
9.5
0.567
8.1
0.793
10.1
0.808
9.9
0.572
7.3
0.495
9.2
0.245
33.0
31.5
33.6
29.7
27.2
30.7
31.0
24.3
30.1
Regional and temporal differences in trends in sex ratios of
harvested deer in Illinois, 1957-1985. The value in each age
class is the average % males for the years listed.
Region
PerIod 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
1957-1961
2
1962-1966
3
1966-1971
4
1972-1976
5
1977-1981
6
1982-1985
0.5 a
1.5 b
2.5 c
3.5+ d
0.5
1 .5
2.5
3.5+
0.5
1 .5
2.5
3.5+
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5+
0.5
1 .5
2.5
3.5+
0.5
1 .5
2.5
3.5+
51
53
52
64
56
53
52
61
55
59
52
55
56
61
52
48
57
62
55
47
60
67
58
48
35
52
45
80
54
59
56
61
55
57
55
67
56
63
62
63
56
61
62
64
59
66
61
59
74
46
55
71
54
56
58
71
56
58
57
64
58
62
54
56
57
63
54
51
56
66
55
49
40
52
49
67
54
53
56
79
56
60
59
70
58
58
56
68
58
60
56
57
57
65
56
52
28
73
52
68
56
46
54
62
57
59
62
74
59
64
62
71
57
69
62
64
65 a
44
50
83
60
61
60
65
58
61
60
70
57
66
62
65
43
49
53
76
54
56
60
71
55
58
58
66
57
61
59
69
58
62
59
61
59
65
60
58
52
58
50
68
55
61
51
59
58
66
52
49
57
67
55
54
57
66
55
52
60
69
58
55
a Percentage
ificantly (P <
of 0.5 year
0.05) lower
No significant regional
olds in the harvest that were males--
in periods 1 and 2 than during 3, 4, 5,
differences.
b Percentage of 1.5 year olds In the harvest that were males--
significantly lower during periods 1 and 2 than 3, 4, 5, 6; lower in period
3 than period 6. Significantly lower in regions 4 and 7 than in 8.
sign
or 6,
Table 13.
.0
c Percentage of 2.5 year olds in the harvest that were males--
significantly lower during period 1 than during all other periods.
Significantly lower in regions 1, 3, 4, and 8 than in 6, 2, and 5.
d Percentage of 3.5+ year olds in the harvest that were males--
significantly lower during periods 6 and 5 than during 1 and 2; lower
during periods 3 and 4 than during 1. Significantly lower in region 1 than
in 4, 2, 7, 6, and 5; lower in regions 3 and 8 than in 2, 7, 6, and 5;
lower in region 4 than in 5.
Regional and temporal differences in trends in age structure in
Illinois between 1957 and 1985. The % in each age class is an
average for the years listed.
Deer Management Region
Age
Period Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0.5 a 36 15 18 13 - -- 28 31
1952-1961 1.5 b 23 26 28 25 - -- 20 26
2.5 c 19 26 23 25 - -- 21 20
3.5+ d 21 33 32 38 - -- 33 24
2 0.5 43 36 38 36 34 -- 35 37
1962-1966 1.5 23 21 25 26 24 -- 24 28
2.5 17 21 21 20 24 -- 21 20
3.5+ 17 23 16 17 25 -- 20 15
3 0.5 43 38 40 42 34 45 37 39
1967-1971 1.5 27 27 27 28 24 28 30 31
2.5 20 20 20 19 18 20 19 18
3.5+ 11 14 13 11 24 7 14 12
4 0.5 41 34 42 40 31 38 35 33
1972-1976 1.5 30 33 29 29 32 28 30 36
2.5 20 21 19 20 24 22 22 20
3.5+ 9 12 8 11 13 11 13 12
5 0.5 37 30 38 39 28 33 33 31
1977-1981 1.5 32 35 32 31 36 31 36 36
2.5 21 24 20 18 24 22 20 20
3.5+ 10 10 11 11 12 14 10 13
6 0.5 37 31 37 39 31 36 35 31
1982-1985 1.5 34 35 33 32 37 34 34 36
2.5 19 26 18 17 20 20 20 21
3.5+ 10 11 10 13 12 10 11 12
a In a 3 way analysis of variance, percentage of harvest consisting
of 0.5 year olds - significantly (P < 0.05) lower In period 1 than in all
other periods; periods 5 and 6 significantly lower than period 3.
Significantly lower in region 5 than in regions 1, 3, 4, 6, 7; lower in
regions 2 and 8 than in 6, 1, 2, and 4; lower In region 7 than In 1, 3,
and 4 and lower in region 6 than in 3 and 4.
Table 14.
b Percentage of the harvest consisting of 1.5 year olds -
significantly lower in periods 1 and 2 than in 4, 5, and 6; significantly
lower in period 3 than in 5 and 6, and lower in period 4 than in 6.
Significantly lower in regions 4 and 6 than in 2, 5, 8; lower in region 3
than in 5 and 8; and lower in region 1 than in 8.
c Percentage of harvest consisting of 2.5 year olds - significantly
lower in period 3 than in period 1. Significantly lower in region 4 than
in 2, 5, and 6; significantly lower in regions 3 and 1 than in 2 and 5.
d Percentage of harvest consisting of 3.5+ year olds - significantly
lower in periods 3, 4, 5, and 6 than in periods 1 or 2; significantly lower
in period 2 than in 1. Significantly lower in region 1 than in 5.
Regional and temporal differences in annual mortality (percent)
(reconstructed) of sex-age classes of deer in Illinois. Fawn mortality
is from fall to fall (6-18 months).
Region
Period Sex-age 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
1957-1961 a
Mal e
Fawn b X
SE
Year li ng X
SE
Female _
Fawn X
SE
33.6 9.6 9.0 6.2
2.99 5.26 2.95 3.37
33.8 21.6 13.6 19.2
2.82 2.73 2.38 1.69
35.4 14.6 8.2 11.6
2.73 5.84 3.06 3.39
-- -- 9.0 19.4
-- -- 3.00 1.99
-- -- 11.5 28.0
-- -- 6.50 3.56
-- -- 18.5 24.8
-- -- 5.50 2.44
Yearl I ng X*
SE
Mal e
Fawn X
SE
Year l ing X
SE
36.4 29.4 27.8 24.2 - -- 17.5 31.2
3.44 5.24 3.76 8.24 -- - 3.50 3.76
47.0 34.2 31.4 30.2 10.2 -- 28.4 38.8
0.95 3.41 3.54 3.17 3.38 -- 3.44 2.80
42.6 32.8 33.8 34.0 13.4 -- 32.2 51.6
3.49 3.29 2.27 3.35 5.16 -- 4.07 4.06
Female _
Fawn X
SE
Year I ing X
SE
46.4 39.4 37.4 34.4 17.0
1.50 1.83 3.50 1.40 3.36
45.4 34.8 41.8 42.8 28.0
2.25 3.46 1.62 3.88 5.23
-- 34.6 39.2
-- 3.12 2.33
-- 39.2 42.2
-- 2.99 4.12
Mal e
Fawn X
SE
Year li ng X
SE
Female _
Fawn X
SE
Year I Ing X
SE
40.6 31.6 35.0 32.6 28.0 20.5 30.2 37.4
1.29 1.60 1.38 2.18 4.72 12.5 2.60 0.93
50.6 40.2 45.0 41.8 27.0 18.0 43.6 57.0
2.34 2.87 2.88 2.89 3.95 13.0 1.96 1.30
42.0 36.6 37.6 39.2 29.6 20.5 35.0 39.6
2.10 2.01 1.94 2.22 4.27 16.5 2.05 0.51
43.4 44.2 43.4 46.6 40.8 27.5 48.2 43.2
1.78 5.13 3.23 2.06 6.01 1.15 3.25 2.42
Table 15 - continued.
2
1962-1966
3
1967-1971
Table 15.
Table 15. Continued - page 2.
Mal e
Fawn X
SE
Year I Ing X
SE
Female _
Fawn X
SE
Year Ing X
SE
Male
Fawn X
SE
Yearl Ing X
SE
Female _
Fawn X
SE
Yearl Ing X
SE
4
1972-1976
a Fawn mortality significantly lower in period 1 than in
Yearling mortality significantly lower in periods 1 and 2 than
al I other periods.
in all other periods.
b Fawn mortality significantly lower than yearling mortality. Fawn mortality
in Region 1 significantly lower than In Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
39.8 29.0 38.6 37.0 24.8 30.2 29.4 28.6
1.46 1.05 1.08 1.48 2.01 1.53 2.79 1.03
54.8 47.2 49.8 44.2 37.8 38.2 43.6 54.6
1.50 2.31 1.28 1.36 2.15 2.24 2.25 1.29
38.8 35.2 38.8 37.2 31.4 34.2 32.2 33.0
1.39 1.96 0.86 1.77 2.23 4.16 1.93 2.02
43.8 46.8 43.0 46.8 47.6 41.6 43.6 42.4
2.03 3.26 1.22 3.06 4.20 4.30 1.57 1.57
33.8 25.2 35.4 35.6 22.8 27.0 28.8 29.0
2.24 0.80 1.03 0.68 1.59 1.64 0.97 0.71
52.2 48.4 53.8 49.2 47.4 42.4 51.6 56.6
1.39 3.37 2.99 1.85 1.89 2.18 1.36 1.69
34.4 29.2 35.6 34.6 26.6 30.2 31.4 32.6
2.09 1.32 1.29 0.93 2.64 1.16 1.36 1.21
42.6 46.6 42.2 42.6 45.2 42.8 48.4 42.8
1.94 2.66 1.71 2.20 1.83 0.58 1.83 1.46
5
1977-1981
Table 16. Regional and temporal differences In fawn:doe ratios (F:D) and
fawn:doe unit ratios (F:DU - No. of fawns - No. 1.5-year-old
does + 2X No. of 22.5-year-old does) in deer harvested during
the gun season In Illinois between 1957 and 1985. The percent
in each class is an average for each period.
Region
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 F:D a
1957-1961 F:DU b 0.82 0.28 0.34 0.24 -- - 0.63 0.70
2 F:D 1.73 1.38 1.61 1.44 0.82 -- 1.43 1.38
1962-1966 F:DU 1.09 0.83 1.04 0.95 0.54 -- 0.92 0.87
3 F:D 1.70 1.53 1.64 1.91 1.11 1.70 1.49 1.51
1967-1971 F:DU 1.09 1.00 1.08 1.28 0.72 1.20 1.01 0.96
4 F:D 1.64 1.40 1.79 1.72 1.24 1.67 1.37 1.32
1972-1976 F:DU 1.06 0.94 1.17 1.16 0.85 1.08 0.89 0.86
5 F:D 1.39 1.00 1.49 1.57 1.11 1.32 1.29 1.18
1977-1981 F:DU 0.90 0.78 0.96 1.04 0.75 0.87 0.88 0.76
6 F:D 1.49 1.20 1.45 1.55 1.33 1.58 1.42 1.23
1982-1985 F:DU 0.97 0.78 0.94 1.00 0.89 1.05 0.93 0.79
Overall F:D 1.55 1.16 1.41 1.43 1.11 1.54 1.37 1.28
F:DU 0.99 0.77 0.92 0.94 0.74 1.03 0.90 0.82
a Fawn:doe ratios were significantly lower (P < 0.05) in regions 2, 5
and 8 than in regions 1, 6, 3 and 4. Fawn:doe ratios were significantly
lower in period 1 than in all other periods; ratios during period 5 were
lower than during periods 4 and 3.
b Fawn:doe unit ratios were significantly lower in region 8 than in
regions 1, 6, 3 and 4; ratios were lower in regions 2 and 5 than In 3, 4
and 6; ratios were lower in region 7 than In 4. Fawn:doe ratios were
significantly lower in period 1 than In all other periods; ratios during
period 5 were lower than during periods 3 and 4.
Table 17. Input values for demographc parameters of deer populations for
county simulations in Illinois.
I. Reproduction
Male:female
Age at Percent breeding No. of young ratio
breeding Regions 1-7 Region 8 Regions 1-7 Region 8 at birth
Fawns 70 50 1.1 1.0 53:47
Yearlings 100 100 2.0 2.0 53:47
Adults 100 100 2.1 2.0 53:47
II. Mortality - proportion dying
Age
0.5 1.5 2.5
Summer
Male a 0.10 b 0.05 0.05
Female 0.10 b 0.07 0.07
W i nter-Spr i ng
Male a 0.08 0.05 0.05
Female 0.11 0.07 0.07
Hunting Season
Variable--depends on annual firearm
3.5
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.10
4.5+
0.10
0.17
0.10
0.17
and archery kills.
III. Initial population size c - proportion in each sex-age class on June 1
/ Age
Mal e
FemaI e
1.0
0.258
0.224
2.0
0.110
0.117
3.0
0.056
0.070
4.0
0.054
0.112
a Yearling and adult male summer and winter-spring mortality rates
were varied among counties depending on antlered harvest rates.
b Fawn mortality rates were 0.15 for counties In Region 8.
c Initial population varied among counties, depending on population
estimate.
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Table 18. Deer harvest, pre-hunt herd status, and hunter demands for permits in 98 countles
in Illinois.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./ml 2 of Forest b for Permits
ADAMS
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
816
782
784
998
1056
1075
ALEXANDER
1980 263
1981 225
1982 192
1983 217
1984 274
1985 223
1986
BOND
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
BROWN
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
108
122
115
121
165
190
41
34
37
55
61
73
408
457
505
577
608
621
47
46
47
56
9
.7
10
6
16
18
22
29
2
5
6
12
7
18
28
19
2115
2126
2139
2326
2428
2635
1254
1260
1156
966
954
1153
367
376
405
449
408
449
217
218
221
234
229
273
1226
1334
1361
1434
1372
1474
39
37
37
43
44
41
21
18
17
23
29
19
29
32
28
27
40
42
19
16
17
24
27
27
33
34
37
40
44
42
3894
3986
4251.
4564
4586
4577
4474
1168
1106
1096
1183
1249
1240
1330
541
552
557
613
690
705
632
206
205
237
276
303
313
323
2092
2219
2328
2400
2418
2379
2327
4.5(1.7)
4.6(1.8)
4.9(1.9)
5.3(2.0)
5.3(2.0)
5.3(2.0)
5.2(2.0)
5.2(2.0)
4.9(1.9)
4.9(1.9)
5.3(2.0)
5.6(2.2)
5.5(2.1)
5.9(2.3)
1.4(0.5)
1.4(0.6)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.8(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.7(0.6)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
1.0(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1 .1(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
6.8(2.6)
7.2(2.8)
7.6(2.9)
7.8(3.0)
7.9(3.0)
7.7(3.0)
7.6(2.9)
22.6(8.7)
23.1(8.9)
24.6(9.5)
26.5(10.2)
26.6(10.3)
26.5(10.2)
25.9(10.0)
11.4(4.4)
10.8(4.2)
10.7(4.1)
11.5(4.4)
12.1(4.7)
12.1(4.7)
12.9(5.0)
6.8(2.6)
7.0(2.7)
7.0(2.7)
7.7(3.0)
8.7(3.4)
8.9(3.4)
8.0(3.1)
13.9(5.4)
13.8(5.3)
15.9(6.2)
18.5(7.2)
20.4(7.9)
21.1(8.1)
21.7(8.4)
20.2(7.8)
21.4(8.3)
22.4(8.7)
23.1(8.9)
23.3(9.0)
22.9(8.8)
22.4(8.7)
Table 18. - continued.
1301(100)
1425(100)
1650(100)
1848(100)
2094(100)
696(100)
595(100)
636(100)
644(100)
742(100)
285(70)
373(54)
448(45)
483(41)
566(44)
87(100)
107(100)
164(100)
224(89)
232(100)
559(100)
599(100)
720(100)
825(100)
957(100)
Table 18. Continued - page 2.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
BUREAU
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
CALHOUN
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
CARROLL
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
243
275
347
427
402
440
177
210
266
243
321
282
444
405
495
592
594
621
148
149
165
258
281
310
CHAMPAIGN
1980 41
1981 43
1982 50
1983 67
1984 87
1985 106
1986
16
13
23
28
15
20
1 1
. 17
19
27
23
39
16
24
16
18
21
29
34
30
1168
1157
1315
1506
1476
1608
899
900
917
945
902
892
1577
1652
1648
1669
1646
1731
668
662
676
800
877
882
214
224
219
224
276
327
21
24
26
28
27
27
20
23
29
26
36
32
28
25
30
36
36
36
22
23
24
32
32
35
19
19
23
30
32
32
1529
1703
1883
1970
1967
1972
1938
984
1073
1165
1160
1242
1226
1331
2113
2180
2394
2526
2528
2572
2631
867
945
1076
1235
1259
1268
1227
330
352
393
444
484
483
461
1.8(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.2(0.8)
2.3(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
2.2(0.8)
3.8(1.5)
4.1(1.6)
4.5(1.7)
4.5(1.7)
4.8(1.9)
4.7(1.8)
5.1(2.0)
4.5(1.7)
4.7(1.8)
5.1(2.0)
5.4(2.1)
5.4(2.1)
5.5(2.1)
5.6(2.2)
2.3(0.9)
2.6(1 .0)
2.5(1.2)
3.3(1.3)
3.4(1.3)
3.4(1.3)
3.3(1.3)
0.3(0.1)
0.4(0.2)
0.4(0.2)
0.4(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
23.7(9.1)
26.4(10.2)
29.1(11.3)
30.5(11.8)
30.4(11.8)
30.5(11.8)
30.0(11.6)
7.2(2.8)
7.8(3.0)
8.5(3.3)
8.4(3.3)
9.0(3.5)
8.9(3.4)
9.7(3.7)
30.7(11.8)
31.7(12.2)
34.8(13.4)
36.7(14.2)
36.7(14.2)
37.3(14.4)
38.2(14.8)
12.5(4.8)
13.6(5.3)
15.5(6.5)
17.8(6.9)
18.2(7.0)
18.3(7.1)
17.7(6.8)
28.1(10.9)
30.0(11.6)
33.5(12.9)
37.9(14.6)
41.3(15.9)
41.2(15.9)
39.3(15.2)
Table 18. - continued.
610(100)
586(100)
717(100)
713(100)
743(100)
476(100)
532(100)
663(100)
714(98)
724(97)
1031(100)
1020(100)
1085(100)
1215(100)
1249(100)
424(100)
449(100)
585(100)
648(100)
708(100)
116(100)
136(100)
183(100)
235(100)
237(100)
Table 18. Continued - page 3.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
CHRISTIAN
1980 73
1981 68
1982 90
1983 86
1984 130
1985 137
1986
CLARK
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
CLAY
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
CL INTON
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
OQLES
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
145
152
150
204
234
345
103
110
127
162
181
213
192
198
206
236
252
299
48
61
62
74
99
124
27
34
44
71
9
26
36
31
28
16
26
31
18
18
16
23
17
32
32
37
252
256
282
305
326
370
454
451
486
541
493
810
385
420
463
576
519
573
941
964
967
1005
926
973
261
260
279
279
304
342
29
27
32
28
40
37
32
34
31
38
48
43
27
26
27
28
35
37
20
20
21
24
27
31
18
24
22
27
33
36
441
475
525
557
624
613
583
782
828
883
989
1050
1041
828
599
663
732
803
840
867
857
1040
1114
1173
1253
1335
1393
1401
354
402
434
494
569
602
608
0.8(0.3)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
1.0(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1 .1(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.1(0.8)
2.1(0.8)
1.6(0.6)
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
2.1(0.8)
2.2(0.9)
2.4(0.9)
2.5(1 .0)
2.7(1.0)
2.8(1.1)
2.8(1.1)
1.8(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.1(0.8)
2.4(0.9)
2.8(1.1)
3.0(1.1)I
3.0(1.1)
22.4(8.6)
24.1(9.3)
26.6(10.3)
28.3(10.9)
31.6(12.2)
31.1(12.0)
29.5(11.4)
5.5(2.1)
5.8(2.2)
6.2(2.4)
6.9(2.7)
7.4(2.8)
7.3(2.8)
5.8(2.2)
5.8(2.2)
6.4(2.5)
7.1(2.7)
7.8(3.0)
8.1(3.1 )
8.4(3.2)
8.3(3.2)
13.8(5.3)
14.8(5.7)
15.6(6.0)
16.6(6.4)
17.7(6.8)
18.5(7.1)
18.6(7.2)
16.9(6.5)
19.2(7.4)
20.7(8.0)
23.6(9. 1)
27.1(10.5)
28.7(11.1)
29.0(11.2)
Table 18. - continued-
234(85)
306(65)
355(55)
427(53)
426(65)
283(70)
318(63)
349(57)
424(59)
492(100)
235(85)
345(58)
432(46)
438(57)
512(68)
562(100)
578(100)
684(100)
750(93)
791(95)
216(92)
257(78)
281(71)
403(62)
449(61)
Table 18. Continued - page 4.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
CRAWFORD
1980 132
1981 127
1982 161
1983 161
1984 206
1985 198
1986
CUMBERLAND
1980 85
1981 98
1982 128
1983 149
1984 163
1985 186
1986
DEKALB
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
DEW ITT
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
DOUGLAS
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
52
70
72
91
98
110
60
67
99
93
132
136
45
44
54
51
60
86
30
42
39
44
11
11
14
22
9
7
13
21
22
21
27
40
14
7
11
21
435
405
444
449
454
502
359
368
406
452
457
499
260
264
268
278
320
362
231
237
236
259
300
346
215
217
221
224
271
323
30
31
36
36
45
39
24
27
32
33
36
37
20
27
27
33
31
30
26
28
42
36
44
39
21
20
24
23
22
27
669
704
761
796
843
835
809
573
642
706
747
768
775
748
332
370
382
405
408
410
400
442
505
558
558
607
590
553
260
273
291
290
306
332
294
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.7(0.6)
1.9(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.2(0.9)
2.2(0.9)
2.2(0.9)
2.2(0.9)
0.5(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
1.1(0.4)
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
1.5(0.6)
1.4(0.5)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
7.6(3.0)
8.0(3.1)
8.7(3.4)
9.1(3.5)
9.6(3.7)
9.5(3.7)
9.2(3.6)
8.8(3.4)
9.8(3.8)
10.8(4.2)
11.4(4.4)
11.7(4.5)
11.9(4.6)
11.4(4.4)
29.5(11.4)
32.9(12.7)
33.9(13. 1)
36.0(13.9)
36.2(14.0)
36.4(14.1)
35.5(13.7)
17.0(6.6)
19.4(7.5)
21.5(8.3)
21.5(8.3)
23.4(9.0)
22.7(8.8)
21.3(8.2)
27.7(10.7)
29.0(11.2)
31.0(12.0)
30.9(12.0)
32.6(12.6)
35.3(13.6)
31.3(12.1)
Table 18. - continued.
390(64)
425(59)
469(53)
521(53)
554(54)
179(100)
213(100)
304(82)
412(73)
421(83)
196(100)
233(100)
335(75)
342(88)
362(97)
243(82)
280(71)
328(61)
338(74)
353(85)
77(100)
92(100)
118(100)
156(100)
178(100)
Table 18. Continued - page 5
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
EDGAR
1980 74 257 29 427 0.7(0.3) 7.4(2.9)
1981 82 276 30 484 0.8(0.3) 8.4(3.2) 232(86)
1982 92 23 287 32 550 0.9(0.3) 9.5(3.7) 265(75)
1983 120 28 310 39 614 1.0(0.4) 10.7(4.1) 304(66)
1984 182 23 381 48 662 1.1(0.4) 11.5(4.4) 379(79)
1985 177 34 433 41 625 1.0(0.4) 10.9(4.2) 453(77)
1986 571 0.9(0.4) 9.9(3.8)
EDWARDS
1980 51 209 24 375 1.7(0.6) 9.4(3.6)
1981 69 233 30 450 2.0(0.8) 11.3(4.3) 127(100)
1982 84 8 245 34 499 2.2(0.9) 12.5(4.8) 171(100)
1983 94 8 259 36 533 2.4(0.9) 13.3(5.1) 216(93)
1984 118 13 293 40 583 2.6(1.0) 14.6(5.6) 247(100)
1985 168 10 395 43 607 2.7(1.0) 15.2(5.9) 253(100)
1986 521 2.3(0.9) 13.0(5.0)
EFFINGHAM
1980 94 433 22 584 1.2(0.5) 6.0(2.3)
1981 117 440 27 646 1.3(0.5) 6.6(2.6) 281(71)
1982 100 19 482 21 661 1.4(0.5) 6.8(2.6) 362(55)
1983 141 19 527 27 755 1.6(0.6) 7.7(3.0) 406(49)
1984 159 22 465 34 789 1.6(0.6) 8.1(3.1) 478(42)
1985 196 25 609 32 798 1.7(0.6) 8.2(3.2) 508(69)
1986 732 1.5(0.6) 7.5(2.9)
FAYETTE
1980 262 958 27 1528 2.1(0.8) 9.5(3.7)
1981 276 946 29 1691 2.4(0.9) 10.5(4.0) 661(75)
1982 353 35 1005 35 1898 2.6(1.0) 11.8(4.5) 739(68)
1983 419 46 1169 36 2032 2.8(1.1) 12.6(4.9) 1001(60)
1994 441 41 1159 38 2084 2.9(1.1) 12.9(5.0) 1140(57)
1985 497 52 1176 42 2148 3.0(1.2) 13.3(5.1) 1145(61)
1986 2162 3.0(1.2) 13.4(5.2)
1980
1981 18 106 17 135 0.2(0.1) 49.7(19.2) 21(100)
1982 23 1 106 22 163 0.3(0.1) 60.0(23.1) 26(100)
1983 39 5 121 32 200 0.4(0.2) 73.6(28.4) 52(100)
1984 32 4 136 24 215 0.4(0.2) 79.1(30.5) 74(100)
1985 48 11 139 35 251 0.5(0.2) 92.3(35.6) 65(100)
1986 278 0.6(0.2) 102.3(39.5)
Table 18. - continued.
Table 18. Continued - page 6.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
FRANKLIN
1980 112
1981 102
1982 122
1983 152
1984 169
1985 179
1986
FULION
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
393
428
466
539
571
657
GALLATIN
1980 97
1981 108
1982 114
1983 187
1984 264
1985 238
1986
GREENE
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
GRUNDY
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
221
199
247
270
308
322
124
103
111
117
142
184
13
12
27
12
68
62
57
69
4
6
6
9
22
29
22
24
20
21
32
26
585
609
595
606
645
648
1355
1561
1558
1587
1558
1764
555
637
729
757
751
792
662
679
695
732
702
716
420
421
417
421
453
474
19
17
20
25
26
28
29
27
30
34
37
37
18
17
16
25
35
30
33
29
36
37
44
45
30
25
27
28
31
39
586
612
695
760
807
848
886
2111
2268
2402
2543
2612
2662
2547
619
699
802
930
977
915
875
1095
1144
1268
1365
1425
1466
1479
595
604
661
713
803
887
929
1.4(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.6(0.6)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.0(0.8)
2.4(0.9)
2.6(1 .0)
2.7(1.1)
2.9(1 .1)
3.0(1.2)
3.0(1.2)
2.9(1.1)
1.9(0.7)
2.1(0.8)
2.4(0.9)
2.8(1 .1)
3.0(1.1)
2.8(1 .1)
2.7(1.0)
2.0(0.8)
2.1(0.8)
2.3(0.9)
2.5(1 .0)
2.6(1.0)
2.7(1.1)
2.7(1.1)
1.4(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
1.7(0.6)
1.9(0.7)
2.1(0.8)
2.2(0.8)
6.2(2.4)
6.5(2.5)
7.4(2.9)
8.1(3.1)
8.6(3.3)
9.0(3.5)
9.4(3.6)
11.2(4.3)
12.0(4.6)
12.7(4.9)
13.5(5.2)
13.8(5.3)
14.1(5.4)
13.5(5.2)
7.6(2.9)
8.6(3.3)
9.9(3.8)
11.4(4.4)
12.0(4.6)
11.3(4.3)
10.8(4.2)
10.8(4.2)
11.3(4.4)
12.5(4.8)
13.5(5.2)
14.1(5.4)
14.5(5.6)
14.6(5.6)
19.7(7.6)
20.0(7.7)
21.9(8.5)
23.7(9.1)
26.6(10.3)
29.4(11.4)
30.8(11.9)
Table 18. - continued.
315(100)
379(100)
520(96)
606(91)
600(92)
1217(100)
1277(100)
1361(96)
1389(94)
1504(99)
223(100)
234(100)
248(100)
423(100)
517(100)
382(100)
413(100)
504(99)
586(85)
687(73)
388(90)
442(79)
487(72)
522(77)
562(76)
Table 18. Continued - page 7.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
HAMILTON
1980 172
1981 161
1982 162
1983 235
1984 242
1985 290
1986
HANCOCK
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
HARDIN
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
662
623
708
764
727
754
289
263
242
294
354
327
HENDERSON
1980 263
1981 267
1982 302
1983 341
1984 332
1985 393
1986
HENRY
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
109
90
151
171
174
204
2
3
7
14
27
21
21
28
4
6
15
10
23
16
21
23
14
16
21
17
734
782
790
826
777
817
1822
1925
1902
1973
1867
1958
1265
1277
1296
1221
1178
1239
984
972
1025
1220
1175
1051
515
554
551
665
707
679
23
21
20
28
31
36
36
32
37
39
39
39
23
21
19
24
30
26
27
28
30
28
28
37
21
16
27
26
25
30
750
774
866
1019
1078
1178
1279
2994
3024
3176
3223
3165
3194
3190
1325
1315
1348
1426
1466
1434
1491
1400
1475
1567
1614
1646
1698
1699
608
648
770
804
807
820
786
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.3(0.9)
2.5(1.0)
2.7(1 .0)
2.9(1.1)
3.8(1.5)
3.8(1.5)
4.0(1.5)
4.0(1 .5)
4.0(1.5)
4.0(1.5)
4.0(1.5)
7.2(2.8)
7.2(2.8)
7.3(2.8)
7.8(3.0)
8.0(3.1)
7.8(3.0)
8.1(3.1 )
3.7(1.4)
3.9(1.5)
4.1(1.6)
4.2(1.6)
4.3(1.7)
4.5(1.7)
4.5(1.7)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.9(0.4)
1 .0(0.4)
1.0(0.4)
1 .0(0.4)
1.0(0.4)
9.4(3.6)
9.7(3.7)
10.8(4.2)
12.8(4.9)
13.5(5.2)
14.8(5.7)
16.0(6.2)
29.8(11.5)
30.1(11.6)
31.6(12.2)
32.1(12.4)
31.5(12.2)
31.8(12.3)
31.7(12.3)
13.7(5.3)
13.6(5.2)
13.9(5.4)
14.7(5.7)
15.2(5.9)
14.8(5.7)
15.4(6.0)
16.6(6.4)
17.5(6.8)
18.6(7.2)
19.1(7.4)
19.5(7.5)
20.1(7.8)
20.2(7.8)
12.4(4.8)
13.2(5.1)
15.6(6.0)
16.3'(6.3)
16.4(6.3)
16.7(6.4)
16.0(6.2)
Table 18. - continued.
337(100)
399(100)
484(100)
583(100)
620(100)
1143(100)
1099(100)
1232(100)
1286(100)
1325(100)
807(100)
916(100)
1017(100)
1095(100)
1158(99)
424(100)
377(100)
381(100)
414(100)
376(100)
230(100)
206(100)
234(100)
292(100)
269(100)
Table 18. Continued - page 8.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./ml 2 of Forest b for Permits
IROQUOIS
1980 72
1981 97
1982 119
1983 178
1984 179
1985 222
1986
JACKSON
1980 609
1981 591
1982 643
1983 689
1984 803
1985 768
1986
JASPER
1980 146
1981 177
1982 206
1983 281
1984 264
1985 376
1986
JEFFERSON
1980 228
1981 197
1982 266
1983 296
1984 358
1985 413
1986
JERSEY
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
73
74
98
97
129
156
37
37
53
67
47
59
60
80
23
44
44
43
32
26
43
54
7
13
10
19
294
322
348
435
444
521
1871
1931
1981
2091
1884
1992
453
521
574
668
606
733
852
867
842
943
892
943
477
482
499
505
497
553
25
30
34
41
40
43
33
31
33
33
43
39
32
34
36
42
44
51
27
23
32
31
40
44
668
795
911
1034
1039
1050
951
3015
3063
3169
3271
3338
3255
3252
999
1153
1296
1454
1514
1622
1544
1159
1232
1432
1524
1648
1736
1752
15
15
20
19
26
28
399
448
511
559
626
660
662
0.6(0.2)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
0.8(0.3)
5.0(1.9)
5.1(2.0)
5.3(2.0)
5.4(2.1)
5.5(2.1)
5.4(2.1)
5.4(2.1)
2.0(0.8)
2.3(0.9)
2.6(1.0)
2.9(1.1)
3.1(1.2)
3.3(1.3)
3.1(1.2)
2.0(0.8)
2.1(0.8)
2.5(1.0)
2.6(1 .0)
2.9(1.1)
3.0(1.2)
. 3.0(1.2)
1.1(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
1.7(0.6)
1.8(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
16.8(6.5)
20.0(7.7)
22.9(8.8)
26.0(10.0)
26.1(10.1)
26.4(10.2)
23.9(9.2)
13.0(5.0)
13.2(5.1)
13.6(5.3)
14.1(5.4)
14.4(5.5)
14.0(5.4)
14.0(5.4)
10.4(4.0)
11.9(4.6)
13.4(5.2)
15.1(5.8)
15.7(6.1)
16.8(6.5)
16.0(6.2)
10.2(3.9)
10.9(4.2)
12.6(4.9)
13.4(5.2)
14.5(5.6)
15.3(5.9)
15.4(6.0)
3.6(1.4)
4.1(1 .6)
4.6(1.8)
5.1(2.0)
5.7(2.2)
6.0(2.3)
6.0(2.3)
Table 18. - continued.
347(58)
446(45)
512(49)
675(44)
708(49)
1798(83)
2093(72)
2470(61)
2523(59)
2676(60)
293(68)
354(57)
451(44)
527(38)
538(74)
623(100)
728(89)
895(78)
930(75)
1040(72)
279(100)
260(100)
355(100)
404(99)
455(99)
Table 18. Continued - page 9.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
JO DAVIESS
1980 797
1981 869
1982 942
1983 1077
1984 1081
1985 1105
1986
JOHNSON
1980 513
1981 441
1982 458
1983 495
1984 579
1985 568
1986
KANKAKEE
1980 29
1981 32
1982 41
1983 43
1984 47
1985 59
1986
KENDALL
1980 32
1981 35
1982 48
1983 51
1984 51
1985 40
1986
KNOX
1980 369
1981 360
1982 392
1983 452
1984 462
1985 486
1986
47
53
63
71
15
19
18
35
12
12
20
26
7
4
9
12
35
33
30
40
2535
2532
2549
2604
2556
2670
2033
2055
1942
1561
1525
1610
215
222
230
220
223
250
207
207
209
206
210
210
1226
1227
1218
1231
1213
1309
31
34
37
41
42
41
25
22
24
32
38
35
14
14
18
20
21
24
15
17
23
25
24
19
30
29
32
37
38
37
4156
4369
4553
4694
4711
4757
4831
2274
2267
2334
2449
2543
2542
2580
247
276
295
308
338
368
344
188
189
202
204
200
198
222
1928
1984
2104
2187
2196
2244
2323
6.8(2.6)
7.1(2.7)
7.4(2.9)
7.6(3.0)
7.7(3.0)
7.7(3.0)
7.9(3.0)
6.6(2.5)
6.6(2.5)
6.8(2.6)
7.1(2.7)
7.4(2.8)
7.4(2.8)
7.5(2.9)
0.4(0.2)
0.4(0.2)
0.4(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.7(0.3)
2.6(1.0)
2.7(1 .1)
2.9(1.1)
3.0(1 .2)
3.0(1.2)
3.1(1 .2)
3.2(1.2)
35.4(13.7)
37.2(14.4)
*38.8(15.0)
40.0(15.4)
40.1(15.5)
40.5(15.6)
41.1(15.9)
14.0(5.4)
13.9(5.4)
14.4(5.5)
15.1(5.8)
15.6(6.0)
15.6(6.0)
15.9(6.1)
7.3(2.8)
8.1(3.1)
8.7(3.4)
9.1(3.5)
10.0(3.9)
10.9(4.2)
10.1(3.9)
11.4(4.4)
11.4(4.5)
12.2(4.7)
12.4(4.8)
12.1(4.7)
12.0(4.6)
13.5(5.2)
19.7(7.6)
20.2(7.8)
21.5(8.3)
22.3(8.6)
22.4(8.7)
22.9(8.8)
23.7(9.2)
Table 18. - continued.
2207(99)
2428(91)
2661(83)
2849(77)
2944(78)
1632(100)
1671(100)
1884(69)
1954(67)
1997(70)
196(100)
234(86)
279(72)
265(75)
302(75)
102(100)
105(100)
142(100)
157(100)
187(100)
810(100)
802(100)
815(100)
940(100)
964(100)
Table 18. Continued - page 10.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
LASALLE
1980 173
1981 207
1982 191
1983 216
1984 254
1985 280
1986
LAWRENCE
1980 91
1981 104
1982 106
1983 128
1984 149
1985 158
1986
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
140
166
226
244
287
297
L IVINGSTON
1980 91
1981 100
1982 117
1983 123
1984 156
1985 146
1986
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
67
58
67
107
121
131
33
44
45
55
26
22
35
40
13
15
15
27
8
9
16
18
2
19
19
14
780
774
783
815
793
853
271
312
315
326
336
371
770
766
760
780
854
919
341
346
365
385
394
464
229
235
236
243
283
337
22
27
24
27
32
33
34
33
34
39
44
43
18
22
30
31
34
32
27
29
32
32
40
32
29
25
28
44
43
39
1034
1105
1120
1183
1233
1281
1326
544
588
640
708
747
744
707
851
965
1074
1108
1149
1147
1104
519
551
591
618
649
637
652
372
410
482
560
579
556
506
0.9(0.3)
1 .0(0.4)
1.0(0.4)
1 .0(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.0(0.8)
1.9(0.7)
1.2(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1 .5(0.6)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.5(0.6)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.9(0.3)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
Table 18. - continued.
881(68)
927(65)
1082(55)
1220(49)
1214(54)
214(100)
248(100)
341(73)
382(72)
400(75)
420(100)
428(100)
517(100)
630(100)
699(100)
15.3(5.9)
16.3(6.3)
16.5(6.4)
17.4(6.7)
18.2(7.0)
18.9(7.3)
19.6(7.6)
7.2(2.8)
7.8(3.0)
8.5(3.3)
9.4(3.6)
9.9(3.8)
9.9(3.8)
9.4(3.6)
28.1(10.8)
31.8(12.3)
35.4(13.7)
36.6(14.1)
37.9(14.6)
37.9(14.6)
36.4(14.1)
39.6(15.3)
42.1(16.2)
45.1(17.4)
47.2(18.2)
49.5(19.1)
48.6(18.7)
49.7(19.2)
21.3(8.2)
23.5(9. 1)
27.6(10.7)
32.1(12.4)
33.2(12.8)
32.0(12.3)
29.0(11.2)
317(95)
329(91)
364(82)
388(90)
422(95)
147(100)
167(100)
204(99)
268(93)
291(100)
Table 18. Continued - page 11.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
MCDONOUGH
1980 255
1981 276
1982 272
1983 347
1984 358
1985 329
1986
MCHENRY
1980
1981 1
1982 1
1983 1
1984 1
1985 2
1986
MCLEAN
1980 1
1981
1982 1
1983 1
1984 1
1985 1
1986
MACN
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
MACOUPIN
1980 1
1981 2
1982 2
1983 2
1984 2
1985 4
1986
91
04
13
36
60
?19
00
86
13
56
78
96
43
36
33
35
53
58
88
?26
D38
?62
?84
407
26
13
12
19
15
26
39
57
34
40
52
46
18
20
32
28
31
43
49
54
826
953
961
1026
1084
1030
446
448
461
574
632
682
394
389
395
405
437
483
217
217
213
166
163
220
762
789
834
897
761
973
31
29
28
34
33
32
20
23
25
24
25
32
25
22
29
39
41
41
20
17
15
21
33
26
25
29
28
29
37
42
1206
1260
1296
1364
1332
1290
1290
629
684
753
822
873
923
895
626
671
774
857
880
877
837
296
285
300
323
367
367
367
1164
1275
1352
1421
1502
1583
1466
2.1(0.8)
2.2(0.9)
2.2(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
2.2(0.9)
2.2(0.9)
1 .0(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1 .2(0.5)
1 .3(0.5)
1.4(0.6)
1.5(0.6)
1.5(0.6)
0.5(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
1.3(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.7(0.7)
Table 18. - continued.
14.9(5.8)
15.6(6.0)
16.0(6.2)
16.8(6.5)
16.4(6.4)
15.9(6.2)
15.9(6.2)
11.5(4.4)
12.5(4.8)
13.8(5.3)
15.1(5.8)
16.0(6.2)
16.9(6.5)
16.4(6.3)
22.9(8.8)
24.5(9.5)
28.2(10.9)
31.3(12.1)
32.2(12.4)
32.1(12.4)
30.6(11.8)
16.7(6.4)
16.1(6.2)
16.9(6.5)
18.2(7.0)
20.7(8.0)
20.7(8.0)
20.7(8.0)
6.3(2.4)
6.9(2.7)
7.3(2.8)
7.7(3.0)
8.1(3.1 )
8.6(3.3)
7.9(3.1)
396(100)
362(100)
369(100)
423(100)
407(100)
516(78)
631(63)
844(59)
1012(54)
1079(56)
335(90)
361(83)
455(66)
574(61)
587(68)
150(100)
160(100)
191(79)
217(69)
248(81)
605(66)
643(62)
813(49)
953(42)
987(61)
Table 18. Continued - page 12.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
MAD ISON
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
MARION
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
65
52
60
82
96
127
153
140
201
214
269
321
MARSHALL
1980 147
1981 146
1982 208
1983 215
1984 220
1985 212
1986
MASON
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
MASSAC
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
158
186
192
188
195
217
41
40
54
48
95
85
28
28
47
37
21
22
30
48
7
7
2
8
25
29
34
50
5
5
9
12
348
356
367
406
394
474
550
574
686
769
721
860
702
758
799
941
950
853
666
673
667
670
661
669
202
222
307
323
317
364
19
15
16
20
24
27
28
24
29
28
37
37
21
19
26
23
23
25
24
28
29
28
30
32
20
18
18
15
30
23
407
413
461
523
564
583
530
880
967
1116
1213
1309
1305
1247
754
800
893
918
948
980
1057
836
879
893
900
952
1011
1000
228
252
274
286
308
281
237
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
1.5(0.6)
1.7(0.6)
1.9(0.7)
2.1(0.8)
2.3(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
2.2(0.8)
1.9(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.3(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
2.4(0.9)
2.5(1 .0)
2.7(1.0)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.6)
1.7(0.6)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
0.9(0.4)
1.0(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.1(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
3.6(1.4)
3.6(1.4)
4.1(1.6)
4.6(1.8)
5.0(1.9)
5.1(2.0)
4.7(1.8)
5.8(2.2)
6.4(2.5)
7.3(2.8)
8.0(3.1)
8.6(3.3)
8.6(3.3)
8.2(3.2)
16.8(6.5)
17.8(6.9)
19.8(7.7)
20.4(7.9)
21.1(8.1)
21.8(8.4)
23.5(9.1)
11.7(4.5)
12.3(4.7)
12.5(4.8)
12.6(4.9)
13.3(5.1 )
14.2(5.5)
14.0(5.4)
3.6(1.4)
4.0(1.5)
4.3(1.7)
4.5(1.7)
4.9(1.9)
4.4(1.7)
3.7(1.4)
302(83)
326(77)
443(56)
521(48)
575(57)
383(100)
505(99)
642(78)
733(68)
796(82)
390(100)
341(100)
374(100)
416(100)
408(100)
599(100)
664(90)
689(87)
779(77)
719(83)
84(100)
55(100)
54(100)
102(100)
137(100)
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Table 18. Continued - page 13.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
_ No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
MENARD
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
MERCER
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
MONROE
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
93
109
137
138
188
209
323
309
387
472
444
463
380
405
381
353
426
505
13
11
12
14
10
19
17
14
23
25
21
30
MONTGOMERY
1980 133
1981 141
1982 158 18
1983 199 19
1984 234 26
1985 284 44
1986
MORGAN
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
137
155
185
199
269
302
18
21
22
23
416
448
448
463
495
563
1125
1141
1150
1310
1377
1197
1188
1218
1260
1281
1195
1288
491
518
532
614
586
619
505
504
513
555
626
688
22
24
31
30
38
37
29
27
34
36
32
39
32
33
30
28
36
39
27
27
30
32
40
46
27
31
36
36
43
44
514
582
647
689
739
737
725
532
606
681
737
806
830
855
1680
1693
1646
1706
1868
1958
1890
770
864
926
1021
1115
1160
1152
806
900
1013
1103
1204
1206
1137
1.6(0.6)
1.9(0.7)
2.1(0.8)
2.2(0.9)
2.4(0.9)
2.4(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
0.9(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
4.4(1.7)
4.5(1.7)
4.3(1.7)
4.5(1.7)
4.9(1.9)
5.2(2.0)
5.0(1.9)
1.1(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.2(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.7(0.7)
15.4(5.9)
17.4(6.7)
19.4(7.5)
20.6(8.0)
22.1(8.5)
22.1(8.5)
21.7(8.4)
9.2(3.5)
10.5(4.0)
11.8(4.5)
12.7(4.9)
13.9(5.4)
14.3(5.5)
14.8(5.7)
15.8(6.1)
16.0(6.2)
15.5(6.0)
16.1(6.2)
17.6(6.8)
18.5(7.1)
17.8(6.9)
10.0(3.9)
11.3(4.4)
12.1(4.7)
13.3(5.1)
14.5(5.6)
15.1(5.8)
15.0(5.8)
8.4(3.3)
9.4(3.6)
10.6(4.1)
11.5(4.4)
12.6(4.9)
12.6(4.9)
11.9(4.6)
172(100)
178(100)
216(100)
258(100)
290(100)
591(100)
522(100)
515(100)
606(100)
548(100)
839(95)
938(85)
1032(78)
1111(72)
1101(82)
359(84)
412(73)
530(57)
665(45)
698(50)
291(100)
318(100)
429(93)
494(100)
584(94)
Table 18. - continued.
Table 18. Continued - page 14
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
MOULTRIE
1980 57
1981 73
1982 88
1983 80
1984 101
1985 108
1986 1
OGLE
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
PEORIA
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
PERRY
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
PIATT
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
246
248
314
362
452
430
188
212
226
262
236
269
268
246
299
368
419
554
48
43
56
71
77
96
24
24
31
31
30
35
44
56
61
41
41
63
27
39
52
60
11
22
18
23
239
242
246
257
298
293
967
970
980
981
1169
1267
807
794
797
849
851
901
811
834
885
999
939
1126
210
213
213
213
230
285
24
30
36
31
34
37
25
26
32
37
39
34
23
27
28
31
28
30
33
30
34
37
45
49
23
20
26
33
34
34
452
496
540
561
619
636
639
1331
1429
1565
1659
1738
1699
1709
993
1045
1090
1144
1132
1160
1160
1452
1560
1739
1917
2032
2090
1930
307
321
370
397
417
422
408
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.8(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
2.1(0.8)
2.2(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
2.2(0.9)
2.3(0.9)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.6)
1.7(0.6)
1.8(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
3.3(1.3)
3.5( .4)
3.9(1.5)
4.3(1 .7)
4.6(1.8)
4.7(1.8)
4.3(1.7)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.9(0.4)
1.0(0.4)
1.0(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
23.9(9.2)
26.2(10.1)
28.6(11.0)
29.7(11.5)
32.7(12.6)
33.6(13.0)
33.8(13.0)
21.2(8.2)
22.8(8.8)
25.0(9.6)
26.5(10.2)
27.7(10.7)
27.1(10.5)
27.3(10.5)
11.6(4.5)
12.2(4.7)
12.7(4.9)
13.4(5.2)
13.2(5.1)
13.6(5.2)
13.6(5.2)
13.4(5.2)
14.4(5.6)
16.1(6.2)
17.7(6.8)
18.8(7.2)
19.3(7.5)
17.8(6.9)
31.6(12.2)
33.1(12.8)
38.1(14.7)
40.9(15.8)
43.0(16.6)
43.5(16.8)
42.1(16.3)
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372(54)
441(45)
482(42)
541(46)
537(47)
744(100)
767(100)
882(100)
1023(100)
1133(100)
900(67)
937(64)
1068(56)
1173(55)
1147(61)
572(87)
601(83)
779(64)
890(67)
1021(78)
115(100)
121(100)
153(100)
194(100)
190(275)
Table 18. Continued - page 15.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
PIKE
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
961
914
1011
1123
1307
1315
821
778
668
846
1049
1040
PULASKI
1980 113
1981 113
1982 135
1983 164
1984 234
1985 193
1986
PUTNAM
1980 130
1981 138
1982 155
1983 185
1984 165
1985 182
1986
RANDOLPH
1980 415
1981 438
1982 525
1983 547
1984 632
1985 733
1986
45
50
54
58
19
20
23
36
6
4
6
5
9
8
3
3
44
45
56
80
2068
2220
2403
2452
2379
2551
4992
5152
4655
4385
4310
4287
393
408
491
512
578
616
485
468
526
567
540
541
1301
1394
1478
1691
1531
1720
47
41
42
46
55
52
16
15
14
19
24
24
29
28
28
32
41
31
27
30
30
33
31
34
32
31
36
32
41
43
4365
4480
4767
5017
5160
5109
5087
3891
3898
3997
4372
4638
4635
4674
639
689
760
821
864
809
800
633
674
709
743
734
764
796
2251
2418
2607
2716
2872
2893
2720
5.3(2.0)
5.4(2.1)
5.8(2.2)
6.1(2.3)
6.2(2.4)
6.2(2.4)
6.1(2.3)
10.2(3.9)
10.2(4.0)
10.5(4.1)
11.5(4.4)
12.2(4.7)
12.2(4.7)
12.3(4.7)
3.1(1.2)
3.4(1.3)
3.7(1.4)
4.0(1.5)
4.2(1.6)
4.0(1.5)
3.9(1.5)
3.8(1.5)
4.1(1.6)
4.3(1.6)
4.5(1.7)
4.4(1.7)
4.6(1.8)
4.8(1.9)
3.8(1.5)
4.1(1 .6)
4.4(1.7)
4.6(1.8)
4.8(1.9)
4.9(1.9)
4.6(1.8)
19.7(7.6)
20.2(7.8)
21.5(8.3)
22.6(8.7)
23.3(9.0)
23.0(8.9)
22.9(8.9)
14.6(5.6)
14.6(5.6)
15.0(5.8)
16.4(6.3)
17.4(6.7)
17.4(6.7)
17.5(6.8)
11.5(4.4)
12.4(4.8)
13.7(5.3)
14.8(5.7)
15.6(6.0)
14.6(5.6)
14.4(5.6)
19.0(7.4)
20.3(7.8)
21.3(8.2)
22.4(8.6)
22.1(8.5)
23.0(8.9)
24.0(9.2)
15.5(6.0)
16.7(6.4)
18.0(6.9)
18.7(7.2)
19.8(7.6)
19.9(7.7)
18.8(7.2)
1182(100)
1385(100)
1688(100)
1894(95)
2061(97)
3539(100)
3237(100)
3413(100)
3557(100)
3572(100)
137(100)
159(100)
191(100)
287(100)
308(100)
276(100)
275(100)
287(100)
299(100)
304(100)
940(96)
1112(81)
1420(70)
1451(69)
1550(77)
Table 18. - continued.
Table 18. Continued - page 16.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
RICHLAND
1980 57
1981 53
1982 73
1983 122
1984 115
1985 146
1986
ROCK ISLAND
1980 227
1981 211
1982 259
1983 338
1984 286
1985 334
1986
ST. CLAIR
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
SALINE
1980 1
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
SANGAMON
1980 1
1981 1
1982
1983 1
1984 1
1985 1
1986
202
198
197
222
238
261
90
171
206
211
295
286
00
03
96
29
77
58#1 0
237
256
293
336
336
327
Table 18. - continued.
1.0(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.4(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.7(0.7)
2.9(1.1)
3.0(1 .2)
3.2(1.2)
3.3(1.3)
3.2(1.2)
3.2(1.2)
3.2(1.2)
1.6(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
4.8(1.9)
5.7(2.2)
6.9(2.7)
7.9(3.0)
8.1(3.1)
8.5(3.3)
8.2(3.2)
15.3(5.9)
15.9(6.1)
16.8(6.5)
17.4(6.7)
16.7(6.4)
17.1(6.6)
16.9(6.5)
8.9(3.4)
9.3(3.6)
9.6(3.7)
10.2(3.9)
10.5(4.1)
10.9(4.2)
12
16
27
27
1108
1109
1083
973
960
1054
592
603
606
699
657
662
1056
1036
1056
1077
1054
1095
368
433
431
449
466
466
24
21
25
36
34
45
28
35
27
39
28
31
33
64
14
24
20
20
42
36
47
48
364
436
526
599
613
646
623
1214
1263
1336
1388
1328
1359
1345
1052
1098
1137
1201
1246
1290
1329
993
1032
1105
1152
1229
1170
1097
585
621
663
773
830
815
830
20
19
24
35
30
32
34
33
33
32
36
39
18
17
20
20
28
26
27
24
22
29
38
34
2.0(0.8) 11.2(4.3)
144(100)
205(98)
316(63)
382(52)
366(55)
578(100)
571(100)
539(100)
726(100)
699(100)
575(70)
666(53)
824(49)
879(46)
941(43)
478(100)
487(100)
683(100)
792(100)
882(100)
356(98)
383(91)
478(73)
548(73)
588(68)
2.6(1.0)
2.7(1.0)
2.9(1.1)
3.0(1 .2)
3.2(1.2)
3.0(1.2)
2.9(1.1)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.8(0.3)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
10.7(4.1)
11.1(4.3)
11.9(4.6)
12.4(4.8)
13.2(5.1)
12.6(4.9)
11.8(4.6)
13.0(5.0)
13.8(5.3)
14.7(5.7)
17.1(6.6)
18.4(7.1 )
18.0(7.0)
18.4(7.1)
Table 18. Continued - page 17.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
SCHUYLER
1980 368
1981 382
1982 387
1983 493
1984 503
1985 528
1986
SCOTT
1980 104
1981 104
1982 142
1983 164
1984 202
1985 249
1986
SHELBY
1980 192
1981 197
1982 237
1983 265
1984 276
1985 330
1986
STAhK
1980 64
1981 80
1982 61
1983 67
1984 85
1985 84
1986
28
17
19
18
3
9
14
8
65
61
70
95
4
2
1
3
STEPHENSON
1980 204
1981 194
1982 219 22
1983 325 30
1984 365 50
1985 379 51
1986 o
1204
1214
1219
1244
1256
1395
339
385
437
498
497
576
675
675
720
781
700
763
283
271
293
304
314
282
693
639
660
732
849
979
31
32
32
40
40
38
31
27
33
33
41
43
28
29
33
34
39
43
23
30
21
22
27
30
29
30
33
44
43
39
1688
1740
1794
1922
1907
1868
1843
683
763
875
965
1046
1089
1085
1182
1252
1378
1493
1556
1651
1679
319
341
332
354
379
404
441
1140
1234
1359
1466
1432
1330
1250
3.9(1.5)
4.0(1.5)
4.1(1.6)
4.4(1.7)
4.4(1.7)
4.3(1.7)
4.2(1.6)
2.7(1.1)
3.0(1 .2)
3.5(1.3)
3.8(1.5)
4.2(1.6)
4.3(1.7)
4.3(1.7)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.8(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
2.1(0.8)
2.2(0.8)
1.1(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.1(0.4)
1 .2(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
2.0(0.8)
2.2(0.8)
2.4(0.9)
2.6(1 .0)
2.5(1.0)
2.3(0.9)
2.2(0.8)
11.9(4.6)
12.3(4.7)
12.6(4.9)
13.5(5.2)
13.4(5.2)
13.2(5.1)
13.0(5.0)
13.9(5.4)
15.5(6.0)
17.8(6.9)
19.6(7.6)
21.3(8.2)
22.1(8.6)
22.1(8.5)
17.7(6.8)
18.7(7.2)
20.6(7.9)
22.3(8.6)
23.3(9.0)
24.7(9.5)
25.1(9.7)
36.0(13.9)
38.5(14.9)
37.5(14.5)
40.0(15.4)
42.8(16.5)
45.6(17.6)
49.8(19.2)
38.0(14.7)
41 .1(15.9)
45.2(17.5)
48.8(18.8)
47.7(18.4)
44.3(17.1)
41.6(16.1)
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739(100)
753(100)
840(100)
940(100)
1008(100)
115(100)
106(100)
130(100)
154(100)
221(100)
706(57)
801(50)
955(42)
1123(36)
1057(47)
132(100)
125(100)
115(100)
103(100)
104(100)
501(100)
593(93)
730(75)
811(86)
883(96)
Table 18. Continued - page 18.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
TAZEWELL
1980 123
1981 115
1982 131
1983 150
1984 158
1985 181
1986 ' I
UNION
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
593
53.
511
46 c
644
58(
VERMILION
1980 5
1981 0
1982 7
1983 7
1984 11
1985 16
1986
WABASH
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
WARREN
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
25
25
26
35
5
5
I 27
? 51
4 41
5 50
41
5 52
5 70
5 84
Gk 9?
c
56
72
73
1603
48
49
60
68
93
97
146
134
159
170
166
230
6
3
13
17
5
12
14
14
483
488
493
513
502
539
2158
2192
2147
1897
1800
1815
242
248
251
276
330
422
202
206
207
213
266
313
602
542
547
466
460
560
26
24
27
29
32
34
28
24
24
25
36
32
24
23
29
26
35
39
24
24
29
32
35
31
24
25
29
37
36
41
695
751
810
840
850
888
885
2378
2287
2306
2364
2568
2514
2541
481
517
593
664
782
819
720
296
321
366
389
408
406
384
711
746
814
887
948
1039
1027
1.1(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
5.7(2.2)
5.5(2.1)
5.6(2.2)
5.7(2.2)
6.2(2.4)
6.1(2.3)
6.1(2.3)
0.5(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.7(0.3)
0.7(0.3)
0.9(0.4)
0.9(0.4)
0.8(0.3)
1.3(0.5)
1.4(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.8(0.7)
1.7(0.7)
1.3(0.5)
1 .4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
1 .6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
12.2(4.7)
13.2(5.1)
14.2(5.5)
14.7(5.7)
14.9(5.8)
15.6(6.0)
15.5(6.0)
11.1(4.3)
10.7(4.1)
10.7(4.1)
11.0(4.3)
12.0(4.6)
11.7(4.5)
11.8(4.5)
5.5(2.1)
5.9(2.3)
6.8(2.6)
7.6(3.0)
9.0(3.5)
9.4(3.6)
8.3(3.2)
8.3(3.2)
9.0(3.5)
10.3(4.0)
10.9(4.2)
11.4(4.4)
11.4(4.4)
10.8(4.2)
20.8(8.0)
21.8(8.4)
23.8(9.2)
25.9(10.0)
27.7(10.7)
30.4(11.7)
30.0(11.6)
Table 18. - continued.
452(88)
504(79)
558(72)
588(68)
622(68)
1790(100)
1899(97)
2089(74)
1993(78)
2058(78)
435(46)
486(41)
643(31)
710(35)
740(47)
96(100)
90(100)
130(100)
160(100)
203(100)
229(100)
207(100)
180(100)
270(100)
302(100)
Table 18. Continued - page 19.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
WASHINGTON
1980 322
1981 325
1982 362
1983 390
1984 414
1985 442
1986
WAYNE
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
135
133
165
159
192
243
64
75
99
118
151
192
WHITES IDE
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
WILL
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
189
206
232
307
284
315
22
37
31
48
44
55
21
27
29
35
16
18
26
22
9
21
21
28
21
22
29
29
42
36
56
61
1026
1036
1075
1137
1067
1134
497
505
496
547
479
586
345
350
359
384
414
456
771
755
842
1055
1067
1022
219
258
223
231
228
316
31
31
34
34
39
39
27
26
33
29
40
42
19
21
28
31
37
42
25
27
28
29
27
31
10
14
14
21
19
17
1564
1612
1705
1737
1895
1901
1861
693
727
801
840
913
933
843
449
514
591
678
756
804
797
1107
1212
1334
1430
1420
1470
1505
362
432
433
468
435
444
398
2.8(1.1)
2.9(1 .1)
3.0(1.2)
3.1(1.2)
3.4(1.3)
3.4( .3)
3.3(1.3)
1.0(0.4)
1 .0(0.4)
1.1(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1.3(0.5)
1.2(0.5)
0.9(0.3)
1.0(0.4)
1.2(0.5)
1.4(0.5)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.5(0.6)
1.6(0.6)
1.7(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
1.9(0.7)
2.0(0.8)
0.4(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.6(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
0.5(0.2)
16.0(6.2)
16.4(6.3)
17.4(6.7)
17.7(6.8)
19.3(7.5)
19.4(7.5)
19.0(7.3)
6.4(2.5)
6.7(2.6)
7.4(2.9)
7.7(3.0)
8.4(3.3)
8.6(3.3)
7.8(3.0)
5.2(2.0)
5.9(2.3)
6.8(2.6)
7.8(3.0)
8.7(3.4)
9.3(3.6)
9.2(3.6)
38.8(15.0)
42.5(16.4)
46.8(18.0)
50.2(19.3)
49.8(19.2)
51.6(19.9)
52.7(20.4)
7.3(2.8)
8.7(3.3)
8.7(3.3)
9.4(3.6)
8.7(3.4)
8.9(3.4)
8.0(3.1)
Table 18. - continued.
732(96)
781(90)
939(75)
969(72)
1088(74)
333(90)
375(80)
457(66)
462(65)
507(79)
176(100)
203(100)
308(97)
400(88)
353(100)
315(100)
366(100)
392(100)
390(100)
245(82)
301(67)
372(54)
423(47)
451(67)
Table 18. Continued - page 20.
Estimated Deer Density a
Harvest % of No. of Hunter c
No. of Hunters Deer - No./mi 2 Demand
Year Gun Bow Hunters Successful 1 October No./mi 2 of Forest b for Permits
-WILLIAMSON
1980 402 1668 24 2038 4.8(1.8) 13.3(5.1)
1981 356 1679 21 1954 4.6(1.8) 12.8(4.9) 989(100)
1982 324 34 1584 20 1951 4.6(1.8) 12.8(4.9) 1074(100)
1983 296 55 1430 21 2019 4.7(1.8) 13.2(5.1) 1321(91)
1984 420 34 1356 31 2185 5.1(2.0) 14.3(5.5) 1310(92)
1985 405 51 1334 30 2181 5.1(2.0) 14.3(5.5) 1396(86)
1986 2261 5.3(2.0) 14.8(5.7)
WINNEBAGO
1980 125 706 18 808 1.6(0.6) 30.1(11.6)
1981 140 765 18 909 1.7(0.7) 33.9(13.1) 321(100)
1982 155 21 823 19 1005 1.9(0.7) 37.5(14.5) 321(100)
1983 232 23 829 .28 1124 2.2(0.8) 41.9(16.2) 444(100)
1984 257 42 989 26 1174 2.3(0.9) 43.8(16.9) 571(100)
1985 287 45 1036 28 1179 2.3(0.9) 44.0(17.0) 730(100)
1986 1171 2.3(0.9) 43.7(16.7)
WOODFORD
1980 168 616 27 838 1.6(0.6) 14.6(5.6)
1981 177 630 28 863 1.6(0.6) 15.0(5.8) 599(89)
1982 196 18 648 30 915 1.7(0.7) 15.9(6.1) 634(79)
1983 205 25 664 31 930 1.7(0.7) 16.2(6.2) 661(76)
1984 209 23 659 32 945 1.8(0.7) 16.4(6.3) 691(72)
1985 240 31 729 33 964 1.8(0.7) 16.8(6.5) 682(88)
1986 941 1.7(0.7) 16.4(6.3)
aDensity (No./Km2 ) is shown In parentheses.
bCounty forested acreages were obtained from Peter Roberts, Illinois Department of
Conservation.
cHunter demand was measured by the number of hunters who requested a county as their
first choice in the annual lottery for deer permits. The percentage of these first choice
requests that received a permit Is shown In parentheses.
Regressions describing the relationship between the number of
hunters (X 1 ), estimated deer population (X 2 ), and gun
harvest (Y). The symbol "*" indicates multiplication.
County Regression Equation R 2
Adams
Alexander
Bond
Boone
Brown
Bureau
Calhoun
Carroll I
Cass
Champaign
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Coles
Crawford
Cumberland
DeKalb
Dew itt
Douglas
Edgar
Edwards
Effingham
Fayette
Ford
Frankl in
Fulton
Gallatin
Greene
Grundy
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
= -740
= -249
= -124
= -66
= -952
= -356
= -333
= -517
= -299
= -97
= -98
= -246
= -146
= -149
= -129
= -217
= -176
= -157
= -169
= -63
= -134
= -99
= -171
= -429
= -17
= -107
= -612
= -209
= -133
= -377
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0.42
0.06
0.43
0.26
0.28
0.26
0.51
0.44
0.55
0.32
0.38
0.39
0.01
0.03
0.49
0.23
0.54
0.23
0.43
0.23
0.48
0.47
0.18
0.32
0.25
0.08
0.15
0.46
0.31
1 .15
+
+
0.16
0.35
x
x
+ 0.21
+ 0.48
+ 0.19
0.09
0.20
0.15
0.26
0.39
0.29
0.14
0.36
0.12
0.45
0.28
0.22
0.18
0.13
0.31
0.24
0.28
0.36
x
x
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
+ 0.01 * X 2
Table 19. - continued.
Table 19.
0.92
0.40
0.89
0.94
0.91
0.99
0.93
0.91
0.99
0.99
0.90
0.96
0.91
0.90
0.98
0.92
0.99
0.99
0.95
0.95
0.96
1.00
0.88
0.97
0.89
0.94
0.92
0.82
0.91
0.91
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
Continued - page 2.
County Regression Equation R 2
Ham il ton
Hancock
Hard in
Henderson
Henry
Iroquois
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jersey
Jo Daviess
Johnson
Kankakee
Kendall
Knox
LaSal le
Lawrence
Lee
Livingston
Logan
McDonough
McHenry
McLean
Macon
Macoupin
Madison
Marion
Marshal I
Mason
Massac
Menard
Mercer
Monroe
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
= -67
= -938
= -439
= -338
= -179
= -137
0.29
0.53
0.53
0.41
0.07
0.53
x
x
x
X.
x
xX
2
2
2
2
1
1
= -1284 + 0.62 * X 2
= -238 + 0.65 * X 1
= -240 + 0.06 * X 1
= -212 + 0.40 * X 1
= 2008 + 0.30 * X 1
= -1359 + 0.16 * X 1
= -60 + 0.17 * X 1
= 185 + 1.16 * X 2
= -623 + 0.21 * X 1
= -281 + 0.02 * X 1
= -104 + 0.28 * X 1
= -449 + 0.29 * X 1
= -162 + 0.06 * X 1
= -104 + 0.35 * X 1
= -277 + 0.34 * X 1
= -121 + 0.31 * X 1
= -292 + 0.59 * X 1
= -84 + 0.16 * X 1
= -461 + 0.31 * X 1
= -132 + 0.38 * X 1
= -189 + 0.32 * X 1
= -138 + 0.10 * X 1
= -793 + 1.06 * X 1
= -96 + 0.09 * X 1
= -236 + 0.48 * X 1
= -107 + 0.15 * X 1
= -308 + 0.04 * X 1
+
+
0.38
0.08
*
*
+ 0.07 * X 2
+ 0.33 * X 2
+ 0.22 * X 2
+ 0.49 * X 2
+ 0.66 * X 2
+ 0.21 * X 2
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0.37
0.42
0.21
0.42
0.44
0.21
0.20
0.12
0.23
0.30
0.34
0.13
0.17
0.28
0.30
0.48
0.24
0.46
0.38
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
xX
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Table 19. - continued.
0.92
0.85
0.69
0.89
0.87
1.00
0.82
0.95
0.91
0.94
0.99
0.73
0.97
0.88
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.93
0.94
0.91
0.83
0.90
0.96
0.86
0.90
0.92
0.87
0.90
0.92
0.61
0.96
0.84
0.79
Table 19.
Table 19. Continued - page 3.
County Regression Equation R 2
Montgomery
Morgan
Moul trie
Ogle
Peoria
Perry
Piatt
Pike
Pope
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Richland
Rock Island
St. Clair
Saline
Sangamon
Schuyler
Scott
Shelby
Stark
Stephenson
Tazewel I
Union
Vermilion
Wabash
Warren
Washington
Wayne
White
Whiteside
Will
W iI Ii amson
WInnebago
Woodford
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
= -178 + 0.38 * X 2
= -260 + 0.55 * X 1
= -57 + 0.26 * X 2
= -519 + 0.23 * X 1
= 296 + 0.11 * X 1
= -504 + 0.68 * X 1
= -101 + 0.31 * X 1
= -1190 + 0.48 * X 2
= -4472 + 0.43 * X 1
= -180 + 0.24 * X 1
= -170 + 0.25 * X 1
= -615 + 0.06 * X 1
= -76 + 0.32 * X 2
= -685 + 0.73 * X 2
= -87 + 0.26 * X 2
= -763 + 0.46 * X 1
= -85 + 0.30 * X 2
= -1055 + 0.44 * X 1
= -140 + 0.36 * X 1
= -188 + 0.08 * X 1
= -21 + 0.27 * X 2
= -490 + 0.48 * X 1
= -341 + 0.78 * X 1
= -2806 + 0.44 * X 1
= -88 + 0.53 * X 1
= -77 + 0.27 * X 1
= -227 + 0.27 * X 1
= -401 + 0.28 * X 1
= -239 + 0.26 * X 1
= -245 + 0.74 * X 1
= -172 + 0.17 * X 1
= -93 + 0.15 * X 1
= -1806 + 0.37 * X
= -253 + 0.20 * X 1
= -263 + 0.40 * X 1
+ 0.15 * X 2
+ 0.39
+ 0.40
+ 0.13
+ 0.26
+ 0.79 * X 2
+ 0.29 * X 2
+ 0.28 * X 2
+ 0.41 * X 2
+ 0.45 * X 2
+ 0.52 * X 2
+ 0.15 * X 2
+ 0.27 * X 2
+ 0.30 * X 2
+ 0.11 * X 2
+ 1.03 * X 2
+ 0.04 * X 2
+ 0.23 * X 2
+ 0.29 * X 2
+ 0.27 * X 2
+ 0.34 * X 2
+ 0.12 * X 2
+ 0.20 * X 2
+ 0.22 * X 2
+ 0.79 * X 2
+ 0.27 * X 2
+ 0.22 * X 2
0.92
0.99
0.94
0.91
0.94
0.91
0.96
0.85
0.93
0.85
0.96
0.88
0.86
0.78
0.85
0.77
0.85
0.95
0.92
0.96
0.62
0.97
0.89
0.98
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.99
0.87
0.99
0.96
0.86
0.96
0.93
1.00
Table 20. Influence of demographic parameters on population changes in
white-tailed deer.
Variable
Fawn sex ratio-
Proportion females
Fawn reproduction-
Young/female
Yearling reproduction-
Young/female
Adult reproduction-
Young/female
Summer mortal ity
Fawn males
Fawn females
Yearl ing males
Yearling females
Adult males
Adult females
Winter-spring mortality
Fawn males
Fawn females
Fawn females
Yearling males
Year I ing females
Standard
Value
0.47
0.70
2.00
2.10
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05
Altered
Value
0.54
0.40
0.40
1.00
1.70
2.30
1.80
2.40
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.20
0.01
0.10
0.01
0.10
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.01
0.10
0.01
0.10
Output change - a
input change
3.23
2.32
0.66
0.97
1.15
1.37
1.57
1.82
0.06
0.06
0.41
0.31
0.02
0.02
0.14
0.13
0.04
0.04
0.38
0.32
0.03
0.03
0.36
0.03
0.36
0.31
0.01
0.01
0.14
0.12
Adult males
Adult females
Harvest mortality
Antl ered
Anti lerless
aoutput change = (PAV - PSV)
where PAV = population
PSV = population
- PSV
after
after
10 years under altered value
10 years under standard value
Input change = (altered value - standard value) - standard value
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.20
0.60
0.20
0.40
0.40
0.30
0.02
0.02
0.36
0.30
0.32
0.17
6.59
2.22
Table 21. Regressions describing trends in demand for deer hunting permits
in 98 counties In Illinois. The demand for permits is based on
the number of first choice requests for a county each year from
1981 through 1985. The variables Y and X are the estimated number
of first choice requests and year (1981=1, 1982=2......1985=5),
respectively. The symbol "*" Indicates multiplication.
Projected demand in 1990
No. of % Increase
County Regression Equation R 2 Requests Over 1985
Adams
Alexander
Bond
Boone
Brown
Bureau
Calhoun
Carroll I
Cass
Champaign
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Coles
Crawford
Cumberland
DeKal b
Dewl tt
Douglas
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
= 1061 + 200.9 * X
= 542 + 44.9 * X
= 229 + 67.2 * X
= 41 + 40.7 * X
= 425 + 102.2 * X
= 542 + 50.9 * X -
1.9 * X 2
= 466 * X 0.288
= 930 + 63.1 * X
= 333 + 76.7 * X
= 64 + 47.4 * X -
2.2 * X 2
= 234 * X 0.394
= 216 + 52.4 * X
= 198 + 64.7 * X
= 484 + 63.0 * X
= 138 + 61.2 * X
= 345 + 42.4 * X
= 101 + 68.3 * X
= 192 * X 0.414
= 243 * X 0.241
= 57 + 15.5 * X +
1.9 * X 2
Table 21. - continued.
3070
991
901
448
1447
858
904
1561
1100
317
580
740
847
1114
750
769
784
498
423
0.99
0.87
0.98
0.95
0.98
0.78
0.95
0.89
0.96
0.95
0.98
0.96
0.93
0.96
0.94
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.98
0.99
47
34
59
93
51
15
25
25
55
34
36
50
65
41
67
39
86
38
20
126402
Table 21. Continued - page 2.
Projected demand in 1990
No. of % Increase
County Regression Equation R 2 Requests Over 1985
Edgar
Edwards
Effingham
Fayette
Ford
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin
Greene
Grundy
Hamilton
Hancock
Hard in
Henderson
Henry
Iroquois
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jersey
Jo Daviess
Johnson
Kankakee
Kendall
Knox
LaSal le
Lawrence
Lee
Y = 160 + 55.6 * X
Y = 127 * X 0.452
Y = 279 * X 0.371
Y = 633 * X 0.384
Y = 19.0 * X 0.835
Y = 305 * X 0.447
Y = 1144 + 68.6 * X
Y = 96 + 77.7 * X
Y = 280 + 78.3 * X
Y = 333 + 59.1 * X -
2.7 * X 2
Y = 260 + 75.0 * X
Y = 1052 + 55.1 * X
Y = 798 * X 0.226
No relationship
Y = 197 + 16.4 * X
Y = 252 + 95.1 * X
Y = 1796 * X 0.253
Y = 285 * X 0.408
Y = 532 + 103.6 * X
Y = 202 + 49.6 * X
Y = 2181 * X 0.185
Y = 1596 * X 0.138
Y = 198 * X 0.256
Y = 72 + 22.2 * X
Y = 732 + 44.6 * X
Y = 850 * X 0.225
Y = 205 * X 0.423
Y = 311 + 76.0 * X
Table 21. - continued.
0.97
0.99
0.99
0.92
0.89
0.95
0.97
0.85
0.98
1.00
0.98
0.84
0.99
0.58
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.91
0.99
0.90
0.93
0.95
0.80
0.91
0.95
0.95
716
360
656
1533
130
854
1830
873
1063
654
1010
1603
1343
361
1203
3216
729
1568
698
3339
2193
356
294
1178
1427
543
1071
58
42
29
34
100
42
22
69
55
16
63
21
16
34
70
20
36
51
53
13
10
18
57
22
18
36
53
Table 21. Continued - page 3.
Projected demand in 1990
No. of % Increase
County Regression Equation R 2 Requests Over 1985
Livingston
Logan
McDonough
McHenry
McLean
Macon
Macoupin
Madison
Marion
Marshall I
Mason
Massac
Menard
Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Moul trie
Ogle
Peoria
Perry
PIatt
Pike
Pope
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Richland
Y = 283 + 26.9 * X
Y = 99 + 38.9 * X
Y = No relationship
Y = 364 + 150.7 * X
Y = 247 + 71.7 * X
Y = 117 + 25.3 * X
Y = 570 * X 0.334
Y = 211 + 74.1 * X
Y = 378 * X 0.467
Y = 324 + 24.3 * X
Y = 584 + 35.5 * X
Y = 14 + 29.4 * X
Y = 128 + 31.6 * X
No relationship
Y = 837 * X 0.184
Y = 242 + 103.0 * X -
1.6 * X 2
Y = 195 + 76.2 * X
Y = 373 * X 0.242
Y = 600 + 103.4 * X
Y = 826 + 73.0 * X
Y = 417 + 118.7 * X
Y = 88 + 22.3 * X
Y = 1146 * X 0.355
Y = 3242 * X .075
Y = 75 + 47.0 * X
Y = 264 + 8.0 * X
Y = 932 * X 0.326
Y = 143 * X 0.646
Table 21. - continued.
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.94
0.98
0.91
0.97
0.99
0.83
0.71
0.89
0.96
0.91
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.96
0.89
0.97
0.90
0.98
0.97
0.94
0.93
0.96
0.95
552
488
1871
964
370
1230
952
1108
567
939
308
444
1279
1112
957
651
1634
1556
1604
311
2595
3853
545
344
1974
633
31
68
73
64
49
25
66
39
39
31
125
53
16
59
64
21
44
36
57
64
26
8
77
13
27
73
Table 21. Continued - page 4.
Projected demand in 1990
No. of % Increase
County Regression Equation R 2 Requests Over 1985
Rock Island
St. Clair
Saline
Sangamon
Schuyler
Scott
Shelby
Stark
Stephenson
Tazewel I
Union
Vermilion
Wabash
Warren
Washington
Wayne
White
Whiteside
Will
Williamson
Winnebago
Woodford
Y = 504 + 39.7 * X
Y = 563 * X 0.319
Y = 331 + 111.3 * X
Y = 336 * X 0.331
Y = 639 + 72.5 * X
Y = 67 + 26.0 * X
Y = 692 * X 0.292
No relationship
Y = 487 * X 0.362
Y = 447 * X 0.199
Y = 1803 * X 0.089
Y = 418 * X 0.360
Y = 51 + 28.4 * X
Y = 175 + 20.9 * X
Y = 632 + 90.0 * X
Y = 296 + 43.5 * X
Y = 78 + 77.5 * X
Y = 318 + 15.1 * X
Y = 240 * X 0.394
Y = 973 * X 0.225
Y = 157 + 106.8 * X
Y = 567.9 * X 0.131
0.56
0.98
0.95
0.92
0.96
0.80
0.92
0.98
0.99
0.80
0.94
0.91
0.46
0.96
0.94
0.95
0.57
0.99
0.92
0.93
0.94
901
1174
1444
720
1364
327
1356
1121
707
2213
958
335
384
1532
731
855
469
595
1633
1225
768
29
25
64
22
35
48
28
27
14
8
29
65
27
41
44
83
20
32
17
68
13
Table 22. Outline for bulletin summarizing Allerton Study.
LIFE HISTORY AND ECOLOGY OF WHITE-TAILED DEER IN EAST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS,
AN INTENSIVELY FARMED REGION
1. INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
2. HISTORY OF DEER IN EAST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS
A. Archeological evidence
B. Historical records
C. Recent history
3. THE LANDSCAPE AND VEGETATION OF EAST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS
A. Soils and topography
B. Climate
C. Past and current vegetation and land use
4. METHODS OF STUDY
5. RESULTS
A. Population characteristics
1. Sex and age structure
2. Reproduction
3. Recruitment
a. Onsite reproduction
b. Ingress and egress
c. Seasonal migrations and dispersals
4. Mortality
a. Legal hunting
b. Crippling losses
c. Highways
d. Poaching
e. Miscellaneous losses
f. Effects of an inviolate refuge on mortality
5. Densities
B. Seasonal habitat selection
1. Effects of sex, age, and reproductive condition
2. Importance of agricultural habitats
3. Summer vs. winter habitat selection
C. Nutrition and condition
1. Weights and antler measurements
2. Seasonal food habits
3. Nutritional characteristics of the winter range
4. Indices to deer condition in winter
D. Seasonal movements and dispersal behavior
1. Effects of age and sex on dispersal behavior
2. Environmental vs. Innate Influences on dispersal
behavior
3. Effects of dispersal behavior on mortality rates
4. Effects of an inviolate refuge on seasonal movements
Table 22 - continued.
Table 22. Continued - page 2.
E. Social behavior
1. Familial bonds
2. Effects of social behavior on home range selection and
dispersal
F. Population models for intensively farmed landscapes
1. Current and projected population characteristics
2. Refuges and harvests
3. Winter concentration behavior
4. Woodlot attrition and deer mortality rates
5. Effects of "any deer" and "buck only" harvests on
refuges on harvests on surrounding farms
6. DISCUSSION
7. MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR FARMLAND DEER
8. LITERATURE CITED
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Fig. 4. Map of Illinois in which deer management regions are outlined.
Fig. 5. Dendrogram generated by grouping Illinois counties with
an average-linkage clustering method.
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Fig. 7. Map of 1llinois showing the 13 deer regions grouped
at the I.O cluster level.
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between 1957 and 1985. The hypothetical growth is the projected increase in
the deer population without hunting.
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Fig. 13. Simulated effects of harvest on a hypothetical deer
population. Mortality,*' reproduction, and harvest in the control
population were such that a stable population was maintained.
Harvest in the experimental population was varied.
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REGION 1
Jo Daviess and Carroll counties were not surveyed because the
distribution of forest and the rugged topography provide deer with
abundant winter shelter.
COUNTY: BUONE AREA: 1
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: BELVIDERE NW
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF- WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 31, T46,R3E,MANCHESTER TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2123 (ACRES) 83% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 435 (ACRES) 17% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:I INNIKIINNICK STATE NATURE PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED ------ ----
NOT PASTURED 13.8 229.5 243.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED --- ----
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
322.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1963.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 10.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 49
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: DEER HABITAT PROTECTED BY NATURE PRESERVE. PRIVATE
LANDS ARE BEING CONVERTED FROM AGRICULTURE TO HOUSING
DEVELOPEMENTS.
COUNTY: BOONE
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: CHERRY VALLEY AND CALEDONIA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 19, T44N,R3E BELVIDERE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2404 (ACRES) 94% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 154 (ACRES) 6% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: BOONE COUNTY CONSERVATION DISTRICT
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED ------------- ------
NOT PASTURED 2.0 211.9 213.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED ---
NOT PASTURED 5.4 171.2 176.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
36.1
CROPS (ACRES): 2097.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 6.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 31
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: .6 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: DEER HABITAT PROTECTED BY PUBLIC OWNERSHIP. PRESENCE
OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAY DANGER TO DEER. AREA WITHIN 1/2 MILE OF
INDUSTRIAL PARK AND <5 MILES TO CITY OF ROCKFORD.
COUNTY: BOONE
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: BELVIDERE NORTH AND BELVIDERE SOUTH
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 33, T44NR4E BONUS TWP.
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100C) OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED ------ ----- ------
NOT PASTURED 767.9 1169.5 1937.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED ---- -
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): C0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0.0
CROPS (ACRES): 0.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 135
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 15.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 4.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: THIS AREA IS AT RISK, BEING WITHIN 3 MILES OF THE CITY
OF BELVIDERE AND WITH NO PUBLIC OWNERSHIP. THE STATE PLANS TO
SITE A NEW HIGHWAY IN THE CONCENTRATION AREA. THE FUTURE OF THIS
AREA IS UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: McHENRY ARE A: 1
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: WOODSTOCK AND McHENRY
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 35, T45N, R7E GREENWOOD TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100%. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 213.2 357.2 570.3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 210.2 210.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 298.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
34.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1374.6
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 42. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 143
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 5.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 1. 1 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS ARE ABUNDANT SURROUNDING THIS
SITE. WITH NO PUBLIC OWNERSHIP, THE FUTURE PRESERVATION OF THIS
HABITAT IS UNCERTAIN.
CO UNTY: M c HENRY AREA : 2
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: HARVARD
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/2 SECT. 19, T46N,R6E ALDEN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 295.2 295.2
NOT PASTURED 0.0 154.4 154.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 81.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
16.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1942.4
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 20.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 47
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: .8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: THIS AREA IS WITHIN 1 MILE OF THE CITY OF HARVARD AND
IS VULNERABLE TO HABITAT DESTRUCTION. FUTURE UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: Mc HENRY AREA: 3
7.5' T-IOPOGRAPF:HIC QUAiDRFANGLE: MARJENGO NORTH
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 13, T44N, R5E MARENGO TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2404 (ACRES) 94% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 154 (ACRES) 6% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: McHENRY COUNTY CONSERVATION DISTRICT
NATURAL AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 2.2 428.3 430.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 176.9 176.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. C) 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 .0 0.C 00
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 71.1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
17.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1800.9
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 83
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 30-50
COMMENTS: CORE AREA PROTECTED BY NATURAL AREA. REMAINING
WOODLAND OWNED BY A BANK SO MAY BE SOLD FOR DEVELOPMENT.
COUNTY: MctHENRY
7.5' ITOPOGRAPHIC QUADRFANGLE: MARtENGO SOUTH
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 7, T43, R6E CORAL TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2323 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: 235 (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: McHENRY
NATURAL AREA
91% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
9% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
COUNTY CONSERVATION DISTRICT
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
120.3
0. 0
>50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
369.8
128.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
0. 0
0.0
O. 0
0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
104.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1788.0
45.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
%. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 53
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.o4 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: THE CORE OF THIS AREA IS PROTECTED BY THE NATURAL
AREA. THE OUTLOOK FOR THE RETENTION OF DEER HABITAT IS GOOD.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
490.0
128.7
O. C
0.0
AREA" 4
CPONTY: McHENRY AREA: 5
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUAIDRANGLE: FOX LAKE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 17, T46N,R19E BURTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1842 (ACRES) 72% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 716 (ACRES) 28% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: CHAIN O'LAKES STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 125.7 125.7
NOT PASTURED 0.0 43.5 43.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
17.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1092.0
"% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 6.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:50 +
COMMENTS: MOST HABITATS PROTECTED BY STATE PARK. ARCHERY DEER
HUNTING IS ALLOWED BUT DEER HAVE MANY REFUGES. UPLAND AREAS NOT
PROTECTED
COUNTY: OGLE
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: NiONE. DIXON 15'
LEGAL DESCRIFTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER ING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 28, T23NR10E NASHUA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE :2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE.
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) . (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 1337.5 1337.5
NOT PASTURED 19.3 456.7 476.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 5.4 32.6 38.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 39.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0.0
CROPS (ACRES): 49.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 73.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 11
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3. 7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 100 +
COMMENTS: THIS AREA IS CENTERED ON SINNISSIPPI FARMS, A PRIVATE
ESTATE AND FARM. DEER ARE HUNTED BY PERMIT BUT ARE ABUNDANT.
FUTURE OUTLOOK GOOD.
AREA : 1
COUINTY" OGLE
7.5' TOPOGRAP'HIC QUADRANGLE: NONE. DIXON 15'
LEGAL DESCRF"IPT IION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 18, T23N,R9E OREGON TWP
HABI'TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1739 (ACRES) 68% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 819 (ACRES) 32% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: CASTLE ROCK STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 85.5 61.3 146.7
NOT PASTURED 0.0 1445.9 1445.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 57.8 0.0 57.8
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 27.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
166.0
CROPS (ACRES): 709.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 65.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: .7 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0C.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 100 +
COMMENTS: CASTLE ROCK STATE PARK PROTECTS MUCH OF THE AREA.
PORTIONS OF THE PARK ARE HUNTED BUT SITES OF REFUGE EXIST.
OUTLOOK FAVORABLE FOR FUTURE RETENTION OF DEER HABITAT.ALSO
INCLUDES LARGE STATE NATURE PRESERVE.
COUNTY: DGLE_
7. 5 T( 'iPGF.RAPH I C !LIADRANGL.E: K I SHWAUKEE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECI. :16, T23NR11E BYRON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<5:0) YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 493.0 493.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 935.4 935.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 87.7 87.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 14.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
44.5
CROPS (ACRES): 767.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 59.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 59
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 9.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 4.2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: CORE OF AREA A 300 ACRE GIRL SCOUT CAMP THAT SHOULD
PROTECT DEER HABITAT FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE. OUTLOOK GOOD
FOR DEER USE OF AREA. WITHIN 3 MILES OF SEVERSON WINTERING AREA.
COUNTY: OGLE AREA: 4
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: DIXON 15'
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 9, T23N, R9E PINE CREEK TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2174 (ACRES) 85% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 384 (ACRES) 15%/ OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: WHITE PINE STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 42.7 342.8 385.6
NOT PASTURED 39.8 333.9 373.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 14.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
102.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1601.5
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
FPRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: STATE PARK PROTECTS SOME HABITAT. PRIVATE LANDS
SUBJECT TO DEVELOPMENT. DEER HABITAT SHOULD REMAIN FOR THE
FORESEEABLE FUTURE.
Lii 
~*i :L.~
.D..H [. .. 1 " I C Q UADRANG .... LE-.NA
LEA.. DESCRIPTIONi FOR CORE AREA OF: W ITER IN S.ITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 17, T2SN, R5E WEST POI:NT TW
HABITAT DESCFRI PT I ON FOR 'I. S Q E i I LE c: [ SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSH IP: PIRI VATE 1995 (ACRES) 78Z OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 563 (ACRES) 22% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP'S1 LAKE L.E--AQUA-NA STATE PAFRK
<5( YEARS OLD >5: YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 21.2 21. 2
NOT PASTURED 36.3 104.2 140.5
BOTTOMLLANiD FOREST:
PASTURED .O 15. 1 15. 1
NOT PASTURED O. 0 On.O 0. O
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 61.5 I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
96. 1A
CROPS (ACRES) : 2117
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAIPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 9.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 17
UNIMPFROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS : 6.9 MILES
LSECONDARY HIGHWAYS 2.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
SINTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUM-::R F DEER USING :SITE IF KNOWN: 2*5-50
COMMENTS: PARI PROTECTS HABITAT. NO DEER HUNTING. OUTLOOK GOOD.
Hh'EM:: 1
L7. 5 T P. A -_ GRAP Cr : i . i A: - [GL :::: F: I A W 1::: N * I'..EP EAF I:N i. . . W
LEGAL DESCRIPTION Ft-R CRE AREA OF WINTE RING £1TE
N 1/4 SECT. .36, T27N, R7E BUCKEYE TWlP:::'
HAB I TA T DESCR IPT i ON FOR 4 SQUARE M IEL. ES SURROL.ND ING CORF:E AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATIE255 (A C RES) 100 OF TOTAL 4 SQ-,UARE MILES
FPUBLIC (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYP 'E OF PUBLI C OWNERSHIP: NONE
%:50 YEARS OLD ::=-50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(fACRES) (.ACRES) " (ACRES)
UFPLAND FOREST:
P1ASTURETD . 8. 2 8. 2
NOT P'ASTURED C. 0 143.0 143. C
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. O 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRE:S) 0.0 IMFPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1748
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 5.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPL'E AREA: T IUNCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUP IED DWELL.. INGS: 252
UN I MPROVED ROADS: 8.- M I LES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWYS: 5.0 M I LES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS1 - 2.4 MILES
I NTERSTATiE HIGHWAYS: :)D. 0  MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOIWN 1C:0- 15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE AND HUMAN USE IS HIGH. DEER WILL LIKELY
LOSE HABITAT'. OLUTLOOK POOR.
I...']
S 1J.., - i -i A, : r! C Q I UA Ii)RAN IGL E:: i NL A .;
L.E..r... DESCR;IPFTION FOR CORE ARE- OF W4 INTER ING SITE['
S1/2 SECTL. 35, T26N. R 1 1 E W INNEAG T
HABITAT DESCIIF'TION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUND ING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP PRIVATE :22)00 (ACRES) 86% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC 358 (ACRES) 14 1:OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUB-LIC OWNERSHIP: SEVERSON FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (PACRES) " ('ACRES)
UPLAND FOR:EST:
PASTURED 27.9 86.0 113.9
NOT PASTURED 45.0 547. 6 592.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
Pf"ASTURED C)c. 0 0. C 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 CO.O 0 C.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACF:RES) : 45.2 IMPROVED PASFTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES) : 1748.0
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPL.E AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLI NGS: 4
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4. 7 MILES
SECONDARY IH..IIGHWAYS:W 3.7 MILES
PRIMARY H I GHWAWYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
NUMBER OF: DEER USINIG SITE IF KNOWN: 100N+
COMMENTS: THIS AREA IS ONE OF THE OLDEST OCCUPPIED SITES BY DEER
IN ILL INOIS. HABITAT PROTECTED BY COUNTY REFUGE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
ii.
-... C f. 1 :. .i ; F-',. i I I L..A;1i:A*G .. E ' F:: ... C T i iF:: ...
LEGAL DESCR IPT I ON FOR CORE AREA OF W INTER ING SI TE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 10, T27, R10E PECATONICA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUND IN3G CORE AREA
OWNEFRSHIF: PRIVATE: 2174 (ACRES) 85% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
FPUBLIC: 384 (ACRES) 15% OF TOTAL 4 SQCUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP : PECA-TONI CA FOREST PRESERVE
<5O YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(%ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST':
PASTURED 13.8 13.6 27.4
NOT P'AS"TURED 33.8 15.3 49.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 41. 7 41. 7
NOT PASTURED 211. 2 188.7 399.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 89.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES): 1796.7
SOF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPFLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMcPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS 3.r2 MILES
PRIMARY H I GHWAYSA 0....0: MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 10.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25--50
COMMENTS: FOREST PRESERVE PROTECTS HABITAT. MOST FOREST BOTTOMS
WITH U'PLAND L IMI'TED. DURI NG FLOODS DEER MAY HAVE DIFFICULTY
FIND'ING SANCTUARY. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:..; {...
•-..• •", ii:!i i"::'• " L:'J
. i CuGi EA!-i QI C UADRANi.E; ... : CKF RD N. , Cl.ALEDONIAt
LEGAL DESCRIPT.IN FOR CORE AREA DF WINTERI;: NG SITE :
W 1/2 SECT. 27, T45N, R 2E HAR lEMi TWPi
MI LES
PUBL IC: 2405 (ACRES) 94 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
M I LE-S
TYPE OF PUBLLIC OWNEIR:SHIP: ROCK CUT STATE PARK.
< 50 Y'EARS OLD ..-SC0 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND 1FOREST0'- -
PASTURED :33. 3 39. 73. 1
NOT FPASTURED 34. 3 342.8 377. 1
BOTTOML.AND FOREST'
PAST.iFRED 0. 0. 0.
NOT PASTURED OC. O C. 0 .)
SHRUB-OLD F I EL D E655 IMPROVED PASTURE ( ACRES) 1 14 4
CROPS (ACRES) 1 547
% OF 4 SQtUARE:[ M ILE.E SAMF:'PLE AREiA IN FOREST OR SO H RUB: 51.i.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQ-IUAFRE MI.LE SAMPLE AREA I"NCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF CCUPIED DWE L LINGS 1N 
UN IMPROVED ROADS 1. 4 MI LES
L.IGHT iDUTY ROADS 5.-4 MIL.: ES
SECONDARY ROADS 3 .5 MI LES
PR I MARY RADS : 0. M ILES
INTERSTAT'E ROADS" 0. M ILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWNI 50 +-
COMMENiTS AREA MOSTLY STATE P'AtRK. OUTLOOK GOO1D.
. 5 ' i :POGRAPH iC QUADRA NGLE:[ S- I R....AD
LEGAL DES RIFT ION FOR CORE AREA FF WINTERING SITE:
NW i/4 SECT" 4, T28, R11E SHIRLAND TWP
HFABITAT- E I D SCRI PTI ON FOR 4 SQUARE M I LES SURRFOUND INIG CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2302 (ACRES) 90% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 256 (AC.RES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE tMILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SUGAR RIVER FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD 50 YEARS: OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PFAS1TURED 2,.5 7.4 9.9
NOT PASTURED 17.C0 229.5 246.5
BOTTOMLPA ID FOREST
PASTURED 16.5 18.8 35.3
NOT PASTURED 24.5 302.3 326.8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 77.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES)c 1721.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST Oi SHRUB: 27.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE ARE.A INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPI ED DWELL. I NGS 2
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.-4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 7.1 MILES
PRIMARY HG1 HWgAYS: :,. MILES
I NT E R ST A F I- G H- W A Y. S O. 0 M I L E S
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-30
COMMENTS F:OIREST F:1:PRESESRVE PROTECTS HAB ITAT. CLOSED TO DEER
HUNTING. OUTLOOK GOOD.
L. i , v 1.... I S I T.O:: N .f R C DTR. E; A R E tA U .F ; IN: E FIN "i F:;:i N Si .T: E::
V .12 SECT. 7, T44N R1E R.CKF.RD *W%
iA TA! DESCRIP.TION FOR 4 S:;LUARE MtIL.E:S SURRLLJfi.J!DING CORE ARE.A
OWNERSH IP: PFRI VATE: 2123A1 (ACRL-ES) 83% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
PUBLIC : 435 (ACRFES) 17. O. TOTAL 4 SQUARE
II i L.I :n
TYPE O F:: F'PUBLI C OWNERSH-I I F: R DOCKVOR:FD CITY  PARKS
S50 YEARS OLD ::50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRESA) ((ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST3
::PASTURED 100. C 61 : 161.
NOT PFASTURED 37. 123. 161.3
BOTTOMLANIlD F OREST
::PASTUREJ D O. O D. C:, O..,
NOT PASTUURED O. O O. O O. O
SHRUB-OLD F I ELD 67.2 IMPROVED PASTL'RE (ACRES) 94. 3
SO: 4 SiUARE MI LE~jMPLE AREA IN FPlORES OR SHRUB 15 .3
iHUMAN 'FiPRESENCE ON 4 SQUAJRE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED D: E LL IN 8-3F
UN IMPROVED ROADS, 2. 3 MILES
PR IMARY ROAZDS 1.3 MILES
IN E Ri ST.AT R 0 A D S " '., O MILE S
I.JNUMBER OF DEER UL.S I NO SITE IF KNO NL: 50+
COMMiENTS CI Y F:PARKS. CLOSED TO HUNTING LNT IL 1986. DEER HAVE
REACHED NUISANCE LEVELS AND I LL BE HUNTED IN THE FUTUJRE.
HAB TATL PROTECTED. OUTLOOK GOOD.
. .... • I !.. ; 'L..) : ..' . :, f. - 1 . .... .... L .) ............. . 1 1
COUN ITY WHITESIDE
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: iMORRI SON 15'
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/2 SECT.31, T21N, R4E CLYDE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1637 (ACRES) 64% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 921 (ACRES) 36% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MORRISON-ROCKWOOD STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 111.6 243.3 354.9
NOT PASTURED 41.2 299.6 340.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 174.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
152.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1470.6
i. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 34.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 8
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: .5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 100 +
COMMENTS: STATE PARK PROTECTS DEER HABITAT AND PARK IS CLOSED TO
HUNTING. FUTURE OUTLOOK IS GOOD.
AREA" 1
N. 1 / .. . 1 :1. , T 1t 9N t 4 E P t . LV.. A TI E" '
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HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUSDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP': PRIVATE: 1509 (ACRES) 59% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBL IC: 1 049 (ACRES) 4 % OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF FUBLI C OWNERSHIP F B:I G BEEND CON".SERVAT I ON AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAtND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 97. 6 5. 9 103. 5
NOT PFASTURED 21C0. 158. 1 368. 0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 )O. 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 144. 0 250..2 394.2
SHRFUB--OLDF I ELID (,ACRES) : 28.9 I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
1.7
CRFOP:S (ACRES): 1662
% OF 4 SQUAFRE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 34.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPI ED DWELLI NG: 35
UN I MPROVED ROADSs: 8.2 MILES
L. IHT DUTY ROA"DS: 7.2 MILES
SECONDA::RY HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTrERSTATE H:[ IGHtWAYS: 0.0 : MILES
NUMiBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN : 5:0 :
COMMENTS: MOST OF AREA PROTECTED BY THE CONSERF'VATION AREA. THE
CONSERVATION AREA IS OPEN FOR ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY SO DEER ARE
NOT HARASSED BY HUNTERS.
TOPD Fi. A .. -I.F.:.:..7 N. .... N.
LEGAL DESCRIPT ION OR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1 /2 S:T. 17 , T 20N, RE N E TON IWF
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: P:RIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100.:% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBL IC: (AFCRES) 07. OF TOT'AL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBL I C OWNERSH IP NONE
.. Y.EARS OL..D 0 YEARS OLD.r TOTAL(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAIND FOREST:
FPASTURED 72.4 305. 37.2-
NOT FPASTURED 7. 4 125.2 132. 6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED c. . ) O.C) O
NOT F'ASTURE D 0. O C:. O O. 0
SHRUB-OLDF ELI (ACRES): 0. IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
41.7
CROPS (ACRES): 2005.4
SOF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA I N FOREST :: SHRIUB: 20. 0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OC CUPF:IED DWE:LLINGS: 17
UN MPROVED ROADS: 2.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.8 MILES
ECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.4 M ILES
PR I3 MAR'.Y HII I GHWA YS;: 0 . MI LES
INTERSTATE HI GHWAYS 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER LUSING S ITE IF KNWN 25 +
COMMENTS NO0 PROTECTION FOR HAB(I)TAT. HOWEVER THERE ARE NO
OBV IO LIS TtHREATS-- NO DEVELOPMENT PRESSURES AT PRESENT.
RELATIVELY FEW LANDOWNERS SO SCATTERED WOODLOTS ARE VULNERABLE
TO DE:STRUCTI ON I F ONLY A FEW LANDOWNERE:S SELL OUT. FUTURE
THREATENED.
COUNTY: WHITES IDE
7.-5" TOPOGF(RAPHIC QUADR-ANGLE: NONE. CLIN ON 15'
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 4, T22N, R4E USTICK TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100C% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 270.5 256.6 527.1
NOT PASTURED 7.7 131.4 139.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES): 1554.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 23
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.C0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: ROUGH TOPOGRAPHY ALONG BLUFFS LIMITS AGRICULTURAL
ACTIVIES. ALL PRIVATELY OWNED SO IS LAND USE CHANGES MAY BE
EXPECTED. FUTURE UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: WHITE:SIDE
7.5 T IOPOGRAPHIC QUADR ANGLE: E R IE
LEGAL DESCRIPFTION FOR CORE AREA OF: WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 18, T20, R4E NEWTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 178.8 546.1 724.9
NOT PASTURED 0.0 187.2 187.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED ). ) 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
133.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1512
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 35.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE OWNERSHIP MEANS LAND USE MAY CHANGE.
FORESTS ARE IN LARGE PARCELS AND HUMAN POPULATIONS ARE WELL
SCATTERED SO AREA SHOULD RETAIN DEER HABITAT FOR THE FORESEEABLE
FUTURE.
REGION 2
The urban counties of Cook, Kane, DuPage and Lake were not surveyed
because the Urban Deer Project is surveying these counties.
COUNTY: BUREAU AREA: 1
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: PRINCETON NORTH
LEGAL DESCRIPTIOkN FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 32, T17N, R9E DOVER TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2478 (ACRES) 977. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 80 (ACRES) 3% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 82.3 82.3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 82.7 82.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 6.4 6.4
NOT PASTURED 101.8 131.2 232.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 8.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
209.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1923.9
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 49
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.5 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: FOREST COVER SCATTERED AND COUNTY PARK TOO SMALL TO
PROTECT DEER. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUN TY BUREA:AU AREA• 4
7.5 TOPFOGRAFPHIC QUADRANGLE: PRINCETON NORTH
LEGAL DESCRIPFTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 14, T17N, R9E DOVER TWP
HABI TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 12.1 62.0 74.1
NOT PASTURED 38.5 124.7 163.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 46.2 46.2
NOT PASTURED 4.2 127.0 131.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 86.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
74.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1831.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 38
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: SCATTERED WOODLOTS, ALL PRIVATELY OWNED.OUTLOOi
UNCERTAIN.
:
K.
COUNTY: BLJREAU AREA: 2
7.' TOPFOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: PRINCETON SOUTH AND DEPUE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT.20, T15N, R10E LEEPERTOWN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORI
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUt
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUe
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) "
E AREA
ARE MILES
ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 13.3 13.3
NOT PASTURED 18.0 52.6 70.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0 0
NOT PASTURED 65.5 1639.8 1705.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 9.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
140.8
CROPS (ACRES): 422.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 70.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 2
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 4.8 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 2.9 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: LARGE FOREST AREA MOSTLY BOTTOMLAND SUBJECT TO
PERIODIC FLOODING. PRESENCE OF PRIMARY HIGHWAY MEANS HIGHWAY
MORTALITY WILL BE HIGH. OUTLOOK GOOD FOR RETENTION OF DEER
.. .. . _.".44 .." 9 e 4 4 L*<*<- 6 w^S*^ ^~t
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COUNTY: BUREAU
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: PRINCETON SOUTH
LEGAL DESCRIFPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 20, T15N, R9E, ARISPIE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 9.1 320.9 330.0
NOT PASTURED 65.5 502.9 568.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 12.1 0.0 12.1
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 41.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
55.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1549.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 37.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 29
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 5.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATELY OWNED. NEARLY 900 ACRES IN FOREST MEANS
THAT SMALL LOSSES OF FOREST DUE TO HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS SHOULD
NOT ADVERSLY AFFECT DEER
COUNTY: BU"REALJ AREA: 5
7.5' TOPUGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: DEPUE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 29, T16N, R10E SELBY TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 23.0 143.0 166.0
NOT PASTURED 189.2 585.1 774.3
BOTTOMLAND FORESTS:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.C0
NOT PASTURED 32.4 139.8 172.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 76.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
48.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1302.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 46.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 43
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 1.6 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: HUMANS CONCENTRATEDIN SMALL AREAS WITH FOREST QUITE
EXTENSIVE.OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
7.. 5 "1 t P -GRAPHIC QUADRANGi..E :: NE.F:NSET
L EGA .... DE::SC I F' I ON FO:.R CR : RE AREA OF W I N" tER ING SITE:
NE 1/4 SEC'T. 31, T16N, R6E MINERAL TWF
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQiUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIPF: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100X OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF FPUBiLIC OWNERSHIPF' NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 61,3 178.8 240. 1
NOT PASTURED 95. 3 404.8 500..2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED O. 0 0.0 O. 0
NOT PASTURED C0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 4'.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
255.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1179.7
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUiMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 11
UNIIMFPROVED ROADS: 7.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTIERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: PARTIALLY STRIP MINED. HUMAN USE LIGHT. WITHIN 1 MILE
OF JOHNSONi-SAULK STATE PARK. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: DEKALB AREA: 1
7.5' TOFOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: SHABBONA GROVE AND WATERMAN
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 26, T38N, R3E SHABBONA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2481 (ACRES) 97% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 77 (ACRES) 3% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SHABBONA LAKE STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD' TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 55.1 21.2 76.3
NOT PASTURED 47.7 196.1 243.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0..0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 615.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
14.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1217.5
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 36.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50C +
COMMENTS: THIS AREA IS IMPROVING AS DEER HABITAT. MUCH OF THE
STATE PARK IS NOW SHRUB-OLD FIELD WHICH WILL IMPROVE AS DEER
COVER IN FUTURE YEARS IF NOT DESTROYED BY PARK DEVELOPMENT.
ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNiTY : DLEKALED AREA: 2
7.5' TOPOGRAPHII C QUADfRANGLE: GENOA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 25. T42N, R4E KINGSTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2430 (ACRES) 95% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 128(ACRES) 5% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 30.9 30.9
NOT PASTURED 7.4 78.5 86.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 22.0 39.0 61.0
NOT PASTURED 18.8 73.9 92.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 88.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
204.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1938.0
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 33
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50 +
COMMENTS: RUSSELL FOREST PRESERVE PROTECTS MOST OF THE FOREST
COVER. OUTLOOK GOOD
COUNTY: DEKALB AREA:
7.5L TUOPUbRF:AF`HIC QUADRANI\iGLE: FAIRDALE AND KIRKLAND
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 22, T42N, R3E, FRANKLIN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2507 (ACRES) 98% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 51 (ACRES) 2% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE
..50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) *
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 42.7 75.3 118.1
NOT PASTURED 37.5 162.5 200.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 23.7 23.7
NOT PASTURED 4.2 199.3 203.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 12.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
89.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1891.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 21.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 33
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.8 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: BEST FOREST COVER PROTECTED BY SCOUT CAMPS AND SMALL
FOREST PRESERVE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: DEKAL 4
7.5' -OPOGF`RAPHIC QUADRANGLE: KIRKLAND
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF- WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 21 , T42N, RE KINGSTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: FPRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 16.1 130.2 .146.2
NOT PASTURED 43.2 146.0 189.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 14.6 14.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 11.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
36.8
CROPS (ACRES): 2142.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.8 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATELY OWNED MEANS NO PROTECTION FOR DEER
HABITAT. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
AREA: 
COUNTY: DEKAL :. AREA: 5
J7 5' TODGRAPHII C QUADRANGLE: SDMONAUK
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
NE 1/4 T3SN, R5E SQUAW GROVE. TWF
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) "
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 66.4
NOT PASTURED 0.0 81.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
0.0
0.0
0.0
0. 0
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
66.4
81.5
0.0
0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 52.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
111.9
CROPS (ACRES): 2178.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 19
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATELY OWNED. FOREST CONCENRATED IN ONLY A FEW
WOODLOTS SO DEER HABITAT VULNERABLE TO DEVELOPMENT. OUTLOOK
UNCERTAIN.
COU.TY: DEKALB AREA: 6
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRAINGLE: SOMONAUK
LEGAL DESCRIPTION F'OR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 14, T37N, R5E SANDWICH TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) C100. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >:50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 19.5 155.9 175.4
NOT PASTURED 10.1 36.8 46.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 38.3 38.3
NOT PASTURED 70.4 0.0 70.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 2.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
69.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1808.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 13.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 34
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20 - 30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE LANDS. WITHIN 1 MILE OF CITY OF SANDWICH.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: DEFK:.AL AREA: 7
7.5 PG FAPHIC QUADR A N G L E: S H A B ONA G 0 OVE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 10, T37N, R3E PAW PAW TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 5.7 11.6 17.3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 370.3 370.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. 0 ). 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
111.6
CROPS (ACRES): 2058.0
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATELY OWNED. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIO N FOR CORE AREA J]OF WINTER I NG SITE 
E 1/4 SECT. 10, T23N, R9E PAT..TON TW
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TO'TAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) X% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C). 7.7 7.7
NOT PASTURED 82. 7 55.6 138.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PA STURED 0.0 0.0 C) C.
NOT PASTURED 0. )0.0 0. C
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 46.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)2:
51. 9
CROPS (ACRES): 2314
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL.INGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.'7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.1 MILES
INTE:RSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER US I NG SI TE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: SOME REFUGE. LIMITED FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERT"AIN.
S. 5 " IT Ji F;I: . R A N L i 1:
LEGA..L DESCRIPTIN FOR CORE AREA OF WI ERI NG SITE:
SE 1 / 4 SECT 31, T26N, R9E BRENTO TWP
HABITATI DESCRI PT IO N FOR 4. SLQUARF.E M I LE- SSURROUNDIN G CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVA"TE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) :'OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. O O. O O. O
NOT P'ASTURED 19.8 4.0 23.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0 O O. C). C
NOT PASTURED 0. O O. O O. 0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 0. 0 I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
70.6
CROPS (ACRES): 2464
. OF 4 S EQ-!UARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FORES' , T OR SHRUB: .9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUFPIED DWELL.INGS: 9
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MIILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: . M I LES
INTERSTTE: HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: VERY LIMITED FOREST. NEW LANDOWNER W 1/2. SOME AGRIC.
CLEAR I NG. OUTLOOK UNCERTAI N.
COUNTY: GRUND LJi\
7.5 T-OPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: COAL CITY AND MINOOKA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 4, T33N, R8E, GOOSE LAKE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 0 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: 2558 (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: GOOSE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
100%.
LAKE
>50
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 2179.5
0. 0
OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PRAIRIE STATE PARK
YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES)
0. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES): 0.0
A OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 85. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 4
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: .6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 100 +
COMMENTS: ALL PUBLIC OWNERSHIP. REFUGE FROM HUNTING. OUTLOOK
GOOD.
AiREA: 1
COUNTY: GRUNDY AREA: 2
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANIGLE: COAL CITY
LEGAL DESCRIPFTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 19, T33N, R8E WAUPONSEE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2277 (ACRES) 89% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 281 (ACRES) 11% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: Boy Scout Camp
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 132.4 132.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 246.3 246.
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 23.0 23.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.c0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACF
0. C
CROPS (ACRES): 2031.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE r
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 38
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 5.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.C0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: MOST OF FORESTS IN PUBLIC OWNERSHIP. OUTLOOK GOOD.
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COUNTY ';: RUND
AREA:
7.5- TIPU-'RAPHIC QUADRANGLE: SENECA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 29, T33N, R6E NORMAN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0C) 0 . 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 718.3 718.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0O.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 191.9 191.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1334.5
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 35.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 71
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. PRESENCE OF A CHEMICAL PLANT. FORESTS ON
BLUFF ALONG ILLINOIS RIVER. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: GRUNDY AREA: 4
7.5 TOFPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: LISBON AND STAVAINGER
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 24, T34N, R6E NETTIE CREEK TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 127.5 127.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 242.3 242.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
92.6
CROPS (ACRES): 2096.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 15
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1 MILE OF 1-80. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COU T. GR:i.. iN
,7::". 5 1 D L E y1 R F. I-- i C QUADRA N S-LE:~ M I- tN- IK A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA F WINTERING SITEI:
.. /4 Si - .' , TT34N, RSE AUX SABLE "TWP:
HABI TAT DESCR I Fi:1 I N F 0 R 4 SLQUARE -I L-ES SURRO[ULI1',JNDINi G CORE AREAE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE 2558 (ACRES) 1 00% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIPS: NONE
<.50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES). (ACRES)
UPLAND FORESTi
PASTURED O. 36.3 36.3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 126.0 126 .0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 19.5 19.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 141.3 141.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
31.9
CROPS (ACRES): 2159.3
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 12.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBEER OF OCCUPIED DWELL INGSs 74
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 11.0 MCILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR = IMARY HI GHWAYYS: 0.0 C: MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER US ING S I TE I F KNOWN : 10-15
COMMENTS: LIMITED FOREST. CONTAINS 1-80 SO HIGHWAY MORTALITY
WILL BE HIGH.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COU3T1 HENRY AREA:
.5. U Li PUIRAPHIC QI:UADRANGLE. NEKUI1iA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OFP WINTERING SITE:
NIE 1/4 SECT. 17, T14N, R3E WELLER TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100l'% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD"
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 38.5 582.9 621.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 9.4 9.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.( 0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 12.1 12.1
SHRUB-OLDFI ELI) (ACRES) : 19. I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
228.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1665.3
". OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0)C: MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0C) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 5-10
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FOREST NEARLY ALL PASTURED. OUTLOOK POOR
AS FOREST VERY LIMITED.
COUNTY HENY A REA" 2
.' POGRAPHI::C QUADRANGLE KEWANEE NORTH AND NEF:PONSET
LE GAL DESCRIPTION Ft CORE AREA :: WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. .2 , T15N, RE ANNAWAN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1253 (ACRES) 49% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1305 (ACRES) 51 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: JOHNSON SAUK STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PAS TURED 0.0 39.5 39.5
NOT PASTURED 367.5 62.2 429.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 123.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
511.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1330.6
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 13
UNIMPRI:OVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY -vHIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:50-100
COMMENTS: PARK PROTECTS HABITAT. ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY. OUTLOOK
GOOD FOR DEER HABITAT
C i.U!iY: HEN" i AREA; 3
. * 1 D Li G R AF C QUA DFR ANGLE : K :LWAN E. NOiR :1"t
LEGAi DESCRIPFTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINITEIRING SITE:
S1/2 SECT. 24, T15N, R4E BURNI",S TW
HABITiAT DESCRIPTION i:OR 4 SQUAiRE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP': PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
>50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 35. 1 232.7 267.7
NOT PASTURED 136.6 234.7 371.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 0.C) 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 39.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
19..3
CROPS (ACRES): 1688.2
"X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 17
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.C) MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.5 MILES
PRIMAARY HIGHWAYS: 4.6 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS SCATTERED BUT FAIRLY EXTENSIVE.
OUTLOOK GOOD FOR DEER HABITAT RETENTION.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
C IUNT " Y H E iN i R A R E A L4
7.5 .... 1 . F::'( D F:APHi :]C QU ,ADIRA N I-GLE :  Gs EiN ESED[ ANI;" GI::;tE tiN ROCK
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S1/2 SECT . 3, T17N, R2E HANNA TWF
HABITAT' DESCRIPFTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING (
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 78.8 32.9 111.6
NOT PASTURED 10.9 207.5 218.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 22.5 79.8 102.3
NOT PASTURED 57.1 164.3 221.3
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 1.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
58. 0
CROPS (ACRES) : 1785.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 48
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1. 1 MILES
S-ECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 8..2 MILES
PRIMARY H-I GHWAYS: 2.7 MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWA.YS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBEFR: OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: AtLL FPRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTt D; : HEN ' AREA;: F:f"
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE SFRING H IL.L
LEGAL ... DESCRIPTI .ON FR CORE A:REA OF WI NTE 'RING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 2, "T18N, R4E LORAINE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MI. LES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >::50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CO
SQ
SQ
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 46.7
NOT PASTURED 62.5 100.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. C0.0C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 7.2 IMPROVED PASTURI
68.9
CROPS (ACRES) : 2273.. 1
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:s
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 30. 1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 38.6 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUIMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIMITED FOREST AVAILABLE.
UNCERTAIN.
RE AREA
UARE MILES
UARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
46.7
163.0
0. 0
O. 0
E (ACRES):
8.5
CORE AREA
. OUTLOOK
C LUTi LI: HENR AREA I 6L
7.5 TOPOGRAPH IC QUADRANGLE: H ILLSDAi.. E
LEG AL "DESCiiF'TI N FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SDITE;:
N 1/2 SECT. 19, T18N, R3E PHENIX TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 308.8 308.8
NOT PASTURED 22.0 337.6 359.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 40.0 232.7 272.7
NOT PASTURED 20.5 8.6 29.1
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 18.5 IMPROVED FPASTURE (ACRES):
70.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1301.2
, OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 38.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL.INGS: 129
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 93.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1241.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2486.3 MILES
PiRIMARY HIGHWAjYS: .6 MILES
INTERSTATE H IGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
CD UN! h ir ( J.U*JD.S
7. 5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUA:DRANGLE DONOCVAN AND LEESVILLE
LE..GAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE FAREA A WINT ERING S ITE
S1 /2 SECT. 24, T29N, R11 W BEAVERVILLE TWP
HABCITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 716 (ACRES) 28% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1842 (ACRES) 72% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: IROQUOIS COUNTY STATE AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 121.3 39.3 160.6
NOT PASTURED 45.9 440.2 486. 1
BOT'TOML.AND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 C0. 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 ) 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 1006.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
45.4
CROPS (ACRES): 860.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 64.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 6
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 5.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED BY STATE AREA. AREA WITHIN 1 MILE
OF INDIANA WILLOW SLOUGH RESERVE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
C O U l : IR LJ S AR E A
7.5 TuP-GRA:'HIC QUADRANGLE BEAVE LLLE AND GIB LA .15
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE ARE-% A OF W IN TERING SN I TE%"
S 1/2 SECT. 20, T29N, Ri2W PAPINEAU TWP
HABI'TAT DESCRI:PT IFON FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIPF: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%X OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >::50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 56.3 56.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0 ). 0
NOT PASTURED 16.3 122.0 138.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 4.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
21.5
CROPS (ACRES:> 2286.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .3 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.1 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBEF:R OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10 -15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIMITED FOREST MUCH OF IT BOTTOM SUBJECT
TO FLOODS.OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
COL.1 T ]: LJ) S AREA :
S7.5 TIOOGF<:PH I C QULADRIANLE : SHELDON,
LEGAL DESCRI'PT ION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 19, T27N, R10W CONCORD TW:
HABII TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) %OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ACRFES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 16.1 100. 5 116.6
NOT PASTURED 2.0 272.9 274.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED O.0 0. 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 10.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
61 .
CROPS (ACRES): 1583.5
7 OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.7
HU1IAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 15
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LI EHT DUTiY ROADS: 2.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C MILES
PRIF"FMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C MILES
INTEIRSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIMITED FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
lb 1 9 %..r 5 1 %- -.r r 1% U-1 %-I  % L- %-j f
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COU -l-Y IR. U 1DIS
-. 5 T..OPOGRA::PHIC QUADRANGLE: MILF'ORD AND CISSNA PFARIK 15
LEGAL DESCRIPTIN FORF CORE AREA F: W INTERING SITE
S 1/2 SECT. 2 1- T26N, R 12 W B-ELMONT TWPF'
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQ-,!UARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100"/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<*5 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 10. 1 10. 1
NOT PASTURED 100.8 420.4 521.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. ) 0.)0 0. CO
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 64.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
15.3
CROPS (ACRES) : 1837.4
". OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 64
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1i.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS. LESS THAN 1/4 MILE
FROM VILLAGE OF WOODLAND. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
ARE:: A 4
75 T PDIRiA. iL.: GU.ADRANGLE: WELLI NGTO AND CISSNA PARK t.C 1
LEGAi.... DESCRIPTION FOR:: CORE AIREA 01 W :NTERING S I TE
N 1/2 SECT. 29, T 25N, R12W MILFORD TW
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE ARE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE M
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE M
TYPE OF PU1B:LIC OWNERSHIP: NONE:
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOT
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (ACR
A
ILES
IILES
AL
ES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 12. 1 10. 1 22.&2
NOT PASTURED I0.6 195.4 206.0
BEOTTOIILAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT FPASTURED 0. 0 40. 0 40. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 41.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
19.0
CROPS (ACRES) : 2230.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 12. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS : 5.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0C.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MOST FORESTS NOT PASTURED. AREA ISOLATED.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
C I U Ni' T " I II ;. , :: A IIR E .
: I:. 5 C' DEIF'PHi  QUUADR NGLE I LMN... I 1i 5
LE GAL DES RIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF: WI FNTERING [V SITE:
N 1 /2 SECT.u 34, T28N, R 12W CHEBAiNSE TWFP
HAB ITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:"2 5 513 (ACRES) 100%"/ OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) "
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 2.7 42.5 45.2
NOT PASTURED 4.0 127.7 131.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 1.7 6.9 8.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 8.2 8.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 26.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
4.9
CROPS (ACRES-): 2221.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 8.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 13
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR IMARY HI GHWAYS: 0.0 C MILES
INTERSTAiTE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
T7 I .1 P Gi:A..I C QUADiRANiGLE .I LHMAN 15i:
LEGAL.. DEzSC;RIPTID.N FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING. SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 9, T27N, R 13 W IROQUOIS TWP
i-1HABITA T IDESCRIPTI ON FOR 4 SQUARE MI LES SURROUND ING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: * (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 2.2 54.3 56.6
NOT PASTURED 1.0 132.1 133. 1
BOTTOMLAND FORESS T:
PASTURED O. 0 C. 0 O. U
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRFUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
14.6
CROPS (ACRES) : 2318.1
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPFLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR IMARY H I GHWAYS 0.0 ) M I LES
:[NTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
H
7 5 TOPOUGRAPH IC Q UADRANGLEL BUCI<LEY 15
LEGAL.. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE
S 1/2 SECT. 8, T24N, R9E LODA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTFIION FOR 4 SQUARE[ MIiLES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 1007% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
-50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 105. 5 105. 5
NOT PASTURED 54.8 119.8 174.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: .
PASTURED 0.0 :. 0 0 .0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 113.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
54.6
CROPS (ACRES):1 2110.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 1:,--15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUI'T Y IR1 UUDI::
C J NT : I .UI..J I , A R E : C 19
7 .. , " r..(i.:;; .O IP G H j I CF i QU A D R A NG L E : CIS S N A P AiR:< .. N.
L EAI.. E:'CR:: IT I D FOR CORE AREA OF W I NITIER I NG SI TE :
N 1/2 SECT'. 14, T26N, R14 ONARGA TWPF::
HAD I TAT DESCRIPTI ON FOR 4 SQU A R E MILES SURFROUND I NG
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARFS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COF
SQL
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 63.5
NOT PASTURED 18.5 117.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 ). .)
NOT PASTURED 63.2 58.8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 20.3 IMPROVED FPASTURE
64.2
CROPS (ACRES): 2149.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAIN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 1i1
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR I MARY HIGHWAYS: 0. C MILES
I NTERST]ATE H IG HWAYS: 0.0 M I LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS MOSTLY BOTTOMS.
UNCERTA I N.
ZE AREA
JARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
63.5
135.6
0. C
122.0
(ACRES):
13.3
CORE AREA
OUTLOOK
COiUNT: RDUI S AREA : 1 0
7.5 TI PGRAPHIC QULADRANGLE : CISSNiA ::PARK Nti
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTE RING S ITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 14, "T26N, R 14W ONARGA TWP
HAB ITAT DE:SCRI PT ION FOR 4 SQUARE MI LES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIPSF: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBL I C: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD ::-50 YEARS OLE
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 73.6 118.1 191.7
NOT PASTURED 0.0C) 130.4 130.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED C, 0 O.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0C) 47.7 47.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 125.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
32.4
CROPS (ACRES) : 2001.2
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: C10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: .3.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR IMARY HIGHWA'YS: 0..0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING S I TE IF IIKNOW1 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
C. 
.. 1E
I 5 L T :POGRAPHIC QADRANIGLE;: BNF'IELD
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE. AREA OF I. NT ER IN SITE
SE 1/4 SECT. 5, T31N-, RIE SALINA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SG'!QUARE M ILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100" OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. C 19. 5 19.5
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 252. 4 252.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PA STLJURED ,. C) 0.0 0.0
NOT PFASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0C)
SHRUBl-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 7.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
12.6
CROF:S (ACRES) 2266.5
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 10.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUAIRE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 17
UN I MPRI:OVED ROADS: 5. MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVAT(E. WITHIN 2 MILES OF KANKAEE RIVER STATE
PARK. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COLUNT.. itY" : K AN :;  :.. <EE ARf: E A, ".,: 2
7. 5 T ' P U i U i-i i F' h I L .UA I:): A N G L E: ' B U U Ri N N, U i.AI S
LEGAL DESCRI "IT ION FOR COF:R,'E AREA OF WINTER' ING SITE:
NWi 1/4 SECT. 15, T31N, R11E 1BOURBO13NNAIS rTWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2430 (ACRES) 95% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 128 (ACRES) 5% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: KANKAKEE RIVER STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 21.7 21.7
NOT PASTURED 0.0 190.9 190.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 4.2 4.2
NOT PASTURED 0.0 98.6 98.6
SHRUB-OLDF'IELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
5.2
CROPS (ACRES) 2082. 7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 12.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBEER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 40
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 1.6 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS:1 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: DEER MOVE UP AND DOWN RIVER FROM STATE PARK. MOST OF
AREA PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
C OU l"TY,. AN KV i<A :1\EE1 A REA: 3
7. 5 T... tOF' AF::FhI C QUADR NtGLE: BO -. URBONNA I S
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF W I NTER ING S I TE:
NW J1/4 SECT 5, T31N, RF:11E L I MESTONE TWF::'
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2123 (ACRES) 83% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 435 (ACRES) 17% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:F KANKAKEE STATE PARK.
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) "
CORE AF:,[REA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 20.7 55.8 76.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 125.2 125.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 22.5 22.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 145.5 145.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 113.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
108.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1826. 1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 18.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 68
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.9 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0: MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-S50
COMMENTS: PA-RK PROTECTS HABITAT. ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY IN PARK.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
:j.~J.j~:f..~j Li
7. 5 T FLJ I i:C Q J A D R AN G L E S . A NiE
L EGAL. DLESCRIPTION FOR C ORE AREA OF WINTERING S ITE
N 1/2 SEC. 19, T30N, Ri4E PEMROKE TW:::
HABITAT D ESCRIPTION1.1 FO::" O R 4 SCQ UARF:E MI L ES 6URR'LOUND IN G CORE ARE(A
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) C)OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 7.9 595.5 603.4
NOT PASTURED 0.0 152.2 152.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. C) 0. C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.)0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0).0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
23. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1781.9
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 149
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR I MARY HI GHWAYS: 0. 0 MNI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL. PRIVATE. SAND SOILS MEANS FORESTS UNLIKELY TO BE
CLEARED FOR AGRICULTURE, BUT MOST FOREST NOW PASTURED. OUTLOOK
UNCERTAIN.
7L uC "!'Jf ::"I-i 1"\l"LL 3 *[ . L. L
.... UN I V I I1;_ K A E C C-; F I A ', : .
L . T :IU F R A F I Q R A E F:: lJ1 11iE F il i
HABITATI"I DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<%50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED . C 178.6 178.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 351.2 351.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED u. 00. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED O. o O. C0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) 0. C IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
24.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1069.3
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 2S:H0.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 55
UN IMPFROVED ROADS: 4. 2 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROADS: 3.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0..0 MILES
::PRIMARFY HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. PART OF AREA IN INDIANA. HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT SPREADING FROM SOUTH. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY. KANFKA11EE
7. 5 ' TOPOGRAPF IC UURANIGLE- KANKAKEE
LEG1AL. DESCRIPTION F[OR:- CfORE AREA OFi- W INTV1"ER I NG S I TE
N 1. /4 SECT.. 33, T30N, R12E OTTO TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBL IC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. C) 13.8 13.8
NOT PASTURED ). 0 60. 8 60.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTULRED C.. 0 5.4 5.4
NOT PASTURED 0.0 111.9 111.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
36.1
CROPS (ACRES): 2266.5
"s OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 47
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIM1ARY HIGHWIAYS: 0.0 M I LES
INTERSTATE HI GHWAYS: 0.0 M I LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOlWN: 5-10
COMMENTS: tALL PRIVATE . LIMITED FOREST, MUCH OF IT BOTTOMS WITH
LITTLE UPLAND FOR SANCTUARY. IN SOME YEARS HUNTERS WILL REMOVE
MOST DEER. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
7.5 ' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE" KANKAKEE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF W: INTER ING SITE
SW 1/4 SECT. 13, T30N, R12E AROMA TWI::
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC (ACRE.) OX OF "TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD .TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 27.9 9.6 37.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 86.5 86.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 5.4 5. 4
NOT PASTURED 0.0 166.0 166.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED FPASTUF:E (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES)F 2015.8
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 11.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 206
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.8 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROADS: 4- 7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 7.6 MILES
PR I MARY HI GHWAYS: 0. 0 : MI LES
I NTERS'TATE H IG HWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBE:R OF DEER USING SITE IF' KNOWN: 5-10
COMMENTS: ALL PFRIVATE. HUMAN ENCROACHMENT HIGH. LII-:ELY TO LOSE
HABITAT. OUTLOOK POOR FOR CONTINUED DEER USE IN WINTER.
COUNi': K-NKAKEE AREA: 7
COUNTY K. i::ENDAL.L AR EAA:: ,
S. .P IAFFIC QUADRANGLE i' NEWARK
LEGAL DESCRIPT ION -FOR COREI AREA OF WIINTERING SITE-
SE 1/4 SECT. 19, T36N, R6E FOX TWP
HABIiTAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUAIRE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIPF: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 88.9 88.9
NOT PASTURED 13.8 51.6 65.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 O. 0. O)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 92.9 92.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 12.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
128.2
CROPS (ACRES): 2069.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 10.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 98
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 6. 2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: C)0.0) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. SCATTERED FOREST NOT ABUNDANT. OUTLOOK
UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY- KENDALL AREA" 2
7. 5 T..OOGRAPH IC QUADFRANGLE PLANO AN4D Yfi:ORKVILLE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 14, T37N, R6E LITTLE ROCK TWP
HABITAT DESCRI PT ION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIPF': FRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07X OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PFUBLIC OWNERSHIPF': NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 17.3 60.3 77.6
NOT PASTURED 5.9 58.5 64.5
BO.TTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 13.6 13.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 124.7 124.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0. : IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
CROPS (ACRES): 2151.9
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 11.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 70
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.3 MILES
SECONDAFRY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY H I GHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
NUMBER' OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1/2 MILE OF VILLAGE OF PLANO. MOST
FOREST SUBJECT[ TO FLOODING. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY* KE:NDALL
7.5 "' 'uPF 'u R 0- !:-P,-i 1 ..JAI:RA G ljL... E:L PL AIN..
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF I NTER ING SITE:
JN 1/4 SECT. 16, T37N, R6E LITT1 LE ROCK TWF'
HABITVAT DESCRIF-TIO FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PFRIVATE:s255• (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP': NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST.
PASTURED 0. C0 237.6 237.6
NOT PASTURED 15.1 108.9 124.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. 0 .00. 0
NOT PASTURED o0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0. 0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
65.5
CROPS (ACRES): 2132.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 69
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.6 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. HUMAN DENSITY MODERATE. WITHIN 1/2 MILE
OF PLANO. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
~It
.5 T 1 GRAP: i i i C Q (ADRANGLE: PLAN i
L.EGiAL.. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA "F WIN-"ERING SITE:
S/2 SECT. 3T, T37N, R6E LI TTLE ROC:K TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2200 (ACRES) 86% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
FUBLLIC: 358 (AC*'RES) 1.4% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAPURE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SILVER SPRINGS STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED 54. 1 120. ) 174. 1
NOT PASTURED i:10. 1 153. 4 163. 5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST':
F'ASTURED 0. 17. 3 17.3
NOT PASTURED 5.7 51.4 57.1
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES) : 0.0) IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
63.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1666.5
X OF , 4, SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL INGSS: 146
UN I MPROVED ROAD:S : 2.5 M ILES
LIGHT 1.DUTY RADS .  16.9 MI LES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS 4. 6 MILES
FPR IMARY HIGHWAYSi: . MILES
SIN]TERSi TATE HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MNI LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS PAFRK PROTECTS DEER HABITAT. NO DEER HUNTING IN PARK.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN BECAUSE OF PRFESSURE FOR DEVELOPMENT IIN AND OUT
OF PARK.
LJJLIII 
..~I LI F~it~(Li
7£.5 . .' i (::. i : I .;.A F C V QUADRANGLE .S[ -HE I N:i:  L KIAI.N
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WIN.TERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 17, T36N, R5E NORTHVILLE TWR
,HABITA' DESCRIP F ION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SU RROUNDI'NG CR 0 E AREA
OWNERSH I P: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES)
PUBL I C : (ACRES3)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<5' YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUBiD-OLDF:I ELD (ACRES)
148. -)
CROPS (ACRES): 1731.0
15.8
11.1
16.5
0.0C)
66.7
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
>::.5C: YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
198.3
131..9
35.6196.6
TOTAL
(ACRES)
214. 1
143.0
52. 1
196.6
I MPROVED 'PASTURE (ACRES):
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMP:LE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMB.ER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS : 6.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6. 3 MILES
SECONDARIY HIGHWAYS .6 MILES
PRI MARY HI GHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS. 0.0 MILES
NUMBEF: OF :EE; US I NG S I TE IF KNOWN: 10-15J.
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE LYING JUST SOUTH OF LAKE HOLIDAY, A
DEVELOPMENT AREA. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN-BECAUSE DEVELOPMENT TO THE
NORTH MAY SPREAD TO THE CONCENTRATION AREA.
2".3
C U . L S A L...L... E A R: 2
,. 5 TOPOGRAPH IC Q UADRANGLE: LASALLE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SW Z1/4 SECT. 7, T33N, R2E WALTHAM TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 277.6 277.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 47.7 47.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 39.8 39.8
NOT PASTURED 162.0 210.2 372.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 29.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
26.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1592.2
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 29
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY RODADS: 3.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 3.3 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1 MILE OF CITIES OF LASALLE (W)
AND UTICA (E). OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY .... A L... . AREA :
7. 5 T OF( RAI I C. QUADRANGLE  M ARSF I LLES
LEG AL DESCRIPTION'II FOtIR CORE A REA OF WINTER IN G S I TE
S 1/2 SECT. 32 , 33N, R5E BROOKFIELD TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 563 (ACRES) 22% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1995 (ACRES) 78X OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MARSEILLES CONSERV. AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 187.7 187.7
NOT PASTURED 0.0 1058.4 1058.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 5.4 5.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 40.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):233.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1038.4
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 50.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: -3.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2. 1 MILES
PR I MARY H I GHWAYS: :0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYSL:- 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+ "
COMMENTS: PUBLIC AREA IS HUNTED BY GUN AND ARCHERS. EXTENSIVE
UPLAND FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
Q
LCU.n  : LiASL.LL
7. 5 TOPOGi:RAPHIC QUADRANGLE: LASALLE
L EGAL... DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA0E OF WI NFTER I NG S ITE :
SW 1/4 SECT. 29, T33N, R2E DEER PARK TWP
HABIITAT DESCRIF::PTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1509 (ACRES) 59% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1049 (ACRES) 41% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MATTHIESSEN STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD :50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) . (ACRES)
UPLAND FORESTS
PASTURED O. 0 13.3 13.3
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 570. 1 570. 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 13.8 13.8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
86.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1695.9
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 124
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.3 MILES
PFRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 1.7 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER FUSING SITE IF KNOlJWN: 1001+
COMMENTS: AREA IS CLOSE TO STARVED ROCK. DEER MOVE BETWEEN
PARKS. NO HUNTING IN PARK. OUTLOOK GOOD.
, - 1 '..;.-,I ,I-:i C QUA IDRANGLE. LASALLE
LEGAL... DESCRI TION F OR C ORE A REA F WINTERINi G SITE:
N. 1/4 SECT. 20, :T33N, R2E DEER F:PAR: :TWP
HABITAT. D ESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE M ILES SURROUND IN iG CFORE AREA
OWNERSIHIP PRIV'ATE: 1586 (ACRES) 62% OF TOT AL 4 SQ-UARE MILES
PUB'LIC: 972 (ACRES) 38/ OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: STARVED ROCIK STATE FPARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAiND FOREST:
PAiSTURED 0C.0 124. 0 124. C
NOT PASTURED 0.0 256.9 256.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED O. 33. 33. 6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 206.2 206. .2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 137.1 IMPROVED PAFSTURE (ACRES)
50. 1
CROPS (ACRES): 1575.6
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 22
UNIMPROVED POADS: 6.4 MILES
LIGHT DUT- Y ROA-DS: 2._5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.3 MILES
PRIMARY H IGHWAYS;: 4.3 MILES
INTERSTATE HI GHWAYS: 0. C MI LES
NUMB'ER OF DE.ER USING S ITE IF KNOWN: 100+
COMMENTS: PARK PROTECTS DEER HAB I TAT. NO HUNTING IN PARK.
OUTLOOKi GOOD
I.... ... i. ... .... ; , i A ... .... A I E ; '; .. ..6
7. u5 l 'ti.:F06+) A i- - I"-- (4, U ADR O:- AN" jl.i L ::i: :;LEO'N.u[R-E
LEGA; DE: CF:IPTI-N Fi.R C:RE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 32, T32N, R3E BRUCE TW
HA I TAT DESCRI PTION :::FOR 4 SQUARE MI LES SURROUND I NG CORE AREA
OWNERSHIPF': PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 10% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) X0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<:'5 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAIND FOREST:
FPAS-TURED 0.0 174.9 174.9
NOT PASTURED 124. 7 241 .8 .366.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PAS'TURED 0. ) 23. 23. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 6.9 6.9
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES) 7.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
55.6
CROPS (ACRES ) 190. ,
# OF 4 SQUARE MIL E SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST R SHRUB: 22.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPI ED DiWELL INGS: 30'
UN IMPROV)ED ROADS: 3.0 MI LES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWlAYS: 2.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS) 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER: US INIG SITE IF' KNO1:Ft"N,.' 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PR I VATE. MODER.ATE HUMAiN DENSITY. OUTLOOK
UNCE-RTI AI N.
COUNTY:U LASA".LE AREA 7
7.5' TOPIGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: MARSEILLES AND SENECA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION F:OR. CORE AREA  OF: W I NTER IN G S ITE
S 1/2 SECT. 34 T33N,1 R5E BROOKFIELD TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MI.LES SURROUND ING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
COF
SQL
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 18.3 87.2
NOT PASTURED 57.6 690. 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 5.9
NOT PASTURED 0.0 17.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 24.5 IMPROVED PASTURE
159.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1506.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 23
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMLBEf OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE.FOREST IN 2 LARGE PARCELS.
UNCERTAI N.
,E AREA
JARE MILES
JAR'E MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
105.5
747.7
5.9
17.0
(ACRES):
CORE AREA
OUTLOOK
7 5 TOPOGRAPi- TC L QLUADtRANiGLE: !WEDRN•,
LEGAL.. DESCRPT1N FOR CORE AREA OF W I NT'ER I NG S I TE
W 1/2 SECT. 33, T35N, R4E SERENA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2404 (ACRES) 94% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 154 (ACRES) 6% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SCOUT CAMP
<50) YEARS OLD 5>5) YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 218 .1 218. 1
NOT PASTURED 15.6 390.3 405.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 13.8 13.8
NOT PASTURED 37.5 120.0 157.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 10.1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
61.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1692.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 31.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUFPIED DWELLINGS: 32
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4. 9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.4 MIILES
SECONDARY H I GHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
PRI'FMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: SCOUT CAMP PROTECTS SOME HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD IF
SCOUT CAMP REMAINS AS AT PRESENT.
AREA: , 9
7.5' TOPD::OGRAPHIC QULADFRANGLE: TROY GROVE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERTING SITE:
NE 1/4 SEC. 34, T34N, R 1E DI MMICK TWF
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >5oC YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 32.4 274.9 307.3
NOT PASTURED 10.6 216.1 226.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 11.4 11.4
NOT PASTURED 12.1 0.0 12. 1
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 20.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
218.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1760.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 22.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 40
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 3.5 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: PRESENSE OF I--80 MEANS HIGH MORTALITY. WITHIN 2 MILES
OF CITY OF LASALLE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
CL OUNTY: LASA1LLE :
COU'NTY LASALLE AREA 10i
7.5 ' TP i:OGRA: HI C !UA,'DRAiILE SEREiNA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION F OR CORE AREA OF- WINITERING S I TE:
S 1/2 SECT. 20, T35N, R5E MISSION TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2251 (ACRES) 88% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 307 (ACRES) 12% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SCOUT CAMPS
<5C0 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 366. 3 366.3
NOT PASTURED 12.8 234.7 247.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0c.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 65.2 65.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 15.1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
153.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1641. 1
.. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 27.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 105
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.3 MILES
PRIMARY HI GHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15- 20
COMMENTS: SCOUT CAMPS PROTECT DEER HABITAT IF THEY DO NOT
DEVELOP HABITAT. LIMITED FOREST ALONG FOX RIVER OUTLOOK
UNCERTAIN.
C. U n ; E . RE i ; ~ 1OF-1FJ.I7..5. TOPOGRAFPHiC QUADRANGLE: HARION AND WALTON
LEGA L.. DESCRI PTI: N FOR. CURE AREA OiF tW INF ER ING SITE-
N 1/2 SECT. 18, T19 N A, R9E [EAST GROVE TIWP
HABITAT D ESgCRj F:IPTI- DlN FORF 4 SQUA R-E M I LE-SS URROUND I NG CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 691 (ACRES) 27% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUDBLIC: 1867 (ACRES) 73%. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: GREEN RIVER CONSER. AREA
::50 YEARS OLD ::50 YEARS OLD' TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLFAND FOREST:
PA`STURED 0. 0 10. 4
NOT PASTURED 53.1 370.3
BOTTOMLANIID FOREST :
PASTURED 0.0 0.0
NOT F'PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELi) (ACRES) 956.6 MPROVED PASTURE
0.0
CROPS (ACRES): 938.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRULB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING1
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINiGS: 8
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4. 4 MILES
SECONDARY H I GHWAYS: 2.2 MI LES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF -':KNOWNs"J: 50+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC LANDS PROTECT HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
10. 4
423.4
0. 0
0. 0
(ACRES)
54.3
CORE AREA
C.UNTY: LI:.
7.5 T.POGFIIIC QJUADRANGLE" POLO, GRAND DETOUR
LEGAL. DESCFRIPTI ON FOR CORE A R EA OF W IITE RING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 17, T22N, R9E DIXON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIFIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 22046 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: 512 (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: DIXON
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
28.7
10.4
0. 0
4. 0
83%. OF TOTAL 4
20% OF TOTAL 4
CITY PARK
>50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
164.0
343.6
57. 1
71.6
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
192.7
354.0
57. 1
75.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
168.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1540.5
19.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
/ OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 133
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 15.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBE:R OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50: +
COMMENTS: HIGH HUMAN DENSITY. DEER NEED CITY PARK. OUTLOOK GOOD
IF PARK NOT DEVELOPED.
27.3
7, I ,I'j TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLEF:; FRANKLIN GROVE:
LEGAL DESCRIPTI ONi FOR :: CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 34, T21N, R10IE (CHINA TWF
Hi-iABI'TAT DESCRIFPT'ION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2123 (ACRES) 83% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 435 (ACRES) 17% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: STATE NATURE PRESERVE AND STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRE-S) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 106.7 155.1 261.8
NOT PASTURED 3.2 ' 164.7 168.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 26.4 10. 1 36.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 C*21 .2 21,.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 72.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
194.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1790.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 21.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 28
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.0 MILES
PRI MARY HIGHWAYS: 2. 0) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: )0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED BY NATURE PRESERVE AND PARK. OUTLOOK
GOOD.
COUN IiY: LEE AREA 4
.5 ' T'OPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE : GRAND DETUR
LEAL D ESCR IPT ON FOR C ORE ARE-A OF WINTER I 1G SI TE:
E 1/2 SECT'. 15, T22N, R9E DIXON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTI I ON FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 27.7 406.6 434.2
NOT PASTURED 39.5 137.6 177.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 16.3 59.3 75.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 43.5 43.5
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 87.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
146.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1391.6
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 31.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 19
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.5 MILES
!::PRIM:pARY HIGHWAYS: .9 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGIWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUINTYF", L.iL.
7.5' TPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: COMPTON AND SUBLETTE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION PFO. CORE AEA OF WINTERING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 3, T37N, R1E VIOLA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBL.IC: (ACRES) X% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
>50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) "
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 45.9 166.0 211
NOT PASTURED 98.3 56.1 154
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 57.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (AC
183.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1948.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE
NUMBER OF OCCUFIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FOREST SCATTERED. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
Q
TOT
(ACR
AL
;ES)
.9
.4
. 0
. 0
RES) :
AREA
7.5 ' "IOF" UOG R AIP H 1C L QUADRA N 2GLE: s A N B 16;
LEGAL DESCR IPT ION FOR CORE A:REA OF W.INTJERING SI TE
NW 1/4 SECT. 36, T20N, R10E LEE CENTER TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQU.4IJARE MI LES SURROUND INb CORE ARE A
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100*% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) %O OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 92. 1 271.0 363. 1
NOT PASTURED 44.0 210.4 254.4
BOT'TOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 O. 0 O. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 36.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES) : 1616.6
% OF 4 SQUAFRE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 35
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.4 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WETLAND AREA. WSITHIN 2 MILES OF CITY OF
AMBOY. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
A(: F.R
7. 5 i P 0 G R A 1 UA D) R A G L E A M BO Y A W i L1 -4
LEL DESC .. .PTI.N F-OR COE AREA FF WINTER IN SITED I
W 1/2 SE-:CT. 33, T20 N, R10E MAY TWF
HABITT DESCRI: F'TION I F:: OR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSH IF P PFR I VATE: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSIP  F NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLANI'D FOREST:
PNASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND F OREST:
FASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRIiUB-OLDF' ELD (ACRES)
185.7
CRF'OP:'S (ACRES): 1552.4
I42.5
69.7
O. C0
15. 1
100C% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
:% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
>50 YEARS OLD-
(ACRES)
406. 1
150.4
0.0
0. O
TOTAL
(ACRES)
44B.6
220. 1
0. 0
C'-
IMPF'ROVE:'D FPASTURE ( ACRES):
4% OF  SQUARE MILE SAMPFLE AREA IN FFOREST OR SHRUB: 26.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILLE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF DCCUPIED :DWELL IN !GS': 16
UNI MPROVED ROADS 11.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY RO-ADS 2..0 MILES
SECONDARY HI.GHWAAYS: .9 MILES
F' R1!-1DA RP f !-- III-iAYI : L
INTERST-ATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF:: DEEF: US INcG S ITE I F K[NOtNJ.: 1. 5-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FPRIVAITE CAMPGROUND IN MOST OF FOREST
AREA. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
LEGAL DESCR IPT I N FOR CORE ARE OF -JINTER ING SI TE
E 1/.'2 SECT. 9. T:19N, R10E MAY iJ
H ABITAT' DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUAR0..R ( E M ILE.%'S SURROUND ING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: F PRI VATE: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
TYPF'E OF PUBLI I C OWNERSH IP F NONE
100.* OF:: TOT4AL 4 SQ'UARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
< C) 5 YEAR:S OLD
(ACRES)
0. 0
127.9i J-'/ N.. .
.>50) YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
64.0O
:L 18.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PAFS' TURED
NOT PASTURED
0. 0
0. 0
0.00. O
SHRUB-OLDF IELD (ACRES) S
CROPS (ACF'RES) 1871.0
30, 9 I MFPROVED PiASTUFRE (ACRES):
SOF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA" IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 13.3
HUMAiN PF'RESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMFLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUF I ED DWELL I NGS: 1 1
UNIMPROVE:D ROADS: 2.2 MILES
LI GiI DUTY ROADS: 4.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGH WAYS:I .I2 M I LES
PRIMAR Y HIGHWAYSS 0.E0 M ILES
IN'TERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING S I TE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FOREST AREA IN ONE BLOCK. WITHIN 1/2 MILE
OF EXTENSIVE CAMPING AREA. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
64. 0
246.8
0. 0
0.0
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AfREA OF WI- NTE RING SITE:
E 1/4 SECT. 3, T19N, R9E EAST GROVE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP:p PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUFBL. IC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >5:so YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0C: 334.2 334.2
NOT PASTURED C). ) :L 10.4 110.4
BOTrTOML.AND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 54.8 54.8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 6.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
71.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1980. 4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 21
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6. 1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 M ILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0 C MILES
INTEF[RSTATE HIGHWA'YS: 0. C0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: SCOUT AND CHURCH CAMPS PROTECT HABITAT IF THEY ARE NOT
MORE INTENSIVELY USED IN THE FUTURE. ONLY 1 1/2 MILES FROM GREEN
RIVER F&W AREA. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7 5 .... I ;(:):: Bl] [R-,A I;i:: I A 1 QUAD:R:ANiGLE.L": W. AL...TiJ-
"COUNT " N ... 1 NGS.. "ON . E.. 1 ,
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE BLACKSTONE AND PONT I AC N-4W
LEGAL... DESCR IPT I ON FOR CORE AREA OF W INTER ING SI TE:
S 1/2 SECT. 6. T29N.,R5E ESME"NI TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUND I N G CORE AREA
OWNE!RS1HIPF': PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 1007% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD' TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 213 3.2 233.2
NOT PFASTURED 9,6 162.8 172.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 O. 0 0O0
NOT PAFSTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDF IELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
168.2
CROPS (ACRES)s: 2153.3
% OF 4 SQUAR:E MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPL.E AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL INGS: 17
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MCLES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 1I C-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIMITED FOREST. HUNTERS MAY KILL MOST OF
THE DEER IN SOME YEARS. OUTLOO:: UINCERTAIN.
CU~Ji4i L 1 .1 [1 LIL UN
7. 5 ' T POIRA HiC Q UADRANGLE: FORREST NORTH AND SE PONT I AC
LEGAL DESCRIPTIC ON FOR CORE AREA OF W INTERING S I TE
NE 1/4 SECT. 26, T27N, R6E AVOCA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE A[
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. T(
(ACRES) (ACRES) (A
REA
MILES
MILES
OTAL
CRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0,0 63.0 63.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 22.7 22.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 14.1 14.1
NOT PASTURED 0.0 16.5 16.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 81.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
38.8
CROPS (ACRES): 2322.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 12
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 5-10
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTCOVER LIMITED. HUNTERS KILL ALL
DEER IN SOME YEARS. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
C 0 U T Y L N A R E A:
7.5' T5PuGRAF:I .C QUADRANGLE : NORTHWEST PONTI A C
LEGAL DESCRIFTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 36, T29N, R4E AMIT'Y TW
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIPF: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
)50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
(-FT
\('
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 4.4 16.1
NOT PASTURED 0.0 252.7 2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 21.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 16.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 35.3 IMPROVED
(ACRES) : 1276.0
CROPS (ACRES): 853.9
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 13
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING COR
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIMITED FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
FOTAL
"CRES)
20.5
•52.7
21.5
16.31. J.
PASTURE
-.5
:E AREA
C U .; i.... I .V IN ST , A RI EA 4
7.5' T. P OGRAPHi -IIC QUADRANGLEL S OUTHEAS T PONJT I AC
LEGAL DESCRIPTIN I F 0 CORE AF:REA WINTERING SITE:
S 1 / 2 SECT. 31, T2N, R6E PONT I AC TW
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100i). OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4.
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIPF: NONE
.<5 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 17.0 45.7 62.7
NOT PASTURED 6.4 13.6 20.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 7.2 0.0 7.2
NOT PASTURED 0.0 2.7 2.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
71. 1
CROPS (ACRES) : 2271.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 3.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREP
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1. 1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MIILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 5-10
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIMITED FOREST COVER. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
7.5 T.POGRAPFHI C QUADRANGLE: STREATOR SOUTH
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERIN IG SITE
N i/2 SECT. 18, T30N, R4E NEWTOWN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPT'ION FOR 4 SQLIUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100C OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
.50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 26.7 55.1 81.8
NOT PASTURED 0.0 41.5 41.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 9.4 9.4
NOT PASTURED 0.0 49.6 49.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 5.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
128.9
CROPS (ACRES) : 2080. 2
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMF:LE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 147
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0C MILES
PR I MARY HIGHW AYS: 0. 0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 5+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. HIGH HUMAN DENSITY AND WITHIN 1 MILE OF
CITY OF STREATOR FOREST SO LIMITED THAT AREA WILL NOT SUPPORT
DEER MUCH LONGER.
C !UNT Yf- L.IVINDE".T1N
COUNTYii; L. .. GST i AF; REA;: 6
7.5 TO POGAPHI C QJUADR CANGLE SFREATOF SOUT"H AND FLAN I GAN NORTH
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE ARFA OF WINTERING S ITE
S 1/2 SECT. 2, T29N, R3E LONG PO'INT TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100.% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 24.7 219.3 244.0
NOT PASTURED 4.7 40.0 44.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: ?
F'PASTURED ). ). 0. O. -)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0. 0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
57.3
CROPS (ACRES): 2212.9
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 11.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREP
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 19
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.2 MILES
PRIMAF;RY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 M I LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-.15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MOST FOREST PASTURED. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNT L. V (1 NGT N : UiREGLA
LEGAL DESCR'TI F OR CORFE AREA OF W INTERING S I TE
S 1/2 SECT. 32, T25N, R5E INDIAN GROVE TW P
HABITAT1 DE SCRI F:TI 0N FOR 4 SQUAPRE M I LES SSURROF:UNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 10C)0 OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) X0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 108.4 243.0 C)351.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 57.3 57.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 O.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDF I ELD (ACRES): 63. 2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
78.3
CROPS (ACRES): 2005. 1
V% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 18.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SOUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 14.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: C)0.0 MILES
PR I MARY H I GHWAYS: 0. 0 M I LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN;1: 5-10
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS PASTURED. OUTLOOK: UNCERTAIN.
:
7.5' TOORAPHIC QUADRF:ANGLE : SIBLEY 15'
LEGAL :DESCRIPTION-. F.OR CCJLORE AREA OF W N TER I NG SITE:
SW 1/4 SECi. 2:, T25N, R7E CHATSWORTH TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIPF: PR IVATE :2558 (ACRES)
PUBL I C: (ACRES)
TYPFE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
100(:)" OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
07. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) "
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
65.0
CROPS (-ACRES): 2300.6
71.4
2.0C)
C. 0
0. C)
34.8
59.8
25.4
C). O)
TOTAL
(ACRES)
131.2
27.4
0.0
0.0
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 24
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 9.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE.
UNCERTA IN.
FOREST MOSTLY PASTURED. OUTLOOK
COUNTY: LIVINGSTON
E.COU G Y KND. ARE•l"I IL
L.E.GA.. DESC iF'IN.Ui F :R CORE AREA OF lW, :TERI NG SITE:"
S 1. /2 F SETI . 32 , T 12N , R4E VI CTOR 1 A T'Ws!P
HABIT AT DESCR IPTIN FOR 4 SQARE MI L.ES SURROUNDIN CORE AREA
OWN'.ERSH IP: PR I VA"1TE: 2558 ( ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
MI LES
FPUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQULJARE-
TYPE OF PUBL IC OWNERSHIF': NONE
< 50 YEARS OLD :50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES (ACRE S) (ACRES)
UPL"AND FORESTCI.":,-- S -
PASTURED 12. 6 36. 6 49.
NOT -' ASTURED 254.7 . 80C7. 7 1062.3
BOITTO...MLAND FOREST:
PASTURE D 0 . 0C. 0 C.
NOT PASTUURED O.0 .0 C0 u 0
SHRUB-OLD FI ELD : 62. 7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES) : I.
CROPFS (ACRES) : 1002. 1
S0F 4 SQUARE M II...E SAMPL..E AREA I N FOREST OR SHRUB 45.9
HUMAN F'RESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMIPI.E AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL.INGS: 34
UN IMPROVEI D EROADS: 5.2 M I LES,3
LI D U Y R 0 A D S .5 M11L E
:SECOND:ARY ::ROADS: 1.7- MILES
PR IMARY RUOADS s 0 MILES
INTERSTATE R ADS MILES
NUMBER OF:F DEER USING SITE IF '.KNON1 25"+
COMMENTS: EX TENS I VELY STR IP MINED. LIKELY TO REMA IN ACCESSABLE
TO DEER. OWNERSHIPF BY COAL COMPANY AND KNOX COLLEGE SO MAY BE
DEVELOPED. OLJTLOOK IJUNCERTAIN.
S'OPGRA C QUADRANGLE I LL AiSF IELD
LE:GAL DE:.SCIPTN FOR COREL ARE OF WINTERING S1ITE
NHf 1/4 SEC1 18, T1T.O11N I4., R4E T RUR TWIF:P C
HABITAT DESCR:PTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDI) NG CORE AREA
OWlNERSH I P' F'R I VATE: 2558 (ACRES)
FUB L I C : (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIF-: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB--OLDFIELD (ACRES) S
91.9
CROPS (ACRES) 1537.3
18.3
70. 1
0. 0
0.0
0. 0
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
>50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
73.9
739.8
0. C0
15.1
TOT 01AL
(ACRES)
92. 1
809.9
O. 0
15.1
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 35.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NIUMBER OF OCCUPI ED DWELL INGS: 11
UNIM PROVED ROADS: 1.0: MILES
LI-GHT DUTY ROADS: 5.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWiAYS: 1.1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGIH-WAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNO.WN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIV(ATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7. 5 T  U OR" l G S - I U AD R A iLE : . A ' I" .E:T I"i A N I:P: E S i FE R
LEGAL. DESCRPTI F :OR CO1RE AFEI OF W: N1. tiEFI:; S ITE
N 1 /2 SECT. 3C 5, *T10N, FE PI:'ERSIF ER TWF::
HABITAT DEESCRI FTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNiERSHIP : PR I VATE 2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE'
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0"% OF- TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
<SC YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PFASTURED
BOTTOMLAND) FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
16.5
45.0
0.0
C. C0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES)
138. 1
CROPS (ACRFES): 1631.7
41.5 IMPROVED PASTURE ((ACRES):
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 33.
UNIMPROVED ROADS : 1.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS : 2.3 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. 1-74 CROSSES AREA AND INCREASES
MORTAL ITY. EX"TENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
56.8
623.9 9
TOTAL
(ACRES)
73.4
668.9
0. 0
O. O
0. 0
0. 0
COUNTYi: KL.r i F.':. A .[REA ,: 4
LEGAL DESCRIPTION C:" -% FOR  ORE AREA OF W I NTE RINE G S ITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 1, T10N, R3E HI-AW CREEK TW1 P
HABITAT DE.SCR[IFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP': NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 40. 5 44. 5 85. 0
NOT PASTURED 33.8 345.6 379.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 .0 0. C)
NOT PASTURED 5.4 0.0 5.4
SHRULB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 125.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
28.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1911.0
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS:' 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: C) 0., MILES
PRIMARY H I GHWAYSP: C:0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS : 2.2 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. PRESENCE OF 1-74 MEANS
HIGH MORTALITY. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: KND.... . AREA; 5
7 JPGRAF'. I QUADRANGLE: ONE A. V I CTR I A APFLETON
LEGAL DESCRIfPTIN FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER IN SITE:
SE 1/4 SECLT 27, Ti2N, R3E COPLEY TWP
HABITAT DESCR-IPTIOi FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORI
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100I% OF TOTAL 4 SQUf
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQU
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
E AREA
ARE MILES
ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 12. 8 0. 0 12. 8
NOT PASTURED 149.4 539.0 688.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0C.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0. 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 435.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES) : 1052.7
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 44.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 48
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 7.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: GOOD MIX OF HABITATS-- STRIP MINES, LAKES, CROPS, AND
FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
SOGRAPI I UADRAGLE APFLE: N
LEGAL6 DESCRIPTION" FOR CIORE AI1RE A OF WINTER ING S I TE:
W 1/2 SECT. 7, T11N, R3FE PERSIFER TWPF
HAr BITIAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) O% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP': NONE
<•O YEARS OLD ::-5 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 14.6 23.0 37.5
NOT PASTURED 48.2 271.5 319.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED :. O. 0 O. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 58.5 58.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 172.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
52.6
CROPS (ACRES ) 1917.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6. 9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAAYS: 0.0t MILES
I NTERSTATE H I GHWAYS: 0.0 MI LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOJWN: 2I0---3-V+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:
COUNTY: I OX ARE: A: 7
7.5 TOP:OGRAPHIC QUADIANGLE: APPLETOiN AIND ONE I DA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINT]ERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 30, T12N, R3E COPLEY TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
.50 YEARS OLD >::50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 34.8 110.4 145.2
NOT PASTURED 44.2 597.0 641.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 4.2 0.0 4.2
NOT PASTURED 2.5 10.9 13.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 95.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
141.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1514.6
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 35.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+,
COMMENTS: EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:
COUINTY KN:OX AREA: 8
7.5' TOOGRAPHIC QUADRAINGLE: NORTH HEINDERSON
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FTOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 6, T12N, R1E HENDERSON TWP
HABIITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 1007% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0.% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 93.6 89.7 183.3
NOT PASTURED 69.7 180.3 250. 0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: -
PASTURED 0. , . 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 178.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
120. (.)
CROPS (ACRES): 1823.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 29
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
7.5 ItFOPOGFRAPHtI C QUADRANGLE MAIUDOI-
LEGAL.. DESC IPTIN FOR CORE AREA OF WI: ERING SITE
E 1/2 SECT. 11, "T9N, R2E CHESTNUT TWP
H-ABITAT1[ DESCRF:IPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100/. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD ::50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 29.1 150.2
NOT PASTURED 37.3 151.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
0. 0
0.0
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
179.3
189.0
C0. 0 0.0
32.9 32.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 5.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
20. 5
CROPS (ACRES): 2131.4
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 9
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4. 1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNO'WN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTY: 01X0 AREA: 1 0
7.5' TOGFiRAPHIC QUADRANGLE DELONG
LEGAL DESCRIF:"TION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 36, TION, RIE CEDAR TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COF
SQL
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 250.7 136.3
NOT PASTURED 49.2 818.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 O. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 31.4 IMPROVED PASTURE
51.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1216.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2. 4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.(0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
;E AREA
JARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
387.0
868.0
0"0
0.0
(ACRES):
50.2
CORE AREA
COUNTYI KNDX AkREA 1 :
7. 5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: DELONG
LEG AL DES CR I PT ION FOR CORE AREA OFU W INT ER ING S ITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 24, T10N, R1E CEDAR TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTI ON FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100))% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COF
SQL
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 126.7 138.6
NOT PASTURED 140.0 492. 0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 29.9 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 4 ,9.2 IMPROVED PASTURE
105. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1470.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 21
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0-: MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
3E AREA
JARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
265.3
632. 1
0.. 0
29.9
.(ACRES):
38. 1
CORE AREA
LEGAL DESCRIPT I ON FO[R CORE AREA OF W IN TER IN. SI TEI
S1 /LL2 SECT. 2 6, T2:N, R 1 E B EL L.. FI..AiN i W'P
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: F PR: VATE2558 (ACRE) (100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
T- YFE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP F: INiONE
<50 YEARS OLD >.: YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (ACRES)
LUPLAND FORESTS
PASTURED 66..2 0.0 66. 2
NOT FPASTURED 0.0 106. 5 106. 5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:S
PASTURED CO.0 O.0 0. C0
NOT PASTURED C0.0 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 14.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
116.1
CROPS (ACRES): 2326..7
i OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 7.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMP:LE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 9
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 41.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS 0.0C: MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS- 0.0 MILES
I NTERST-ATE HI GHWAYS 0. 0 M I LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIMITED FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
L~L.Jt~1VI :L.
.7.. .5 u" T(::)Pu A F'i I C 4 i UADR j .AN _E:" I :: RI -ME
LEGAL DESCR::IPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 24, T29N, R3 RI CHLAND T'WI'
HABITAT DESCRIF'PTION FOR 4 SQUARE MI"LES SJURRFOUINIDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2302 (ACRES) 90% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 256 (ACRES) 10% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MIL.ES
TYPE OF PLUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MARSHALL COUNTY STATE AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLA[ND FOREST:
F'PASTURD 200. 1 11 3.. 6 313. 7
NOT PASTURED 328.5 805.2 1133.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST :
PASTURED 0. 0 . ) O. 0
NOT PFASTURED 0. O 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 64.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
140.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1111.5
X OF 4 SQLIUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA I N FOREST OR SHRUB: 59.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUFIED DWELLINGS: 12
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 9.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 58.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 7.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0..0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER US INtG SITE IF KNOWN": 2.5+
COMMENTS: EXTENSIVE FOREST BOTH PRIVATE AND PUBLIC. OUTLOOK
GOOD.
,''R<E A; 2 :
........ "' :: M SHAL.L ARE"-: ; ..
L T. 5 . u F F :" I ( U: a. 1 l :N FL E :: : W. N D i- M : i D Vi E R..i i TE
N 1/2 SECT. 9, T30N:, R. R:OBERTS TW
HABITAT DESCRITION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SU.RROUNDIrNG
OWNERSHIIP: PR IVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF" TOTAL 4
FPUBL IC: (,ACRLES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PULJBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F' PASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0 ).
NOT PASTURED 88.9 279. 1 368. C
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 44.5 0.0 44.5
NOT PASTURED O. ) O. 0 O. 0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES) 1"4I5.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
264.3
CROPS. (ACRES) : 1417 .8
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 21. 8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUAf"RE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUR'PIED DWELLINGS: 8
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 43.6 MILES
LIGHIT DUTY ROADS 15.7 MILES
SECONDARY HI I GHWAYS;: 0.0Y MILES
F'RIMARY HIGHIWAYS 0. MILES
I NTERSTATE HIGHIW AYS 0.C0 M I LES
NIUMBERF OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN : 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS AND LOW HUMAN USE.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY; MSON AREA; :l
7.5' ITOF LOGIhRA-H IC QUADRFiANGLE: BIGGS
LEGAL DESCRIF:PTIION FOR CORE- AREA OF W:NTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 26, T20N, R8W KILBOURNE TWP
HABITA'T DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 1.7 1.7
NOT PASTURED 107.2 667.1 774.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. 0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 40.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
26.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1695.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 31.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 6
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOW: 25 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE.OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTrY MASON AREA: 2
7.5 TOP'OGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: BIGGS
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF- W:INTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 13, T20N, R8W KILBOURNE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTI ON FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOT
(ACR
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 14.3 14
NOT PASTURED 122.3 332.7 455
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 13.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (AC
7.2
CROPS (ACRES): 2045. 7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 18.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 9
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
AL
ES)
.3
.0
C)
.0
RES):
AREA
.5' TOPOG:RAPHICI QUJADRANGLE DUCL.: ISLAND AND MAN I TO
LEGAL DEISCR IPTI ON FOR CORE AREA OF :: WJIINTERING S I TE:
W 1/2 SECT. 27, T23N, R7W QUIVER TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING C
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 767 (ACRES) 30% OF TOTAL 4 S
PUBLIC: 1791 (ACRES) 70% OF TOTAL 4 E
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SAND RIDGE STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
-ORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
3QUARE MILES
TOT
(ACF
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 :
NOT PASTURED 257.1 960.1 1217
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 C)0.0 C
NOT PASTURED 0.0 C.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 40.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (AC
12.8
CROPS (ACRES): 902.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 49.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 27
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0. -0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: STATE FOREST PROTECTS DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
FAL
RES)
). O
7.2
). o
).0
,RES):
AREA
COUNTY I MASON AREA: 4
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: MAN I TO AND DUCK ISLAND
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINiTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 2, T22N, R7W FOREST CITY TWP
HA(BITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 179 (ACRES) 7%. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 2379 (ACRES) 93% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SAND RIDGE STATE FOREST
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.C0 13.8 13.8
NOT PASTURED 67.9 1003.3 1071 .2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: ,
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES > : 20.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
41.2
CROPS (ACRES): 994.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 43.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 4
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 100+
COMMENTS: STATE FOREST PROTECTS DEER HABITAT. AREA IS HUNTED BY
GUN AND ARCHERY HUNTERS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: MASON AREA: A 5
7.5 T OGRA PHI C QUA DRA NGLE : TIP E KA
LEGAL DESCfRIPTION FOR CORE AREA 01::OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 14, T21N, R8W HAVANA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD ::: YEARS OLD .
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CO'
SQL
SQt
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 28.4
NOT PASTURED 47.2 650.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: ,
PASTURED 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 39.0 IMPROVED PASTURE
7.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1776.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 23
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.C0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
RE AREA
UARE MILES
UARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
28.4
697.5
0. 0
0.0
" (ACRES):
29.9
CORE AREA
COUNTY: MASON AREA: 6
7.5 TOPOG:RAPHIC QUADFANGLE: CLEAR LAKt.:E AND CHANDLERV ILLE
LEGAL DESCF;:RIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF~ WI.NTERING SI TE:
W 1/2 SECT. 20, T19N, R10W LYNCHBURG TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2302 (ACRES) 90%. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 256 (ACRES) 10% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SANGANOIS CONSERVATION AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 8.9 30. 1 39.0
NOT PASTURED 43.7 475.0 518.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 157.6 310.0 467.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 6.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
21.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1343.7
". OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 40.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 41
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 9.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: STATE AREA PROTECTS FOREST AND PRIVATE FORESTS ON SAND
SOILS UNLIKELY TO BE CLEARED FOR AGRICULTURE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: MASON AREA: 7
7.5 T1 ]'OPGi:RAPH 1 LE QUADRANGLE- E-AST01Q
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER ING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 25, T20N, R7W CRANE CREEK TWF
HABITAT DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP:' PRIVATE :2558 (ACRES) 100%7 OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 60.5 0.C) 60.5
NOT PASTURED 75.1 329.7 404.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 189.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
65.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1836.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8. 1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1. 1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS ON SAND SOILS WHICH ARE UNLIKELY
TO BE CLEARED.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
0. -Uu G,!QU-" M1)".. A EAI
7.5 TOFDPUGRAPH I C QUADRANGLE: KILLOURNE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTEFRING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 23, T20N, R9W BATH TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1637 (ACRES) 64% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 921 (ACRES) 36% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MASON COUNTY STATE WILDLIFE AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 3.2 33.3
NOT PASTURED 14.6 1115.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.C0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0C
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 52.6 IMPROVED PASTURE
6.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1319.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING C
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 1
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3. 7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0(.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 40+
COMMENTS: FOREST PROTECTED BY STATE AREA. OUTLOOK GOOD.
36.6
1130.3
0.0
0. 0
(ACRES):
47.6
'ORE AREA
COUHI Y I1VF:~u~.H 1
7. 5 TP" P:OGRAPHI C QUAFDR2ANGLE: NEW WINDSOFR
LEGAL DESCRIP:TION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERF I G SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 1, T13N, R1W NORTH I-IENDERSON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 1006% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 0.0 0.0 O 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 299.4 299.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: ?
PASTURED C). 0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 49.9 49.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
10.6
CROPS (ACRES): 2196.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 13.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMA(RY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.C0) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20 +
COMMENTS : ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOKI UNCERTAIN.
FREA: 1
COUNT! Y: MERCER AFREA: 2
7.5 TOOGRAPHII C QUAD::ANGLE MATHERV I LLE AND ORION
LEGAL DESCR IFPT IOUN FOR::% CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 17, TI5N, R1W RICHLAND GROVE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING o
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) *
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0.C) 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 818.3 818.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 .0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES); 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
65.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1675.4
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 32.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 43
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: . 1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1/2 OF THE CITY OF SHERRARD.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY- MERCER AREA: 3
7.5 TOFPOLGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: BUFFALO PF::RAIRIE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECTi. 19, T15N, R3W PERRYTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
>50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 56.1 18.0 74.1
NOT PASTURED 42.0 618.0 660.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 54.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
81.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1689.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 27
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
*
COUNT: MERCER: AREA: 4
7.5. TOPOGRAF-PHIC QUADRANGLE: ELIZA AND BLANCHARD ISLAND
LEGAL DESCRIPTI:ON FOR CORE A•RE'A OF WINTERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 5, T15N, R4W ELIZA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MI3LES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAF
F:PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0. OF TOTAL 4 SQUAF
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
AREA
RE MILES
RE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C0.0 20.5 20.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 91.6 91.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. )0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
71.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1550.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 4.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. BLUFF AND RAVINE FORESTS NOT EASY TO
DEVELOP. OUTLOOK GOOD
COUNTY" HERCER. AREAf 5
7. 5 ' T DD RAPF:H I (; QUADRANGL EL I ZA
LEGAL DESCRIF:PTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 29, TI15N R5W ELIZA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >::.5-) YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COR
SQL
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 82.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 348.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C0.0 0. C0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE
79.3
CROPS (ACRES): 2048.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 15
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. BLUFF AND RAVINE FORESTS.
UNCERTAIN.
ýE AREA
JARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
82.0
348.8
0. 0
0.0
S(ACRES):
16.8
CORE AREA
OUTLOOK
F
SQL
SQL
C O U i.y " :E R C E R A R f I6E
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: JOY AND ALEDO WEST
LEGAL DESCRI FPTION FOR CORE AREi.A OF W INI'TERINI"G SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 6, T13N, R4W ABINGTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<SO50 YEARS OLD :50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0) 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 388.8 388.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 O. O). 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 2.2 2.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
0. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 2166.9
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 15
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTY: MERCER AREA: 7
7.5 TOPOGRA"PHIC QUADRANGLE: ALEDO WEST
LEGAL DLES:CRIPTIONt FOR CORE ARE A D W INTERING S I TE
S 1/2 SECT. 10, T13N, R4W ABINGTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. O. 0 o0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 354.0 354.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0 .
NOT PASTURED 0.0 131.9 131.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 C IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
69.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1968.6
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 6
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:I
COUM IIEHIiEIR
7.5' TOF'OGRAPH:IC QUADRANGLEL- JOY
LEGAL DESCRI PTIODN FOR CORE ARFEA OF WIIN-rTE-RING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 4, T13N, R5W KEITHSLBURG TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2430 (ACRES) 957. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 128 (ACRES) 5% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:UPPER MISS. RIVER F&W REFUGE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 42.0 42.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 550.8 550.8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): ).0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
28.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1359.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 12
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 5-0+
COMMENTS: FOREST MOSTLY BOTTOMLAND. SOME PROTECTION IN REFUGE.
DEER NEED UPLANDS WHEN RIVER FLOODS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: MERCER- AREA: 9
'0. ., C TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: V' .,DLA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 1, T13N, R2W SUEZ "TW
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PFRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100CC OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<5)O YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C0.0 76.3 76.3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 638.7 638.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0. 0 0.0 C . 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES): 1821.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 27.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTY MERCERL
7.5. TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: ALEDO WEST AND JOY
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WIONT6ERING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 16, T14N, R4W MILLERSBURG TWP
HABITAT DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 18. 0 18. 0
NOT PASTURED C0.0 360. 4 3;60. 4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. C) 57. 1 57. 1
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 12i0. 8 120. 8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):: 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
112.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1794.9
,. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 21.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 69
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2..2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10--20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1/2 MILE OF VILLAGE OF JOY.OUTLOOK
UNCERTA I N.
AREA- 10
COUNT't :: PEORIA
7 .5 ' T' OPOGRA H I C QUAD R ANGLE:': SPF' 1 I N G B AY
LEGAL DE SC RIPTION FO- R CORF:;FE A"REA OF WINTERIN G SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 21, T10)N, RE MEDINA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUND4DING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2225 (ACRES) 87% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 333 (ACRES) 13% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: PEORIA CITY PARKS
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 24.5 253.7 278.1
NOT PASTURED 111.4 131.9 243.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 20.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
23. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 793.1
/ OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 21.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 312
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: CLOSE TO CITY OF PEORIA. PROTECTED BY URBAN PARK.
OUTLOOK GOOD IF FORESTS ARE NOT DESTROYED.
ARFEA: 1
COUN TY: EORIA A1REA 2
7.5 TOPIOGRAPHI C QUADRANGLE: SPRING BAY
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 9, T:10N, R8E MEDINA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2046 (ACRES) 80"/. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 512 (ACRES) 20.% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: PEORIA CITY PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 26.7 29.9 56.6
NOT PASTURED 215.1 117.3.7 1388.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED c).0 0.C) O.C O
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0".0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
46.4
CROPS (ACRES): 996.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 56.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 49
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: .6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: PARK PROTECTS FOREST HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:
-N 1/2 SECT. 24, T24N, R6E TIMBER TWP
HABTAT DESCR IPT ON FOR 4 UARE MILES SURROUND ING CORE AREA
,OWNERSHIP PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
M I L ES
PUBL IC: X% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
M I LES
TYPE OF' PUBLIC OWNERSHIPF: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES)
(ACRES)
UPFLAND FOREST'
PASTURED 67 57 124
NOT PASTURED 63 583 646
BOTTOMLAND FOREST":
FPASTURED U0.0 0.0 `
NOT PAS\TURED 0.0 0.0 0O
SHRUB-OLD FIELD: 47 ACRES IMPROVED PASTURE: 70 ACRES
CROPS: 1657 ACRES
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE AREA IIN FOREST OR SHRUB: 3 1.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPPIED DWLLI-.NGS 63
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIG HT DUTY ROADS 06 MI LES
SECONDARY HIGHWAY: 0.0
PRIMARY HIGHOWAY: 08- MILE
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF iKNOJWN': 20-30
COMMENTSs ALL PR IVATE. W I TH IN 3-4 MhILES OF PEK I N. OUTLOOK
UNCERTA IN.
7 n 2 T P G RAi1 C IUD'N1L 'LA (Sl OFC u NJ P E I IN
COUNT ;0 : Pv tLRIA AREA" 4
7. 5 R A C Q A D R A N G L E G L A S F 0
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FR CORE AREA OF WINTERING S I TE:
S 1/2 SECT. 9, T7N1, R6E TIMBEIR TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MNILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
>50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 27.7 95.8 123.5
NOT PASTURED 9.6 88.2 97.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. C0 0. 0 0. C
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 62.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
107.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1788.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 11.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 34
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS. 6. 1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR I MARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. CLOSE TO CITY OF PEKIN. HUMAN ACTIVITY
HIGH. FUTURE UNCERTAIN BUT LIKELY TO LOSE DEER HABITAT.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
COUNTY: PEOR I 
-AREA: 5
7.5 7L LiOPOGRAFT:HIC Q UADRAtNGEL _E .AK HILL
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF* WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 27, T10N, R6E J U B I LEE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 11 00 (ACRES) 437.% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1458 (ACRES) 57% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF' PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: JUBILEE COLLEGE STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 25.2 117.8 143.0
NOT PASTURED 15.1 765.0 780.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 34.6 44.2 78.8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 12.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
47.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1359.5
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 39.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.1 :IMILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:50 -+
COMMENTS: STATE PARK ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:
7.5 TPO(RAPHiC QUADRANGLE PRINCEV LLE ANID DAK HILL
LEGAL DESCRIPTION F:R CORE AREFA OF WINTERINE G S ITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 5, T10N, R6E JUBILEE TWP
HA:BITAT DESCRI:PTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2430 (ACRES) 95% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 128 (ACRES) 5% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: JUBILEE COLLEGE STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 149. 9 150.2 300.1
NOT PASTURED 113.1 395.0 508.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 22.2 0.0C 22.2
NOT PASTURED O. 0 0. 0 .. C:0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES :
2. 5
CROPS (ACRES): 1649.2
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 32.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPI ED DWELL INGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.0 MILES
SECONARY HIGHWAYS: 1 .9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: STATE PARK< PROTECTS SOME FOREST. ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY
ON PUBLIC LAND. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7.5' TOP'OGRA'PHIC QUADRA3LE: DUNLAF:'
LEbAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA F WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 28, T10N, FR7E RADtINOR TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: FRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBL I C: (ACRES) 0. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 33.8 188.7 222.5
NOT PASTURED 174.9 405.8 580,.)
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. C
NOT PASTURED C. 0C) .0 O. C
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 65.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRE
40.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1643.5
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 33.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AR
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 62
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYSP: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. HIGH HUMAN DENSITY. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
S) :
;EA
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLEL DUNLAP AND PEORIA WEST
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 17, T9N, R7E KICKAPOO TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 40.5 58.0 98.6
NOT PASTURED 79.3 397.9 477.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 16.3 16.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 70.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
42.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1802.6
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 91
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS.: 4.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.3 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 2.3 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 3 MILES OF PEORIA. HIGH HUMAN
DENSITY AND INTERSTATE HIGHWAY PRESENT. OUTLOOK NOT FAVORABLE.
AREA WILL LIKELY LOSE DEER HABITAT WITHIN THE NEXT FEW YEARS.
COUN ~:
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE HANNiA CITY AND OAK HILL
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE A RE(A OF WINTERING S I TE:
N 1/2 SECT. 22, T9N, R6E ROSEFIELD TWP
HABITAT DESCRIFPT'ION FOR 4 SQUARE. MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100C), OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<S• YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 107.9 29.4 137.3
NOT PASTURED 116.8 365.6 482.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. 0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0. - C)0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 144.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
51. 1
CROPS (ACRES): 1401.2
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 43
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGIIWA,YS: 0. 0) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50)
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MOST OF DEER HABITAT OLD STRIP MINES
UNLIKELY TO FACE URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
C(iUN 
.1. 'ii'
7. 5 TOPDGRAF' HC QUADRANGLE- ROME
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 22, T11N, R8E HALLOCK TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1995 (ACRES) 787. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 563 (ACRES) 227. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 210.2 43.5 253.7
NOT PASTURED 176.1 897.1 1073.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0.0 CO. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 209.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES): 92
CROPS (ACRES): 911.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 60.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 134
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.6 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50+
COMMENTS:MOST PUBLIC LAND DEVELOPED CLOSE TO LAKES. PRIVATE
LANDS VULNERABLE TO CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT. OUTLOOK NOT FAVORABLE
FOR DEER ACCESS TO HABITAT.
AREsA: 10
C 0 UN "TY : E; IA A F E i11
7.5 TOPFOGIcA*'PHIC QLUA I`DRANG-LE-: ROME_. IL
LE L. D1ESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER FING SITE
E 1/2 SECT. 11, T11N, RSE HALLOCK TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPF'TION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%X OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 76.1 78.3 154.4
NOT PASTURED 57.6 962.3 1019.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0.0C) C). C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 14.3 14.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 4.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES.
17.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1328.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 46.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREý
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 23
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .7 MILES
PRFIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: C-.0 MILES
NUMBER: OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVELY FORESTED. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
C .)U INTi Y: P I A E 0 R ].A AFR E A : 12
17. 5 i A 1 C A R A L E R M E
LE AL DESC... RI ' TION. F-OIORC ORE ARE:A OF WIN II'TERING S ITE :
IN 1/2 SECT. 9, T1N, RSE HALLOCI TWPF
HABITAT DESCRF:,IF:'TION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) X0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<5C YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 37.8 144.0 181.8
NOT PASTURED 107..2 863.0 970.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0C. 00.0 .0
NOT PASTURED 0. t C0.0 0.C0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 13.1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
63.0
CROPS (ACRES): 131:3.8
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 45.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1. 9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST AND RELATIVELY LOW HUMAN
DENSITY.OUTLOOK GOOD.
LLJL.J[.VI ~
7. I5 T. t C .FP: G A ] C Q UA I: " A1N 1 GLE Pt I-:iJT N 'A 1M
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA TOF WIN ... ITE:
S -1/2 S ECAT. 13, T.14 I1N,, R9E- l S ENACHWI ... INE "T F'
HABITAT DES CRI 'TIIN F OR 4 S -,LJARF:E M ILES S URROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) O% OF:- TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD :>o YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES)) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED C) 0 103. 5 103. 5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 397.2 397.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES : 0.0 IMF"PROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
15.8
CROPS (ACRES), 2045
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 46
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 5.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50 +
COMMENTS: ALL PR IVATE. LAKE THUNDERBIRD DEVELOPMENT COULD
ADVERSELY IMPACT ON DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
./ .. 5 T. T (.P :' R A F H IC l. UAD RAN" LE .j -' : F L._ :: ID N i! iIEPULEi
LEGL DESCRIPTION FOR::: CORE AREA F WINTERING SITE
N3 W 1/ 4 SECT. 13. T32N, R2 HENNEPIN 'TWP
HABITAT DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MvIL!.ES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:255S (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED 0. ) C). C) 0.0
NOT F'ASTURED 0. 0 89. 4 89.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. C 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB--OLDF I ELD (ACRES) : 0.C 0 I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES) :
C. 0
CROPS (0ACRE-S) 2T46-
X OF 4 S EQUARE MIL  SAMPLE AFREA I N FOREST OR SHRUB: 3.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 ScQUARE MILE SAMI'LE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPFIED DWELLINGS: 10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROAF"DSsI: '. 0 MILES
SECONDARI:,Y HIGHWAYS: 3. 0 MILES
F'PRIMAR AY HI GHW1AYS: 2.1 MILES
I NTE-RSTATE H I GHWAYS: . C MILES
NLUMBER OF DEER LSING SITE IF KNOWN: 40-50
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. SCATTERED FOREST. WITHIN 1 MILE OF
VILLAGE OF HENNEPIN. OUTLOOK UNCERT(:'AIN
(i ~J Li i~ I . Li NK;h . I
? . 5 T " DPBRAPH I C I-LADRjAN GLE" I"MiCN ;IB
L EGAi D. ESCRII N F1" . 1:1, COIRE AR E A FE:.)IOR i.'4 j 1 j"{T INE ING S I TE :NE 1/4 SECT. 21,, T31.N, R1W MA.NDLA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIOTION FORF 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRI VATE: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBL I C: (2A)CRES)
TYPE OF PUBL I C OWNERSHIP F: NONE
100 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
UPLAND FOREST:
PASITURED
NOT F'ASTURED
BOT'TOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT F'ASTURED
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
.0. O
O. 0
O. O
0.0O
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES)c:
44.5
CROPS (PACRES): 2265
C0.0 I MIPROFVED FPASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA I!N FOREST OR SHRUB: 9.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 S1.UARE MILE S'AMPL.E AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 15
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 55.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY H I GHWAYS 00 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER US I NG SITE I F KNOWN- 25-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LARGE REIF:UGE PRESENT (PRIVATE). OUTLOOK
GOOD.
>50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
126.5
124. 5
0. 0
0. O0
TOTAL
(ACRES)
126.5
124.5
0. C
0.0
t3 L ...I ý IL . .- ,'.'.. I.. 1 , L ,C
LEGAL DESCRIPI . F:R C(.RE AR:iIEA F W I NLF ERING SITE:
N,. 1/4 SECT. 1i. T31N, RI HENNEPIN TWP
HABITAT DESC:IF:TIN FOR 4 S.UARE IiLES SUF:FOUNDING CDFR:E AF:EA
WNEFSH IP- PR IV ATE- 2277 (ACRES) 89% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
MI LES
LPUBL IC 21 (ACRES) 11% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
M I LES
"TYPRE OF FU'LBLIC  OWINERSHIP:' COUNTY F:PRESEIRVE
<50 YEARS OLD ::50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
UPLANI:'LND F--CIOREST':
F' PA ST U RED 564.6 0.0 564.6
NOT PASTURED O. , 263.5 263.5
BOTT"OMLAND FOREST'-
PFASTURED C. 0 0. ,. 0
NOT PI::ASTULRED 0. 0 C:. 0 0. 0
SHR-IUB-OLD F I ELD: . IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES) : 221. 3
CROPS (ACRES) : 1509
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FIOREST SHRUB: 79. 9
HUMAIN PFRESENCE 1 "ON 4 SQUAtRE MILE SAMI:::LE AREA INCLUDINGI CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUF::' IED DWELL IN GS 21
UNIMPROVED ROADSs 1.9 MILES
[L J I - A ILLE.-LIGHT DUTYAF: ROADS: 32.3 MILES
SECONDARY ROADS: 2. ' MILES
jPR IMARI.'Y ;RO)ADS: s .0 MIL:ES
INTERSTATE ROADS: 0. 0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNO WN 25 -+
COMMENTS: COUNTY PRESERVE PROTECTS DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7.. .. 5 T. i P I I .1 UA N L' •: N l.: L. E. LF.." % " , D
LEGAL... DESCRIPFTION FOR CORE AREA . F WINTERING SITE"
S 1/2 SECT.24, T:31N, R 2 HEN NEPIN TW
HABITAT DESCiRIPTION FOR 4 SVUAR'E MIES SURF:ROUND ING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES:) .00% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
MILES
FUBL IC: ( ALCRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SGUARE
MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP': NONE
S50 YEARFS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PA-ST LURED 0. 5. 2 5.
NOT PASTURED :O. 697.45 697.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED s 0 . C: 0. 0
NOT FF'ASTURED 31.9 3290.O 360 .9
SHRUB-OLD FIELD 27.1 IM'FPROVED PASTURE (ACRES) : 60
CROPS (ACRES) 1315
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 42.6
HUMAtN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMFPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUiMBiER OF OCCUPIEL DWELL INGS: 10
UNIMPFROVED ROADS: 0.9 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROIADS 4S. 9 M I LES
SECONDARY ROADS 2.5 MILES
PRIMARY ROADS: 0.0 MIL..ES
INTERSTATE ROADSS 0.0 MI LES
NUMBE:: OF DEERF U51 SING S I TE I F KN::iOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: AREA IS EXTENSIVELY FORESTED WITH NO OBVIOUS THREATS.
OUTLOOK GOOD00
F ir-)B ".1 1 F:L.. 'I-""L..L..... :7 D F' G ::;A F I IC [ U A I  R A N G L. E: FP iN;  -, V i... L  E i
LEGAL DESCR I:PT ION FOR CORE. AREA DF .J INTE ING SI TE:
S1/2 S E C1.2 6 T ::3N, R 1E RANILLE L WP
HABIT'AT DESCRFpTIN FOR 4 SUARFE MI LES SUR-OLJND IN, CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 258 (ACRES") 100% OF TOTAL_ 4 SQUARE
M I LES
F`PUBLIC (!ACRES) 07% OF TOTAL. 4 SQUARE
MILES
TYPF:E OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:' NONE
: 50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ( ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED O. O ,. 0 O.
NOT PASTURED 29. 'A 478.7 507.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 O. 0 O. 0.
NOT F'ASTURED O. O 40.E5 40. 5
SHRUB-OLD FIELD: 197.. ' IMPROVED PASTIURE(ACRES): 43.. 1
CROPS (ACRES): 1725
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMLE ARE:'A IN FOREST OR SHRUB 29. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL.INGS: 34
UN IMPROVED ROADS 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY FROADS 7.6 MILES
SE-CONDARY 'ROADS O. O MLES
PRI MARY RDADS : 0..8 MIL.ES
I NTERSTIATE R"E OADS: C 0. MI LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 1.0-2
COMMENTS: AREA CLOSE TO ILL INOIS RIVER HAS SOME REFUGE NOW BUT
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNITY ROCK ISLAND AREA: 1
7 .5 I TUPUGRPH I C QUADRANGLE: ONTPERL. I ER
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF: WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SEC". .3, T17N, R4W BULFF-ALO PRAIRIE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1228 (ACRES) 48% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1330 (ACRES) 52. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: LOUD THUNDER FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PAfSTURED 0. C0 22. 3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 1467.7 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED Qt. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 31.6 IMPROVED PASTURE
67.9
CROPS (ACRES): 809.4
/. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CC
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1. 1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0: ) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 100+
COMMENTS: MOST OF AREA IN FOREST PRESERVE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
22. 3
L467.7
0. 0
0.0
(ACRES):
59.4
iRE AREA
COUNTY: ROC ISLAND AREA:
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADI:RANGLE: ILL I NO IS CITY Af"ND M'.IONTPELIERF
LEGAL DE SCRIPTION i 01 FORF CORE AREA OF WINTERING S I T E
E 1/2 SECT. 6, T16N, R4W BUFFALO FRAIRIE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2481 (ACRES) 97% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 77 (ACRES) 3% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: UPPER MISS. RIVER F&W REFUGE
.50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. C) 0. 0 0. 0
NOT I'PASTURED . C) 1007. 5 1007.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 C 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0. c O. 0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 256.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
71.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1223.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 49.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 32
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARFY HIGHWAYS: 2.8 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC LAND SUBJECT TO FLOODS. EXTENSIVE UPLAND
FORESTS. OUTLOOK GOOD
COUNTFY RI:OC I S L.AND A iEA
7.5 ' TiPOG:RAPH I Q!UADRANGLE : 1. LL I NIO I S C I V
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF W INTER ING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 2, T16N,, R5W DRURY TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2353 (ACRES) 92% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 205 (ACRES) 8% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: UPPER MISS. RIVER F&W REFUGE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 34.6 34.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 777.1 777.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 C). 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 109.4 109.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 107.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
42.5
CROPS (ACRES) : 1117.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 40.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 45
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.4 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC FOREST SUBJECT TO FLOODING. EXTENSIVE UPLAND
FORESTS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: ROCK ISLAND AREA: 4
7 .5 I TUOGRAPH I C QLADFANGLE: MONTPEL I ER AND ANDALUS A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 5, T16N, R3W ANDALUSIA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING COI
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQL
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQI
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
RE AREA
UARE MILES
UARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 10.4 17.5 27.9
NOT PASTURED 0.0 981.3 981.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: t
PASTURED 0. 0 .0 0. C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 45.7 45.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRE:
5. 7
CROPS (ACRES): 1412.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 41.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE ARI
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 72
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: )0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FOREST NOT EXTENSIVE.OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
S):
EA
COUIN T"Y . RO(-.:;K ]. IL...AIN-D AREA . .5
7.5 . TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE ANDALUSIA AD MILAN
LEGAL D ESCR P I IN FOR CORE AF:RE A OF WINTIER i NG SI TE:
E 1/2 SECT. 32, TI 7N R2W BLACKHAWK TWP
HABITIAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100)(% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD ::>50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 28.7 140.8 169.4
NOT PASTURED 31.5 773.6 805.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0 . )0
NOT PASTURED 0. O 0.0 .0. )0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 61. 0) IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
127.7
CROPS (ACRES) : 1255.0 ,
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPFLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 40.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 93
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 13.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR I MARY HIGHWAYS: .2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE WITHIN 5 MILES OF CITY OF ROCK ISLAND.
URBAN DEVELOPMENMT WITHIN I MILE. OUTLOOK POOR--DEER LIKELY TO
LOSE HABITAT.
COUJLIY ROC:L. ISLAND ARE: 6
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUAD)RAINGLE- ELI ZA AI3-ND BLANCHARD ISLAND
LEGAL. DESCRIPFTION FOR CORE AREA OF WIN-.ATERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 29, T16N, R5W DRURY TWP
HABI'TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAf
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAF
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
.50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 19.5 845.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. C) C). 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 94.6 IMPROVED PASTUR!
108.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1491.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 75
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN; 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
AREA
RE MILES
RE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
864.7
0. 0
E (ACRES):
37.5
CORE AREA
..- .- ý r
COUNTY T ' ZEWELL AREA: 1
7.5/ TOP()GRAPHIIC QULJADRANGLE : MAC:K iNAW
LE GAL DIESCRIPTIONi FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 2, T24N, R2W MACKIINAW TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURPOUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2046 (ACRES) 807. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 512 (ACRES) 207. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: State of Illinois
<5) YEARS OLD :.50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) . (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 67.7 66.9 134.6
NOT PASTURED 93.4 68.4 161.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C0. O ). ) )0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 8.2 8.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 54.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
102.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1474.3
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 27
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0).0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC LANDS PROTECT SOME DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
C UJ NT " A Z E E L L E A 2
7.5/ TOP OGIRAFWIIC Q!LUAD*RANGLE MAC1K IrI NAW
LEGAL DESC RIPTION FO R CORE AREA OF WI NTERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 33 , T25N, R2W DEER CREEK TWP
HAmBIAT1 DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 1007. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIPF: NONE
-<5 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 31.6 128.9 160.6
NOT PASTURED 54.1 536.5 590.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: I
PASTURED 0.0 9.6 9.6
NOT PASTURED 1.5 35.8 37.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 50.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
67.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1613.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 33.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 57
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
C U , i A Z E I :EL L A FR E. A.:
'7.5. T.JPI"OGRAPHIC Q.!UADF"RANIGLE 1 H-OPEDALE
LEBAL DE1SCRI PT ION FOR CORE A('RRE.A :: W INITERING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 14, T2 3N, R3 HOPEDALE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2481 (ACRES) 97% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 80 (ACRES) 3% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: KLEMM MEMORIAL WOODS
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 33.3 95.2 118.6
NOT PASTURED 52.1 197.1 249.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. C) C). C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 2.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
52.6
CROPS (ACRES): 2132.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 23
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-20
COMMENTS: MEMORIAL WOODS PROTECTS UPLAND WOODS. SCATTERED NATURE
OF FORESTS MEANS WILL NOT SUPPORT MANY DEER. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: TAZEWELL AREA: 4
7.5' F'TOPGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE DELAVAIN NORTH
LEGAL DESCRIP:TION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 16, T23N, R4W DILLON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 166.2 166.2
NOT PASTURED 20.5 298.4 318.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. O0. O 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 73.9 73.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 17.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
48.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1879.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 22.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 19
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN AS FORESTS ARE NOT
EXTENSIVE.
C ULJ IlN 1 A Z E Wl E: .LL A EA 5
7. 5 Tl-OPOGkRAPHI'C QUADRANtGLE: SOLUTH F:'PEKIN:: AND DELAVAIN NORTH
LEGAL DESCRI::PT ION FOR:O CORE ARE::kE-A OF WUIN 1TER I NG S ITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 12, T23,q R5 SAND PRAIRIE TWI
HABEITIAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE ARE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE lr
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TO]
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACF
EA
IILES
IILES
rA
RE
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 2.7 34.8 37.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 149.2 149.
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED .5 17.0 17.
NOT PASTURED 18.5 87.4 106.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 5.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACR
CROPS (ACRES): 2153.1
- OF 4 SQUA(RE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 12.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE A
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 9
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMEBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. SCATTERED FORESTS. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
L
S)
5
2
5
0
ES):
REA
COUNTY: T TZEWELL AREA 6
7.5 TOFOGRAPHIC QUADI:RANGLE WASHINGTON AND PEORIA EAST
LEGAL DESCFl RIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTE RING S I TE:
N 1/2 SECT. 9, T26N, R3W WASHINGTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUAFRE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2507 (ACRES) 98% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAF
PUBLIC: 51 (ACRES) 2% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAF
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:PROVING GROUND
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) 3
R
C'
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 8.9 3.t7
NOT PASTURED 6. 2 1021.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED .0 0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 )
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 15.6 IMPROVED PASTURE
34.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1323.9
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING COF
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 167
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2. MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 13.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.3 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.C0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: .6 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: CLOSE TO PEORIA URBAN AREA. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
AREA
E MILES
E MILES
TOTAL
ACRES)
12.6
027. 3
0. 0
o. 0
(ACRES):
1.2
RE AREA
LOUII .1 [FZL.WLLL.. (;Fd:~F~:
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: WASHIINGTON AND PEORIA EAST
LEGAL DESCRIfTION FOR CORE AREA OF-P WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 7, T26N R3W WASH INGTON TWP
HABI'TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQLUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 1007 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD > 0 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 105.2 84.5 189.7
NOT PASTURED 23.2 198.1 221.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. O0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 37.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
78.8
CROPS (ACRES): 2030.6
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 17.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 3.6 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. CLOSE TO PEORIA URBAN AREA. OUTLOOK
UNCERTAIN BUT PRIVATE COUMPANY HAS EQUIPMENT PROVING GROUND
WHICH MAY RETAIN DEER HABITAT
A RE"^ 7::
C UNTY! TAZEWELL AREAi: F
7. 5 i TOF'OGRA'-PHIC QUADRANGLE : HIPEDALE
LEGAL DESCR I PT"ION FORF CORE AREA OFV W INTERING S IITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 28, T23N, R3W HOPEDALE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1688 (ACRES) 66% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 870 (ACRES) 34% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 11.4 49.4 60.8
NOT PASTURED 62.7 402.4 465. 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 13.8 13.8
NOT PASTURED 0.0 6.5 6.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 47.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
95.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1776.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 156
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2. 1 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: PARK PROTECTS SOME HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:
COUIiTY: W ARRENL AREA: 1
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: GREENBUSH AND ROSEVILLE
LEGAL lDESCR IPTI FlON FOR CORE AF:REA O W INTERING S ITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 15, TSN, R2W SWAN TWP
HABIlTAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CC
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100"/. OF TOTAL 4 SC
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 S[
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
JRE AREA
QUARE MILES
DUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 87.9 97.8 185.7
NOT PASTURED 74.8 278.4 353.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. c0. 0 0.0c
" NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0: IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
46.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1973.8
/. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 21.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
:
COUN,."Y: BARREN AREA: 2
7.5 TOPOOIRAPHIC QUAf:JIDRANGLE ROSEVILLE ANGDR GREENBUSH
LEGAL.. DESCR TIN FR CORE AREA OF WINTER I NG SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 8, TSN,, R2W S WAN IWP
HABI-TAT DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CC
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 S(
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0. OF TOTAL 4 Sl
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
DRE AREA
QUARE MILES
.UARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 21.5 41.0 62.5
NOT PASTURED 76.1 299.4 375.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0C)
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 54.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
19.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1901.4
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FOREST NOT EXTENSIVE BUT IS ONLY FOREST
FOR SEVERAL MILES. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: WARREN AREA 3
7.5 1 OPDGRAF' HI C KQUf) ANGLE: C AII E R IO
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 19, T11N, R1W COLDBROOK "TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100"% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 61.0 55.1 116.
NOT PASTURED 231.7 394.5 626.
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 13.1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACR
75.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1724.3
"% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE A
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 13
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: C)0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF K:NOJWNI: 25-50
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS EXTENSIVE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
1
1
0
ES) :
REA
C [ Ut...! 1"" '. l A R :: F E
*. 5 'TOIOGRAF:'H QUADRANI4GLE: MONMOUTHlI
LEGAL. DESCRIF'PTI ON FOR CORE AREA OF:N WINTERING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 7, TI IN, R2W MONMOUTH TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%/ OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 16.8 217.6 234.4
NOT PASTURED 0.0 219.8 219.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0C 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 11.9 11.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 54.1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
175.9
CROPS (ACRES) : 1749. 0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 20.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 30
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE AND WITHIN 1 1/2 MILES OF THE CITY
MONMOUTH. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
COUNTY: WARREN AREA: 5
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: . OSEV'LLE A ND RARITAN
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 29, T9N, R3W ELL I SON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<5O YEARS OLD >.s YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 8.6 78.5 87.2
NOT PASTURED 60.0 459.7 519.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 O. O0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 oC0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 57.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
48.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1845.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2. 1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: )0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
:
C LJ U, I Y .. A F. R E:. I A FE:; 6
7.5 Tt:OP'dOGRAPHI3 C QUADRANGLE: GALESBUR:G WEST AND CAMMERON
LEGAL DESCRI:"PTIION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 21, T11N, R1W COLBROOK TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100"/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. 1
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (
OREA
E MILES
E MILES
FOTAL
qCRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 100.3 200.8 301.1
NOT PASTURED 120.8 298.1 418.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 6.7 6.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 50. 1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
52.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1571.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 35
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOKI UNCERTAIN.
*
C 0 U : . W A F R E N A R E A 7
/7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUACDRANGLE: NORTH HENDERSON, ALEXIS, CAMERON,
GALEJSBUR'G WEST
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 27, TI2N, R1W KELLY TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 1007 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILE'
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILE'
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
S
S
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 4.7 307.8B
NOT PASTURED 30.9 474.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURi
58.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1658.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 36
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN DUE TO THE
AREA PROXIMITY. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
312.5
505. 1
0. 0
0.0
(ACRES):
31.9
CORE AREA
MONMOUTH
E
COUNTY* WARREN AREA: 8
7. 5 TOF:DPOGFRAP'HI. C QUADRANi.GLLE. AB ING-TON
LEGAL DESCRIPJTFION FOR CO:RE AREA O1: WINTERING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 26, "TIN. RIW FLOYD T"WP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
>5)0 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) '
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 C
NOT PASTURED 11.4 496.0 507
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 21.7 21
NOT PASTURED 0.0 11.9 11
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 44.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (AC
174.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1795.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 22.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 13
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. SCATTERED FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
TOT
(ACF
FAL
RES)
). 0
7.3
.7
L.9
;RES):
AREA
C U. Y , l- ; D I i A A
S. 5 "" A C U A R A N LE EL A S AD S C R
LEGAL. DESCRIF'TION F:R CORE AREA OF WINTERING S ITE
S i/2 SECI. 33, T2.6N, R1E PL'AL1ESTINE TWP
HABITA T DESCRFIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE_ MILEIS SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD .O50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PF'ASTUFED 33. 1 0. 0 33. 1
NOT PASTURED 16.8 796.1 812.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PA(STURED 0. 0. • .u0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 23.5 23.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 189.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
80.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1390.6
" OF 4 SQUAR-E MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 41.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBERE OF OCCUPIED DVELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS:• 0. MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYSC: 0.0-) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTL,OOK UNCERTAIN.
II
C U NiT l FD A R E
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADAI'NGLE" SECOR
LEGAL DESCR I PT ION FOR CORE O AREA F WINT'ERING SITiE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 34, T26N, RIW OLIO TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 66.9 66.9
NOT PASTURED 0.0 599.0 599.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0 . 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0. 72.6 72.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 101.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES): 1654.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 32.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 13
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST AND SHRUB. OUTLOOK GOOD.
C [ U NT Y : W D F 0 R D A , E
7.%5 TOPOGi'RAPHIC QUADRANGLE: SECOR A"ND EL PASO
LEGAL DESCRkIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 18, T25N, R1E KANSAS TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUAR(E MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100X% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >:50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 12.6 68.7
NOT PASTURED 29.4 596.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
O. 0
0. 0
COR
SQU
SQU
0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 114.4 IMPROVED PASTURE
14.8
CROPS (ACRES) : 1603.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: C). C) MILES
INTERSTATE HI-GHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:E AREA
JARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
81.3
625.4
0.0
0.0
(ACRES):
32. 1
CORE AREA
COLUiNY : WOiDFORD AREA: 4
7.5 TPOGRAPHI C QUADRANGLE: GERMANTOWN HILLS
L E G A L. DLESCRIPTION FOR COR 0 F:E AREA OF W INTERING SITE:
E I/2 SECT. 11, T27N, R3W WORTH TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2277 (ACRES) 89% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 281 (ACRES) 11% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 52.1 84.2 136.3
NOT PASTURED 30.9 1177.0 1207. 8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. ) C0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 O. C
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 3.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
31.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1162.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 52.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50-'-
COMMENTS: SOME PUBLIC PROTECTION. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK
GOOD.
COUNTY: WOJDFORDI AREA: 5
7.5 TOPOGRPH I C QUA1DRANGLEL: ERFItANTUIOW H ILLS
LEGAL DESCURIPTION F:OR CURE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 27, T28N, R3W PARTRIDGE TWi::
HAB:ITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0, OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD ::50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 3.7 8.4 12.1
NOT PASTURED 0.0 767.2 767.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.C0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 101.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
31.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1647.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 34.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 17
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.C) MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
*
C[UNj LW"I "- -O::F::)RI:i; AREA: .6
7.5 TPOGRAFPHI C QUADRANGLE : CH I LL I COTHE
LEGA L IDESCFR I FTION F OR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S i/2 SECT. 14, T28N, R3W PAR.TRIDGE TIWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100"/. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) "
COR;
SQU
SQUi
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 15.6 24.2
NOT PASTURED 5.2 964.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 69.4 IMPROVED PASTURE
38. 3
CROPS (ACRES): 1441.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.8 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
E AREA
ARE MILES
ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
39.8
969.2
0. 0
O. O
(ACRES):
42. 1
CORE AREA
C UNTY.J i " IOOiFODRD AFR EA 7
7. 5 TOUi:DGRAF-i i C QUADRAINGLE: C I1 LL I CO HE
LEGAL. DESCRi: I F"TION FO: CORE AREA 0F WINITER ING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 2, T28N, PR3W PARTRIDGE TWP
HABI'TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OZ OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COF
SQL
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 6.7 62.5
NOT PASTURED 90.4 883.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. 0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 29.6 IMPROVED PASTURE
32.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1451.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 22
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMAR Y HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWNI: 25-
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
-E AREA
JARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
69.2
973.9
0.0O. 0C)
(ACRES):
41.9
CORE AREA
REGION 4
Only Cass and the northern half of Morgan counties surveyed for deer
concentrations. Deer do not exhibit winter concentration behavior in
the remaining counties in Region 4.
COUNT Y:' CASS AREA: 1
7. 5 OOGR(APHI C QUADRANGLE: AREZN ZV I LLE WEST
LEGAL D ESCRIPT F: ION FOR CORE AREA OF W I NTE RING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 10, T17N, R12W HAGENER TWP
HAB ITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MIILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0(. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 34.6 39.0 73.
NOT PASTURED 15.8 95.1 110.
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 58.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACR
54. 1
CROPS (ACRES): 1817.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 9.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE A
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 13
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
6
9
0
0
ES):
REA
COUNTY: CASS AREA: 2
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: CHIANDLERSVILLE AND VIRGINIA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA DOF W INTER ING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 24, T18N, R10W SANGAMON VALLEY TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2353 (ACRES) 92% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 205 (ACRES) 8% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: PANTHER CREEK CONSER. AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 65.5 103.7 169.2
NOT PASTURED 173.1 380.1 553.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED  0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 118.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
61.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1653.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 32.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:25-50
COMMENTS: PUBLIC AREA IS HUNTED BY GUN AND ARCHERY HUNTERS.
FORESTS EXTENSIVE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: CASS AREAl 3
7.5' TPOGRAPHIC! QUADRANGLE: CHANDLERiSV I LLE AND VI RG INIA,1I
LEGAL DESCRIPTION iOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 15, -T1N, R10W SANGAMON VALLEY TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. T
(ACRES) (ACRES) (A
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 118.6 19.0
NOT PASTURED 234.9 424.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED Q 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 . 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 75.3 IMPROVED PASTURI
145.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1541.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
PR:IMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD
I
(
34
COR
E
AREA
MILES
E MILES
OTAL
ýCRES)
37.6
'59.2
0.
O. 0
ACRES):
.1
E AREA
COU TY; CASS AFREA: 4
7.5 TO1POGRAPHI C QUADRANGLE NEWLANSV 1 LLE
LEGAL DESCRIPFTION FOR CORE ARREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 36, T19N, R9W PANTHER CREE:K TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 92.9 50.9 143.8
NOT PASTURED 89.4 216.1 305.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. O0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 207.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
43. 5
CROPS (ACRES): 1852.5
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 9.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:15-25
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
CO UN T ": " C r: * : S A R E A ' " 5
7. -5 JT G R AH I C Q U A D R A N G L E :
AS LNDI. NEWH t NSV I LLE.L , CHANDL.ER:V I L...LE, V 1 RG I N I A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF : WINTERINI,,G SITE:
S 12 SECT. 21, T 18N, R9W PANTHER CRFEEK TP
HABIITAT DESCRIPFTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD"
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 278.4 23.0 301.3
NOT PASTURED 51.9 190.4 242.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0J.0 0.0 0 0.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 96.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
171.2
CROPS (ACRES) : 1747.8
n% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 3
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MANY FORESTS PASTURED. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
7.5 T(FPOiRAPHIC QUADRANGLEL"IE: AREtN"ZVI...LLE EAST
L E G A L. DLESC RIPTION F FOR CORE. AD:: REk A [OF E WI NT RING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 34, 'T18N, Rl11W BLUFF SPRING TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 S.QUARE MILEES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: ( ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
UPLAND FOREST.
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
114.9
85.2
:::50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
131.2
361. 9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
123.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1682.1
52. 1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 26
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 7.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4960.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
246.0
447. 1
0. 0
0. 0
C. 0
o0.
0.0
0. 0
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANIGLE AREL'ZVLLE EASLT
LEGAL DLESC I F I ON FOR CORE AREA OF W iNiTER ING SI TE
NW 1/4 SECT. 20, T17N, Rl1W ARENZVILLE TWFP
HABI'TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLDE
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 39.8 55.6
NOT PASTURED 88.4 400.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 81.5 IMPROVED PASTURE
59.3
CROPS (ACRES) : 1774.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING C
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 12.-3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0..0 MILES
PRFIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
95.3
489.3
0. 0
0. 0
(ACRES):
26.0
ORE AREA
COUNTY: CASS AREA: 8
7.5' TOPGRAPHIC QUADFRANIGLE: ARE.ZILLE EAST, CLEAR LAKE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 14, T181, FRllW BLUFF SPRINGS TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE t
OWNERSHIP: PFRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100%/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (r
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 123.3 91.9
NOT PASTURED 268.2 381.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. 0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.C
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 79.3 IMPROVED PASTURE
56.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1558. 1
/ OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING C
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 8
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS EXTENSIVE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
AREA
E MILES
E MILES
TOTAL
qCRES)
215.1
649.6
0.0
0.0
(ACRES):
36.9
ORE AREA
COUN ct! CASS AREA: 9
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: COOPERSTOWN AND MEREDOSIA
LEGAL DESCRIP"TION FOR CORE AREA Of WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 33 T17N R2W HAGENER TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1535 (ACRES) 60". OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1023 (ACRES) 40%7 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MEREDOSIA NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
<50 YEARS OLD >50. YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 8.9 8.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0. 0. O
NOT PASTURED 25.2 719.5 744.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
c). f)
CROPS (ACRES): 1049.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 608.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 4
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 7.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: REFUGE PROTECTS FOREST BUT MOST FOREST SUBJECT TO
FLOODS. UPLAND FOREST SC[ARCE SO DEER MAY HAVE DIFFICULTY
LOCATING REFUGE FROM FLOODS. OUTLOOK GOOD IF REFUGE IS NOT
DEVELOPED.
COUNT : ' .:SS AREA:" 10
S5 " R A H C L A R A N L E : C L E A L A K E
LEGAL_ DESCFRIP TI O[N FORJ CDRE AREA OF WI TERIN'IIG SI TE
SW 1/4 SECT. 15, T19N, R11W LYNCHBURG TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SLQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 588 (ACRES) 23% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1970 (ACRES) 77% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SANGANOIS STATE CONSERV. AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. 0.0 0.0 )
NOT PASTURED 170.4 0.0 170.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 C)0.0
NOT PASTURED 927.5 1279.7 2207.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 75. 1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 92.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 2
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 0.0C MILES
SECONDARY H-IGHIWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. C MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50-100
COMMENTS: MOSTLY PUBLIC BOTTOM FOREST. FREQUENTLY FLOODS SO DEER
NEED PRIVATE UFLANDS TO ESCAPE FLOODS . AREA NOT HUNTED FOR
DEER. OUTLOOK GOOD.
E:L 0t U , ", \ (:) R G A .".i A :: E -: 1.
7.5 TOGRAF'I IC QUADRANGILE: LYiNNVIL.LE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA F W IN ERIN F G SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 15, T14N, RIV1W RIOAD DISTIRICTc 6
HABITAT IDESCRIFPT'ION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COF
SQL
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 26.7 57.1
NOT PASTURED 52.6 441.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 62.7 IMPROVED PASTURE
86.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1894.0
/. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUBs:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0( MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
<E AREA
JARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
83.7
494.0
0. 0
0.0
(ACRES):
25.0
CORE AREA
COUNT Y : MORGAN ARE A:2
7.5' TPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE CONCORD
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 11, T16N, R11W ROAD DISTRICT 3
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 68.2 41.2 109.4
NOT PASTURED 140.0 320.4 460.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 120.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
70.1
CROPS (ACRES): 762.0
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 27.06
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 2)-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTY: M-ORiAN AREA: 3
7 .5 ITOPiGRAP HIC QUADRANGLE: CONCO RD
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER ING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 27, T16N, RllW ROAD DISTRICT 3
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) o
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 36.3 165.7 202.0
NOT PASTURED 66.4 364.3 430.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 40.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
99.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1782.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 12
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COU ITY: IORGAN AEA: 4
7.5 ' TOPOGRAPH I C QUADRANGLE: CONCORD
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA DOI 0 WINTEFRING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 3,, T15N, R1IW ROAD DISETRI"CT 6
HABI:TAT DESCRIF:PTION FO:R 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING,
OWNERSHIP: PRIVA"TE: 2558 (ACRES) 100%. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%X OF TOTAL 4TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(AC/Rpiq
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 68.2 153.6 221.8
NOT PASTURED 68.4 444.8 513.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. O O. 0 O. 0
NOT PFASTURED 
. O O. O 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 55.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)97.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1662.3
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 83
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: C)0.0C) MILES
FPRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0C) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. HIGH HUMAN DENSITY. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
II
COUN I Y I :ORGANA
7.5 TOP GRjPHIC QUAI)DRANGLE
LEGAL DLESCRIFPT--ION FOR CORE AREA OF-
N 1/2 SECT. 21, T16N, R1O)W,ROAD
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE M[
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
LI TERBERR
WINTER IN G SIT E:
DISTRICT 2
ILES SURROUNDING
100% OF TOTAL 4
0% OF TOTAL 4
>50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
COF
SQi
SQl
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 75.6 102.5
NOT PASTURED 40.0 227.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 O.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 55.1 IMPROVED PASTURE
85.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1970.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 36
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MODERATE HUMAN DENSITY.
UNCERTAIN.
RE AREA
UARE MILES
UARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
178.1
267.5
0.0
0. O
E (ACRES):
19.6
CORE AREA
. OUTLOOK
A , RE, : : 5,
COU"!NTY: MORGA1 N A;IREAL: 6
7.5' TOPFOGRAHIC QUADRAiNGLE: P'RETIC[E AND LI TERBERRY
LEGAL DESCR IPTION4 FOR CORE AREA OF' WIN IITER ING S I TE:
W 1/2 SECT. 16, T16N, R9W ROAD DISTRICT 1
HABITAT DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CC
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SC
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SC
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
JRE AREA
.UARE MILES
.»UARE MILES
TOT(
(ACRE
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 44.5 78.1 122.
NOT PASTURED 101.8 343.3 445.
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 4.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACF
64.2
CROPS (ACRES : 1921.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 22.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE A
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 13
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: )0. 0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS SCATTERED. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
(L
ES)
.5
. 1
C0
iES)
)REA
REGION 5
All counties in the region surveyed for winter deer concentrations.
7. ,. T:1.F . (iG R APH' i-1 C Q U ) :f, A t " _L E 1: A HO{ iE i: L i",! F: 1 , I SING
LEGAL DESCR IP FT I N F OR CORE AFREA F WI ER: ING S I TE
NW 1./4 SECT. 2, T20N, R7E MAHOMET TW1-'
HABITA T DLESCRIPTIO I 0N FOR 4 SCQUARLE M IL ES SURROUND I NG CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2353 (ACRES) 92% OF1:: TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBELIC: 205 (ACRES) 8% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: LAKE OF WOODS FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 20.3 36. 1 56.3
NOT PASTURED 219.8 29.6 249.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 10. 6 10.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 25.4 25.4
SHRUB-OLDF 7IELD (ACRES) : 92.1 IMPROVED PASTLIURE (ACRES):
126.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1998.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 17.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 1C01
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROADS: 15. 1 MI LES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2. 4 MILES
PRIMALRY HIIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.t0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 40-C60
COMMENTS: BEST DEER AREA NORTH OF FOREST PRESERVE. THIS AREA NOW
IN HANDS OF DEVELOPER AIND FOREST CLEARING HAS BEGUN. OUTLOOK
POOR BEC-USE PUBLIC FOREST MOSTLY BOTTOMS SUBJECT TO FLOODS.
C 1 iCUN L C.tJ1.H A 'A I UN A R E L;
.. TOPOGRAFHIC QUADRANGLE: ST JOSEPH Ai-,D HOMERi
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE LAREA S WINTER IU D SITENGC
W I/2 SECT . 31, T1 N , R11E : OGDEN T'Pi
HABITAT DESCRIPTIFiON FOR; 4 SQUARE MILES SLURROUNIDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: F'RIVATE: 1893 (ACRES) 74% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 665 (ACRES) 26% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: HOMER LAKE FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 7.4 17.3 24.7
NOT PASTURED 256.9 46.9 303.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 12.4 12.4
NOT PASTURED 66.7 143.3 210.0
SHRUB--OLDFIELD (ACRES): 1318.3 IMPROVED FPASTUFE (ACRES):
123.
CROPS (ACRES) : 1746. 3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
INUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 27
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.8 MILES
SECONIDARY. ( H I GHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYSf : C)0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USLING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: PUBLIC LAND PROTECTS HABITAT. AREA NOT HUNTED. OUTLOOK
GOOD.
7.. 5 'TPGRA:'H C QLIADRANGLE: iRANKiI.. I
LEGAl .... D.ESC I: TION " FOR CORE. ARF:EA OF WINTERIN SRI TE .
S1/ 2 SECT. 6, T22N R14W KERR TWP::
HABITAT DESCRI'PTION FOR 4 SQLARE MILES SURROUND ING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 133C)0 (ACRES) 527 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1228 (ACRES) 48% OF TOTALL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: CHAMPAIGN COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD :::>50C YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 31.9 31.9
NOT PFASTURED 251.7 53.4 :305. 0
BEOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0.0C) O. 0
NOT PASTURED 42.0 6.4 48.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 195. 1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
95.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1881
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 22.7
HUMAIN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 7
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRI(MARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS" 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 40-60
COMMENTS: PUUBLIC LANDS PROTECT HABITAT BUT DEVELOPMENT COULD
DESTROY SOME OF THE HABITAT . OUTLOOK GOOD.
L.EGAL ....DESCRITI FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE.
SW 1/4 SECT. 1, T19N, R9E UR:BAN.A TW
HABITAT DE"SCRI FTI ON FOR 4 SQUARE MILE SSURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2279 (ACRES) 89% OF TOTAL 4 SCQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 279 (ACRES) 11 F O TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: U. OF ILLINOIS
<5 YEARS OLD >::S0 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (SACRES) (ACRES)
UPLJAND FIOR:EST:
FPASTURED 2. 46. 9 49. 4
NOT PASTURED 2..5  88.7 91. 1
BOTTOMLAND FORE-ST
PASTURED .C 0 .0 O. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 O. C0
SHRUB-OLD FIELD (ACRES): 187.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES) : 46.9
CROPS: 2171. F1
SOF 4 SQU.ARE MILE SAMvPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 12.
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 Sc.QUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUP I ED DWELL I NGSI: 55
UJNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROADS: 6. •MILES
SECONDARY ROADS 0.0 MI LES
PR I MARY HIGHWAYS . 0.0 M I LES
INTEi::;RSTATE HIGHWAYS:s 2.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SI'TE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: PRINCIPAL FOREST AREA A REFUGE. CLOSE TO CITY OF
URBANA AND SURROUNDED BY URBAN LAND USE. WILL ALWAYS SHELTER
ONLY A FEW DEER IN WINTER.
1- i P
.. .. . -! I--IA A I .. A" .I. .. .. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION I " FIOR: CLOR1E AIRE:A OF W INTlER IN G SITE :
SW 1/4 S.ECT 1 T 19N, R9E URBANA TiWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQJUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE 2279 (ACRES) 89% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MI LES
PUBLIC: 279 (ACRES) 11% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PULBLIC OWNERSHIP'S U. OF ILLINOIS
< YEAF'RS OLD >50 YEAFRS OLD TOTAL
(AACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST-:
AST'URED 2. 5 46. 9 49.4
NOT PASTURED 2.5 3 88.7 91.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED C. 0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLD FIELD (ACRES) 187.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES): 46.9
CROPS: 2171. 1
X OF 4 SQUARE MILLE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRiUB 1 2.
HUMAlN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARFE MI[LE SAM-PLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIF: I ED DWELLINGS :55
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0 MILES
L I GHT DUTY ROADS: 6.0 MILE
SECONDARY ROADS : C. MI LES
PRiIMARY HIGHWAYS :' 0:.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
NUMBEER OF DEER US I NG S I TE I F KNOWN 1 0- 15
COMMENTS: PRINCIPAL FOREST -AREA A REFUGE. CLOSE TO CITY OF
URBANA AND SURROUNDED BY URBAN LAND USE. WILL ALWAYS SHELTER
ONLY A FEW DEER IN WINTER.
COUNT Y : CH .IR 1'STI ;i.AN RitEA: ,
. . .. !::Z'W N T F ANING GI US
NhW 1/4 IEC. 30,, T13N, R4W SOUTH FORK TWF
HABIT T DES4CR IPTION FOR 4 SQUARIE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREAI
OWt1NERSHIP: PRI.VATE :1616 (ACRES) 63% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUB!LIC: 942 ( ACRES) 37% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF:: PULIC OWNERSHIP: SANGCHRIS LAKE STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 39. 24. 5 63.5
NOT PASTURED 83. 0 72. 4 155. 4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST :
PA STURED 0.0 0.0 Q0.0
NOT PASTURED 11.1 9.6 20.7
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 490.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
33.8
CROPS (ACRES): 958.4
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FORES' OR SHRUB: 28.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUF:'PIED DWELLI NGS: 4
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.9 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0C MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 100+
COMMENTS : PROTECTED. HABITAT AND REFUGE HAS RESULTED IN LARGE
INCREASE IN DEER HERD AND HIGHER LEGAL GUN AND ARCHER KILLS.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
CO UUT V :I HiSTI ANi
17. 5 T[ .I::: : :GR A I: C Q.U ADI RA" L : ...  I -":' N : 1:I
L E A .... .. E C :: I F:: C I RI E i r ( F I 11 . I E G S i t:;i :-
SE 1/4t N SECT. 4., T2N, R2 OHI..SO TWP::
HABITA T DIESC: PTI FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUND I N CORE AREA
OWNERSH I P: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
TY::'PE OF FPUBLIC OWNERSH[IP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED
NOT 'PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FORES'T
PFASTURED
NOT PAS!TURED
SHRUB-OLDF I ELD (A CRES)
113. 4
CROPFS (ACRES)F : 1976 .0
2 1 .. 0
c~7.
0. C)
41.5
X12,
100C OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
>50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
47.9
191.4
1O.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
68.9
201 .3
(~) (~)
170.9
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
X. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMLE AREA IIN FOREST OR SHRUB: 18.3
HUMA(1N PRESENCE ONI 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF: OCCUPIED D WELL I NGS : 28
UNIMPROVED ROADS . 2.2 MILES
LIGH-T DUTIY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGtHWAYS: 2.6 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 22 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHW4AYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USINGt-4- SITE IF KNO'WN: 15-20
COMMENTS i ALL FPRI VATE BUT UPLAND FOREST
UNCERTAZIN.
REFUGE. OUTLOOK
7. 5 I' T O IP GR;A!PH I QLUAiDRAIN!i.AEFu DIELW i TI
LEGAL DE SC RIPTIN FR CORE AREA OF WIN .ERING S ITE
* 1/2 SECT, 34, IT20N, R3E HARP TW
HABITAT iDES CRIPTION FO"R 4 S LL-QUARE- M ILES .U SUFRR.:CUIND ING C1DRE AREA
OWIERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1739 (ACRES) 68% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBL I C 8 19 (AC.RES) :32% OF TOTA L 4- SQUARE MI LES
TYPE OF PUL I C OWNERS HIP F:' CLI NTON LAKE F:&.W A RE A
50 YEARS OLD >::• YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) . (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F::PAST UFRED C. : 0. . C)
NOT PASTURED 207.5 227.2 434.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED C. 0 C. C ). )
NOT PASTURES D 0.0 C. (. 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 343.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
42. C0
CROPS (ACRES): 1128.8
SOF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLFE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.4
HUMA'N PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: C
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0 MI LES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING S ITE IF KNOWN: 20.-30
COMMENTS: CLINTON LAKiE PROTECTS HABITAT. ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY.
OUTLOOK GOOD IF LAKE SHOFR:E IS NOT HE-AVILY DEVELOPED.
RRLA;; 1
.1. 1
TOP.:. ::il] C UA RANLE : CI. . . T-Fi
LE. DESCR i T ONi FOR CORE AREA O WI NTFER I NG S I TE
W 1/2 SECTF.. 11 . T2'0N. R3E , HAI F' TUF
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSH I P: PR FIVAT'E: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBELIC: (gACRES)
TYPE OF PUBL.LIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'PASTLURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT F'ASTURED
C. 0
207.
0 0O
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 344 3
42.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1126.3
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
>50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) o
0. 0
227.7
0. 0
O. O0
TOTAL
(ACRES)
0. ()
435.0
O. 0
0. 0
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUFPIED DWELLINGS: 0
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C: MILES
PRI MARY H IGH-IWAYS: 0. 0: MI LES
I NTERSTATE HI-GHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NULMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN.: 50-60
COMMENTS: THIS AREA IS ON THE PENINSULA CLOSE TO THE
REACTOR. UNLIKELY TO EVER BE DEVELOPED . OUT'LOOK GOOD
NUCLEAR
30. 4
ihil II
7.5 PiRAPH IC. D R A ... E A R A
S 1/2 SECT. 2  14, T19N, R:,2E TEXAS TWP'
i HABITAT DESCR IPTION FORi 4 SQUAREI M ILES SURROUND ING' CORE AREA
OWNE RSHIP PRHIV ATE -:- 250 7 (ACRES) 9Ec OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MI LES
PU BELIC: 51 (ACRES) 2% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: WELDON SPRINGS STATE PFARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAIND FOREST:
PASTURED 39.3 54. 1 93. 4
NOT FPASTUJRED 259.4 271 .9 
531.3
BOTrTOMLAND FOREST 
F:PASTURED 0. ) . 0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 164.3 164.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 74.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
79. ,
CROPF'S (ACRES) : 1457. i
% OF 4 SQ-! U A FRE M I LE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 33.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPFLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUP I ED DWELLINGS: 12
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
L I GHT DUTY ROADS: 2. 4 MILES
SECONDA::RY HIGIWAYS1: 1.6 MILES
PRIMARY HCI-GHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE H I GHWAYS: 0.0 M I LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KN4OWNI : 1E5--25
COiMMENTS: MOST FOREST PRIVATELY OWNED. STATE FPARK SERVES AS
REFUGE DURING GUN SEASON. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN FOR PRIVATE LANDS
BECAUSE NEW RT 51 CROSSES AREA AND CITY OF CLINTON CLOSE BY.
UNT i.J ..S.. ¸, L~ R.EA:.IL 4t
7 5 * 1PUO R HC ; LIA D RANI.E A: EWIT
LEG..ti- DESCRIPTION : : 1" FOR COR E AREA 1OF WINTER ING. SITE :
i ./2 SECT. 36, T21N i, R3E WILSON TW'
H-- BITAT DESCRIFPF1'TION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUND I NG CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE 2379 (ACRES) 93% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
FPUBLIC: 179 (ACFRES) 7 OF TOTAL 4 SQLUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBL I C OWNER-SHIP:: CL I NTON LAKE FW AREA
<50 YEARS OLD :50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST :
PF:ASLJF:TURED 55 1225 181.1
NOT PASTURED 32..9 319. 352. 7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST'
PF:ASTURED O. : . -). 0
NOT PFASTURED 0. 0. 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES)0 233.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
102.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1664.8
% UOF 4 SQ ARE ME I SAMFPLE AREA INi FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MI:LE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMEER OF OCCUPI ED DWELLI NGSL:
UNIMPROVED ROAD: .6 MILES
LI HT DUTY ROADS: 0. 0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0 1MILES
:PRI MARY H IG HWAYS- 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE H IGHWAYS: .0 MI LES
NUMBER F DEER USI.G S I IN I '- IF KN:OWN4 15-25
COMMENTS: CLINTON LAKE PROTECTS SOME HABITAT BUT ALL SITES
VULNERABLE TO DEVELOPMENT BECAUSE OF RECREATIONAL VALUE OF LAK::E.
OUTLOOK UNCERTA I N.
CWUNTY LOLAN ARE: I 1
7. 5 T tOPOGRAFiIl C QLIADRANGLE: BROADWELL
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FR CE AREA OF: WIN TERING S I TE
S1/2 SECT. 18, T18N, R3W ELKHART TWPF
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >::-50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 14. 1 155.4 169.4
NOT PASTURED 6.4 261.6 268.0
BOTTOMLAND FORESTS:
PASTURED . 0.0 . 0. 00
NOT PASTURED 0. C 0. 0. (:
SHRUB-OLDF I ELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
1.2
CROF:S (ACRESc : 1869.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 17.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 193
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 3.5 MILES
PRIMARY H I GHWAYS: 0.0 MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. CLOSE TO VILLAGE OF ELKHART. A SINGLE
FOREST OWNED BY 1 FAMILY . OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN IF LAND SOLD.
COUNTY LOGAN AREA: 2
7.5 ' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANtGLE: ti IDDLETOWN
LEGAL DESCRIFPTION FOR CORE AFRE-A OF WINTERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 15, T19N, R4W CORWIN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%X OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 40. 3 93.9 134. 1
NOT PASTURED 39.3 527.6 566.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 3.7 3.7
NOT PASTURED 2.2 110.9 113.1
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 25.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
33.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1678.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 33.20
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 7
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.(0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0C) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. CONSIDERABLE FOREST IN CONCENTRATION AREA
BUT VERY LITTLE DEER HABITAT AVAILABLE CLOSE TO THE AREA.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COU0TY: LDVAN AREc: 3
7. 5 " ITOPGRAPH I:C QUADRANGLE ARM I NGTON
LEGAL.. DESCRIF:PTIO-N FO:R CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. ., T20N, R2W EMINENCE TWP
HABITAT DESCRRIFTION\ FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD :50 YEARS OLD,
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 93.6 62.0 155.6
NOT PASTURED 57.8 381.9 439.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: 1
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 73.1 73.1
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 61.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
31.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1766.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 28.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: C)0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:
COUNTY: LOGAN
7.5 't-OBRAPFH l C QUAD.RANGLE: L H! . PULASKI 1 , BROADWELL , L I NCOLNIEAST, LINC OLN WEST
LEGAL DESCR F I PT ON FOR CORE AFREA F:: WINTERING S I TE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 12,, T 19N, R3W BROADWELL TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1714 (ACRES) 67"/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 844 (ACRES) 33% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: RAILSPLITTER STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 16.5 0.0 16.5
NOT PASTURED 78.8 72.4 151.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0.0 .O) 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 11.4 18.5 29.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 28.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
11.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1929.6
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 8.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 68
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.6 MILES
PRIMARY HI-GHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC PARK PROTECTS DEER HABITAT. HOWEVER AREA IS
CLOSE TO LINCOLN AND PARK HAS HIGH HUMAN USE. OUTLOOK GOOD FOR A
SMALL DEER HERD
AREA- 4
LEGAL. DLESCRIPT ION F OR CORE AREA OF W INTER INGI SI TE
S 1/2 SECT. 17. T-17N, R4E W-.*HIT-MORE: TWP
HA B I T AT DESCRIPF:TION FOR 4 S.QUFAR:E MILE ZS S:URROUNDINIf:`0 U hG CORE ARF:,EA
OWNERSHIP': PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC ( ACR:ES) 0% OF TOTAL. 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEA-RS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) ((ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 128 4 81.5 210.0
NOT PASTURED 42. 0 185.3 227.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 119. 3 119.3
NOT PASTURED 76.6 74. 1 150.7
SHRUB-OLDF I ELI:) (ACRES) : 49.4 IMPROVED F:'PASTURE (ACRES):
96.3
CROPS (ACRES)• 16R9.5
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF CCUPIED DWELLINGS 3\I 14
UNIMFPROVED ROADS: 4.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROA-DSu 1 4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1..7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.N.0 MILES
I NTERSTATE HIGHWAYS- 0.- ::  0 MI I LES
NUMBIER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNO:WN 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. ONLY KNOWN AREA OF DEER CONCENTRATION IN
MACON COUNTY. ONE LANDOWNER KEEPS SIGNIFICANT AREA AS REFUGE.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
7,. TOPGRAPHIC QUADRANGE FRIENDS C.REEK
C O UL I"i" . .: EN A FR IE.A : E: 1 :i.
7..5 I)F'OGFAPHIC QUAIDRANGLE: OAKF::IRD
LEGAL DESCRIP:F:TIO N FO:R CD)RE AF;REA OF" W:INTERINE1G SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 26, T19N, RSW ROAD DISTRICT 5
HABITAT DESCRIPTFION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
v
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 96.6 120.0
NOT PASTURED 175.1 471.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED CV. O 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 63.2 IMPROVED PASTURE
125.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1504.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING C
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 7
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USLIN-G S ITE IF:: KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
216.6
646.6
OC). O
0.0
(ACRES):
36.2ORE
ORE AREA
C O U I -..I' ' E N, A R l A R" E A S 2
-7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: PETEI:SBURG
LEGAL DESCRIF:PTION FOR CORE APREA OF WINTFERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 7, T18N., R6W ROAD DIISTRICT 4
HABIT'AT DESCR IPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%X OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COF
SQI
SQL
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 107.7 31. 1
NOT PASTURED 233.7 233.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 83.0 ) IMPROVED PASTURE
85. 7
CROPS (ACRES): 1747.0
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 27
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERS'ATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: PRIVATE. WITHIN 1 MILE OF PETERSBURG.
UNCERTAIN.
RE AREA
UARE MILES
JARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
138.8
467.3
0. 0
0.0
E (ACRES):
26.9
CORE AREA
OUTLOOK
C DUNTY M ENARD A REA:
7.5" TOPOGRAPt.HI C QUADRANGLE: SAL ISBURY
LEGAL DESC RI PT ION F: OR1: CORE AREA OF W I NTEF: RING S I TE:
E 1/`2 SECT. 6, T171N, R6W ROAD DISTRICT 9
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100.% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILESTYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 37.1 11.4 48.4
NOT PASTURED 338.1 270.2 608.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. 0 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 6.4 6.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 81.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
134.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1676.9
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 29.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 10
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.I0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNT ,Y MENARD AREA : 4
7. 5' TOPOGRAPHIC Q-UADRANGLE: SALISBUR:::Y AND ATHENS
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 34, T18N, R6W ROAD DISTRICT 4
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100"% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >'..50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 106.5 108.4
NOT PASTURED 159.1 252.2
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
214.9
411.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.C. 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 68.4 68.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 25.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
CROPS (ACRES) : 1738.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 28.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 65
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MODERATE HUMAN DENSITY. OUTLOOI
UNCERTAIN.
:
K
T YPF E ., TA
7. 5 TOPOGRAPH I C QUADRANGLE 3 I .GGS, ::AKFORD, EASTON, PFETERSBURG
LEGAL DESCRIPTION ,FOR CORE AREA OPF: WNTERI NG SITE
N 1/2 SECT. 3, T19, R7W ROAD DISTRICT 5
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) X% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 16.5 5.2 21.7
NOT PASTURED 60.5 145.7 206.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 20. 3 20 .3
NOT PASTURED 6.4 156.8 163.3
SHRU!B-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
5.9
CROPS (ACRES): 204:3.4
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 11
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2. 8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.12 MILES
SECONDARY HIG HWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMAFRY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE H-IGHWAYS: . 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: :10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. NEAR EVEN MIX OF UPLAND AND BOTTOM
FORESTS. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN AS RIVER IS LEVEED SO FOREST COULD BE
CLEARED FOR AGRICULTURE.
7.5 TOPOGRAPH:: IC QUADRANGLE SULL VAN
LEGAi... DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF I NT ERI S ITE
W 1/2 SECT. 16, T13N, R6E EAST NELSON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPFTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING [
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1074 (ACRES) 427. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 1484 (ACRES) 58% OF TOTAL 4 .
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: KASKASKIA RIVER STATE F.
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLQ-
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUAFRE MILES
&W AREA
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURElD 13.8 33.8 47. 7
NOT PASTURED 62.0 129.D9 191.9
BOT"TOMLAND FOREST :
PASTURED 9.4 0.0 9.4
NOT PASTURED 8.2 123.3 131.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 56.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
44.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1706.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMFLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 17. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARIE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AFREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL.INGS: 67
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.2 MILES
SECONDARY H-IGHI-WAYS 0.0 MILES
P RIMARY HI GHWAYS: 0.0 MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MIILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 2,0-30
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED BY STATE AREA. AREA HUNTED BY GUN
AND ARCHERS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNiTY MLULTRIE AREAI 2
7.5" TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: LOVINiGTON
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 29, T15N, R5E LOVINGTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:;
PASTURED 41.7 70.1 111.9
NOT PASTURED 47.2 132.4 179.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 )0.C) 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 48.4 48.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 19.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
19.5
CROPS (ACRES): 2159.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 19
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0. 0C MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS;: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1 MILE OF VILLAGE OF LOVINGTON.
FOREST COVER LIMITED . OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
C U " : M iJ LT R I E[ A." i: E A%1 :%3
7. 5) TOPOGRAFPH I C QUAiDRFANGLE ::: :[ K ::I::SV I. LLE
LEGAL DESCRIFPTItN FOR CORE AREOA OF lIN : TERING:]I SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 19, T13N, R4E SULLIVAN TWF
HAB I"TAT DESCR IPTI ON FOR 4 SQUARE MI LES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2225 (ACRES) 87% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 333 (ACRES) 13% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: US CORP ENGINEERS
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 20.5 64.2 84.7
NOT PASTURED 58.0 386.6 444.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PA'STLURED 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 83.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1561.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 47
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: FOREST PROTECTED BY PUBLIC LAND. SOME OLD FIELD
HABITAT CHANGING TO FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD
COUiCTY- 'lOULTRiIE AREAD 4
7.5' T"iPD.G.:AFH iC L.QUADRANGLE; K:IRKS.VILLE AND LOVI NGTON
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 31, T14N, R5E SULLIVAN TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1381 (ACRES) 54% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1177 (ACRES) 46%. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: WEST OKAW RIVER STATE F&.W AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 24.7 42.2
NOT PASTURED 64.5 251.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 20. 5 IMPROVED PASTURE
8.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1950..8
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 38
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES-
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC LAND PROTECTS HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
66.9
315.7
0. 0
0.0
(ACRES):
15.7
CORE AREA
E
L.dJt~Ji 1
.7. . ' POGRAF: 1 UADRANGLE ELDO EAST , 'EMENT, MONT 1 CELL. ,
C ERRD G ,RDU
LE GA:L DESCRIPTION FO:: C`RE AREA OF W INTERIN.0G StN'ITE :
E 12 SEC. . 21, T 18N, R5E Ii :  BRANCH TWP
HABITAT DESCRIP TION FOR 4 S!UARE MIL.ES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVYTE: 1634 (ACRES) 64% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBL3L IC: 9.24 (ACRES) 36% OF TOTgAL 4 SQUAREl MI LES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: U. OF ILLINOIS
<O YEARS OL.D >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (A3CRES) ('ACRES)
UPLAND F OR EST:
PASTURED 4. 9 4.9 9. 9
NOT PFASTURED 358. 2 244. 5 602. 7
BOTTOMLAND FORESTST
PA S T U R E:D ,. 0 . O. 0
NOT PASTURED 101 . 219.8 321. i
SHRUB-OLD FIELD (ACRES) 32._1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES): 135 9
CROPS: 1435
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUBE 37.7
HUMAiN PRESENCE 'ONI: 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA I NCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 8
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.N MILES
LIGHT DUTYE R 0 A DS 3. MILES
SECONDARY ROADS : 0. M ILES
PRI MARY HI GHWAYS : O 0 MI LE
INTERSTATE HI I GHWAYS 0:'. MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN 15C0+
COMMENTS: MAJOR CONCENTRATION SITE FOR PIATT, NORTH MACON, AND
EASTERN CHAFMP:AIGrN COUNTIES. NOT HUNTED. OUTLOOK GOOD.
MR EC-,1;
.... .. .. (.; P'!i R A : I I:S: C U: U A D 1P A "i. ..-. IE ' {" ' I C E L LfUL E- A i.G l R Li::- ..... NLM"TI%--L
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERIN[G SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 31, Ti191N, R6E SANGAMON TWP
HABITAT DESCR I P'TION FOR 4 SLQUARE MI LES SURROUND I N G CORE ARE:::A
OWNERSHIP: PFRIVATE: 2328 (ACRES) 91% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 230 (ACRES) 9% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PLUBI-LIC OWNERSHIP: PIATT COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLQ- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND F-OREST
PASTURED 395 46k.9 86.5
NOT PF'ASTURED 91.4 44.5 135.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PAS"TURED 0. :. O0. 0.0C)
NOT PASTURED 54.3 205.0 259.4
SHRUB-..OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 4.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)2212
CROPS (ACRES): 2030.3
X OF 4 SQUAF'RE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE M[ILL SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DEL....NGS: 32
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROADS, 9.6 MILES
SECONDIARY HIGHWAYS: .4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYSC: 1.5 M I LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS•: 2.4 MI4ILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: COUNTY AR:: PROTECTS BEST UPLAND FOREST. AREA CROSSED
BY 1-72 WHICH INCREASES DEER MORTALITY. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7 .LL 1" - LiL:.i:. i::.:F: -f i P 1 ..: i,4-.( f::' I , I.'R A i'-t ....li.; : E; 1 1YH L]U :. I * iA f :.! .. 1 T
NW: 1/4 SECT. 12, T19, R 6E SANGAi" N TWP
HBITAT DESCRIPTI ON FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDIN G CORE AREA
OWNERSHIPS PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
MILES
TYPE OF PFUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
:. 50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED 64.0 8.2 72.2
NOT PASTURED 93. 6 107. 200.. 6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED O. 0 0.0 C:. 0
NOT PASTURED 32. 6 217.1 249.7
SHRUB-OLD FIELD: 8.4 IMPROVED PASTURE(ACRES) 122.8
CROPS (ACRES) 1i894
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB' 20.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF 0 CUPI ED DWELL.INS 24
UNIMPROVED ROADS : :: 2.7 MILES
LIG :F DUTY ROAVDS 9. 1 MILES
SECOCNDARY RFOADS: O., : MILES
PR IMARY ROADS . M I LES
INTERSTATE ROAD 0.0NI MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING S TE IF ::NOWI 15-25
COMMENTS: AREA CLOSE TO INTERSTATE BUT AS NO HABITAT SOUTH OF
INTERSTATE DEER RARELY CROSS. SOME REFUGE PRESENT BUT ALL
RI VATE OWNERSHIP.OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
0
COUNTY: SANGAMON
7. TP 0 FGRAFFI I C QLJUADRANGLE ATHENS SPR INGF I ELD EST AD EAST,
W ILL I A(,SV ILLEE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOFOR CORE AREA OF: WIN TERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 3, T 16N, R5W SPRINGF I ELD TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE" MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1662 (ACRES) 65% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 896 (ACRES) 35% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SPRINGFIELD CITY PARKS
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES).:
0. 0
42.2
13.8
10.6
48.4
6.9
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
>50 YEARS OLD" TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES)
21.5 63.7
120.0 133.9
22._0 32.6
626.1 674.6
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES) : 1498.3
7 OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 70
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: .2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: MUCH OF HABITAT BOTTOMLAND FOREST. HIGH HUMAN USE.
HABITAT PROTECTED BY PARKS.OUTLOOK GOOD IF UPLAND FORESTS
RETAINED AND NOT DEVELOPED OR DESTROYED.
AFREA: 1
L:OLI~i1 CI~ I
S.5 u TOPGRAPHIC .. UADRANGILE MECHANICSBURG AND SPRINGFIELD EAST
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CRE AREA OF W:INTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 26, T16N, R4W CLEAR LAKE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 36.1 91.9 127.9
NOT PASTURED 81.0 200.6 281.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 27.4 27.4
NOT PASTURED 40.3 257.4 297.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
1,i 6
CROPS (ACRES): 1707.0
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 28.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 121
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 5.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.4 MILES
SECONDARF:Y HIGHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: HIGH HUMAN DENSITY MEANS
FOREST LIKELY TO BE DEVELOPED AS HOUSE LOTS ETC. OUTLOOK POOR
BECAUSE AREA IS WITHIN 5 MILES OF SPRINGFIELD
C O U F Y S A NI GA II- N A R E A 3
2.5 TUPF'GRAPHIC QUADRAN\iGLE SALISBUFRy AND FARMINGDALE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION F'OR CORE AREA OF WINTER ING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 33, T17N, R6W SALISBURY TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORI
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 10()0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUi
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUi
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 94.4 57.8
NOT PASTURED 26.4 332.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
13.6
0. 0
E AREA
ARE MILES
ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
152.2
359. 1
10.4 24.0
8.2 8.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 137.1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
97.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1755.7
I% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 24
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15--20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
UCOLU.INT YANAMON AREA 4
7.5' TOPFOGRAPH:iIC QUADRANiGLE: FARMINGDALE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 35, T16N, R7W CARTWRIGHT TWP
HABITAT DI'ESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100IC OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD-
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 3.5 0' 0 3.5
NOT PASTURED 20.0 258.4 278.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C. C0 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED O. ) 
.
0 0. C)
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 7.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
12.4
CROPS (ACRES): 2252.6
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 493.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 0
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRI VATE. FOREST IN 2 LARGE BLOCKS. OUTLOOK
UNCERTAIN.
CUU'iTY SANGAMN AFREA L 5
7.5' TOPOGFRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: SALISB'URY AI'ND FARMINGDALE
LEGAL DESCRIPTION F:OR CORE AREA OF WIINTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 31, T'17N, R6i CARTWRI: IGHT 'TW
HABITAT DESCRIPTION F::'OR 4 SQUAFRE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUi
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07 OF TOTAL 4 SQUU
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD*
(ACRES) (ACRES)
E AREA
ARE MILES
ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 32.4 103.7 136.1
NOT PASTURED 18.3 226.3 244.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 49.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
42.7
CROPS (ACRES): 2086.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2. 1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 5-.10
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERIFTAIN.
:
REGION 6
Only Coles, Douglas, Edgar, and Vermilion counties surveyed for winter
deer concentrations. Remaining counties well forested and deer do not
concentrate together in winter during most years.
C0 U L .NT L U E : A 1
7..5 . TOPOGRA:::PHIC QUADI:RANGLE: ASHIMOFRE
LEGAL DESCRI:"PTION,,I FOR CORE A(REA OF WIi'FTERING SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 11, T13N, R1CE EAST OAKLAND TWP
HABITAT DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDINGi
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100%C OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD :>5 YEARS OLD-
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COR
SQU
SQU
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 29.9 0.0
NOT PASTURED 41.5 852.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. O ). C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 52.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 46.4 IMPROVED PASTURE
26.9
CROPS (ACRES);': 1439.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK1 GOOD.
LE AREA
JARE MILES
!ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
29.9
894.4
0.0
52.4
(ACRES):
CORE AREA
COUNTY; COLES A1F[EA" 2
7.5... TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE;,:I: WESTFIELD: WESTi
LEGAL DESCF IPTI ON FORF; CORE ARE.A OF WINTERING SII TE:
N 1/2 SECT. 20, rT12N1, R101E HUTTO"N TWPF
R IHABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUAF:;RE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<5() YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD" TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 37.8 50.9 88.7
NOT PASTURED 63.0 706.2 769.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 i. 1 11. 1
NOT PASTURED 0.0 42.5 42.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 78.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
49.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1519.5
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 38.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 33
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.C) MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 C) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 2 MILES OF CHARLESTON. OUTLOOKUNCERTvAIN.
7.5' TOPOG:RAPHI.IC QUADRANGLE WESTFIELD WEST AND ASHMORE
LEGAL DESCRIF:'TION"O FOFR CORE AREA OF WINTER ING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 9, T12N, R9E ASHMORE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUAI
PUBLIC: (ACRES) O%/ OF TOTAL 4 SQUAi
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD-
(ACRES) (ACRES)
AREA
RE MILES
RE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 31.9 84.0 115.8
NOT PFASTURED 23.0 515.0 538.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 37.1 37.1
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 83.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
21.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1634.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 55
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: (0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MODERATE HUMAN DENSITY. WITHIN 2 MILES OF
CHARLESTON. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: COLES
7.5 ' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: CHARLESTON SOUUTH
LE3GA L DESCRI F'TIFON i:FOR: CORE AREA 0 =F W INTER ING SI TE:
W 1/2 SECT. 36, T11N, R9E CHFARLESTON TW1P
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWINERSH I P: PR I VATE : 2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
<SO YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
36-. 3
0. O
2.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
CROPS ACRES: . 1CROPS (ACRES): 1202.1
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 52.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 103
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PFRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1 MILE OF CHARLESTON.
UNCERTAIN ALTHOUGH AREA EXTENSIVELY FORESTED.
OUTLOOK
43.5
1129.5
TOTAL
(ACRES)
65.5
1165.8
0. )
92. 1
0. 0
89. 7
COUNTY. COLES AREA: 5
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUARANGLE : CHARLESTONI SOUT
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AIREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 11, T11N, Ri10E HUTTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING COI
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2021 (ACRES) 79,% OF TOTAL 4 SQO
PUBLIC: 537 (ACRES) 21% OF TOTAL 4 SQI
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: FOX RIDGE STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >:50 YEARS OLD'
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F:PASTURED 43.2 73.1
NOT PASTURED 17.5 967.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 5.9 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 104.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 36.6 IMPROVED PASTURE
6.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1292.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 63
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0-) MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: PARK PROTECTS DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD.
RE AREA
UARE MILES
UARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
116.3
985.3
5.9
104.7
E (ACRES):
48.8
CORE AREA
COL!.i TY. COLES AREA: 6
7.5' ITOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLEC OAKL1AND
LEGAL.. IDESCF:RIPTIONII FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 21, T14N1', R10E MORGAN TWP:$
HABIETAT DESCRIPFTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
.50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 290.1 21.2
NOT PASTURED 22.0 422.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
0. C)
10. 1
4.2
58.3
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
50.4
444. 1
4.2
68.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 43.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
38.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1853.2
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 14
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 2 MILES OF VILLAGE OF OAKLAND.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIIN.
S0 U Y C L E S A R E A: 7
7.5' TOPOGRAFPHIC QUADRANGLE: MATTION A1,lD CHAR:LESTON SOUTH
LEGAL DESCRIPT""ION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER ING SITE:
I 1/2 SECT. 25, T12N, RSE LAFAYET'E TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE Ai
OWNERSHIPF: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% .OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0%. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. T(
(ACRES) (ACRES) (A(
REA
MILES
MILES
OTA
CRE
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 26.4 44.0 70.
NOT PASTURED 5.9 430.0 ) 436.
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: ?
PASTURED 0. 0 4.2 4.
NOT PASTURED 20.7 17.3 39.
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 48.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACR
14.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1939.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 23.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE A
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 51
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. FORESTS SCATTERED. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
L
S)
4
0
2
ES):
REA
COUNTY: D UGLAS A REA 1
7.5 T (3;OPOGRAFH C QUAJDRANGLE ' ARTHUR
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR C:ORE AREA OF ~WINTERING SITE-
NE 1/4 SECT. 27, T15N, R7E BOURBON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPF'TION F:OR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100.% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.D0 35.1 35.1
NOT PASTURED 30.1 189.7 219.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 5.7 14.8 20. 5
NOT PASTURED 14.3 126.7 141.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 18.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
10.6
CROPS (ACRES): 2036.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 17.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 28
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.10 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HI-IIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 5- 10
COMMENTS: LIMITED FOREST. ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
CrD"Ui L , : DIU) :;IGL.A : ARE-::; A: 2
7.5 U f OF : OGFAPi I F'I- C Q UADRANGLE:L ARUI RL.G AEN D A R COLA
LE GAL DESCR IPTION 0 H FOR::-: CORFCE A REA F WINTER ING S ITE:
N 1/2 SECT.27, T14N, R7E BOURBON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100.% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0X OF T"OTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 5.9 44.0 49.9
NOT PASTURED 0.0 126.2 126.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 22.7 3.2 25.9
NOT PASTURED 4.0 147.5 151.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 7.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
5.9
CROPS (ACRES): 2164.7
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 27
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LOCATION OF TOURIST BUSINESS(ROCKHOME
GARDENS) BRINGS HIGH HUMAN DENSITY. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY;,: DOUGLAS AF',REA. :3
7. 5 ' TOP'GRAPHIC QUADIRANGLE;L OAKLAIND
LEGAL_ DESCR IPTI ON FOR CORE A!"RE"A OF WI NTERING SITE:
,. 1 /2 SECT. 35, T15N, R10E SARGENT TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2046 (ACRES) 80% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 512 (ACRES) 20/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIPF': WALNUT POINT STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >5: YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 25.6 128.9 154.5
NOT PASTURED 7.4 353.0 360.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 2.5 0.0 2.5
NOT PASTURED 3.5 63.5 67.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 117.0 IMPROVED , PASTURE (ACRES):
12.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1844
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 27.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS:
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 13.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: PARK PROTECTS HABITAT BUT ATTRACTS HUMANS. OUTLOOK
GOOD IF PARK DEVELOPMENT IS CONTROLLED.
CL TY GL..A AREA 4L N1
7., TOPOGRAPHIC QUAiDRANGLE OAKLAND
L.EGAL DE SCRI PT I ON FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERIN iG S ITE
N 1/2 XSECT. 34, T15N, R10E1. SARGENT TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 49.9 60.5 110.4
NOT PASTURED 24.7 177.1 201.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 13.3 145.0 158.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES)> 39.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
26.9
CROPFS (ACRES) : 1992.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST ORF' SHRUB: 19.9
HUMAIN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OFU OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 11
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRI MARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LIES WITHIN 1 MILE OF WALNUT POINT STATE
PARtK AND DEER MOVE IN AND OUT OF AREA. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNT i EDGAR REi: 1
7 .5 TOPOGRAPH IC QUADIRANGLE: PAR IS NORTH
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR COE AREA OF W INTER ING SITE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 5, T15N, RI1W EDGAR TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 19.8 53.6 73.4
NOT PASTURED 54.6 325.3 379.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PA(STURED 0.0 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 24.5 24.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 32.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
18.0
CROPS (ACRES): 2022.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 33
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.3 MILES.
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 11.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 C: MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
:
7.5 F 0 R A I C Q U A : A G L E: G R A N D V I E W
LEGAL DESCFPTI ON F:R CORE AREA O F WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 2, T 12N, R13W GRANDV IEW TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 12.1 65.9 78. 1
NOT PASTURED 195.9 254.2 450.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 0.0 u. C) 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.40 0. 0 0. C
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 150.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
123. 5
CROPS (ACRES) : 1735.9
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 21
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HFIGHWAYS: 0.0 CMILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:
7. 5 ' TOPOGRAPH IC QUADRANGLE : PAR IS SOUTH
LEGEL DESc'CRIPTIFON FOR COJRFE AREA [OF: WINtTEFRI NG SI TE:
NW 1/4 SECT. 5, T13N, R11W STRATTON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4. SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0C)" OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 51.4 95.1 146.5
NOT PASTURED 47.9 514.0 561.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST: 
PASTURED u. C0 0.0 0 . C
NOT PASTURED 0. C 0.0 C). 00
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 69.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
81.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1679.8
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 30.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 52
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5. 1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.8 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20C
COMMENTS: WITHIN 1 MILE OF THE CITY OF PARIS. ALL PRIVATE.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN BUT LIKELY URBAN DEVELOPMENT WILL CONTINUE.
C 0 U N E D A R A E A
/7.5 T.POFGAPHIC QUADRANGLE: PRF: IS. SOjUT AD SANiDFRD
LEGAL DESCR IPT ION F'OR CORE AREA OF W INTERRING SI TE:
S 1/2 SECT. 22, T13N, RllW ELBRIDGE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING COI
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100C)% OF TOTAL 4 SQI
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQ
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIPF': NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YE(ARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
RI
Ul
Ul
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 31.9 65.0
NOT PASTURED 62.5 749.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 35.3 IMPROVED PASTURE
49.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1609.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS. OUTLOOK GOOD
E AREA
ARE MILES
ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
96.8
812.4
0.0
0. 0
(ACRES):
36.9
CORE AREA
COULI'TY: E, :A.ii AREA[ 5.
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: SANDFORD
LEGAL DESCRIPCTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE
N 1/ 2 SECT. 35:, T13N, R11W ELBRFIDGE TWP
HABITAT DESCR I PTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
S<5) YEARS OLD >5C YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 30. 6 /7..3,
NOT PASTURED 104.5 418 .2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. ) C). 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 C5.4
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 99.. 0 IMPROVED PASTURE
1. 4
CROPS (ACRES): 1792.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUBs:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMFLE AREA INCLUDING C
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 4C0
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 4.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.6 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0).C) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF: KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FORESTS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
10)7. 9
522.7
). 0
5.4
(ACRES):
28.7
"ORE AREA
ii ~:.1.,(.I.! FHL(~ 6
S' T.OLPOGRAPH IC QUADRAN(GLE: ST. B.ERNICE
LEGA L DESCRI F' ION FO R: C ORE: AF:;REA OF WI: NTER I NG S I TE:
S 1/2 SECT. 36, T15N, R11W BROUILLETTS TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUIBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) ' (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED 12. 4 44.2 56.6
NOT PASTURED 6.9 516.5 523.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. C) 0.0 0.C)
NOT PASTURED 23.7 53.8 77.5
SHRUB-OLDF::IELD (ACRES): 46.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
29.6
CROPS (ACRES) : 1771.0
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 27.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 20
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIIGI..WAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER 1OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. SCATTERED FOREST. OUTLOOKI GOOD BECAUSE
AREA IS RURAL AND NOT LIKELY TO BE DEVELOPED.
S'AREA 6
COUJNTY: EDGAR A:REA:. ( 7
.- 5 POGRA!HIC QUADRANGLE GIRAIDVI EW AHND FP'ARIS SOUTH
LEGAL DESCR IPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WIN tiTERING SITE:
S 1 / 2 SECT. 5 , T2N, R12W GRADVIEW TW
HABITT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 LSQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100C OF TOTAL 4 SQU(
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUi
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
E AREA
LRE MILES
ARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 15.8 106.0 121.8
NOT PASTURED 48.4 317.4 365.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. O 0. O. OC
NOT PASTURED 0.0 17.8 17.8
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 126.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
51.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1855.7
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 24.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 20
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.C MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 C MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTY VERMILI .
7.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QLAFDR:ANGLE: POT1MAC
LEGAL DESCRIPTION F:OR, CORE AREA OF WINTER:ING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 23, T21N R13W BLOUNT TWP
HABIITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2200 (ACRES) 867 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 358 (ACRES) 14% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MIDDLE FORK F&W STATE AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
UPLAND F(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 65.9 16.5 82. 5
NOT PASTURED 176.4 46. 7 223. 0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED 
.0 0 0.0 0.
NOT PASTURED 17.8 5.9 23.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 99.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
39.5
CROPS (ACRES): 2015.3
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 34
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:25+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC AREA PROTECTS HABITAT. AREA IS HUNTED BY GUN
AND AFRCHERS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
ARE, : _ 1
COUNTY- VERMILION AREA: 2
7.5' TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: COLL I SO AND DAiNVILLE NW
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 36, T21N, RL1-3W BLOUNT TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2379 (ACRES) 93% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 179(ACRES) 7% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MIDDLE FORK F8W STATE AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 67.7 67.9 135.6
NOT PASTURED 54.8 266.8 321.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 0.0 0. 0 C. 0
NOT PASTURED 14.6 119.1 133.6
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 74.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
40. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1787.3
A OF 4 SQUAFRE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.6 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: PUBLIC LANDS SURROUND THIS AREA WITH ADJACENT COUNTY
PARKS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY Y VER: I.LIC
7.5 TOPIOGRAFLHIC QUADRANGLE: DANVILLE NW AtND COLL ISONI
LEGAL DESCRIPTION11 F'DR C ORE AREA OF W JINTER I I IE
W 1/2 SECT 29, T20N, R12W BLOLUNT TWP
FHABIE 1TAT DESCRIFPTION1%I FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PR I VATE: 2123 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: 435 (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY
AREA
UPLAND FOREST:
PF'ASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
54- 1
84.7
0 . 0
A
83% OF TOTAL 4
17% OF TOTAL 4
FOREST PRESERVE
>50 YEARS OLDI
(ACRES)
111.6
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
AND STATE F&W
TOTAL
(ACRES)
86. 0722.2
0. 0
134.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 154. 4
40.8
CROPS (ACRES) 1193.8
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 42 .9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF: OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 28
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTAT-E HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBERF: OF DEER LUSING SITE IF KNOWN;: 50+
COMMENTS: ABUNDANT PUBLIC LANDS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: VERM 1, I ION AREA. :
7 .5. T )P O G R A U' ! A IA L. E: A N V L L E N W AND C O L L I S O NI
LEGAL DESCRIPF:' TION F OR CORE ACREA OF W INTERING S ITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 5, TI9N, R12W BLOUNT TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1535 (ACRES) 60% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1023 (ACRES) 40% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY PARK AND STATE F&W AREA
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 24.9 62.7 87.7
NOT PASTURED 100.8 438.7 539.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 178.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
78. 1
CROPS (ACRES)> 1213.5
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 31.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL.INGS: 49
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 7. 3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2..4 MILES
PRIMARY HGHWAYS: . C) M I LES
I NTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: EXTENSIVE PUBLIC OWNERSHIP PROTECTS DEER HABITAT.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUL_ TY: tJvE I LIN
7. 5 TO 'OGRAPH' IC QUADRANGLE: DANV I LLE SE
LEGAL. DESCRIPTI ON F OR CORE ARE:A OF W F INTER I NG S I TE:
W 1/2 SECT-. 14, T1B.NR11W MCKENDREE TWP
HABI'TAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILLES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1228 (ACRES) 48% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1330 (ACRES) 52% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 18.5 48.7 67.2
NOT PASTURED 60.5 685.4 745.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PF'ASTURED 0.0 C). :0 . 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 32.4 32.4
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 47.9 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
58.0
CROPS (ACRES): 1484.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 34.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 24
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.6 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: C0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C: MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0.C) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:. 25-50
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED BY COUNTY PARK. POACHING HAS BEEN A
PROBLEM ON BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE A-REAS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
(2C;'~.JI lii' k,~Ej2~iv1 [ L 1 CAl]
. 5 ' T 0 G R A H I C QU A NL G L A I V L LE E
LE:GAL DESUCRIPTION" FOR CORE AREA OF WNI P NTER I NG SITE:
S 1/2 SECT. 35, T'191!N, R11W DAtNV'ILLE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2072 (ACRES) 81% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 486 (ACRES) 19%. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBELIC OWNERSHIP: U. OF ILLINOIS
S50 YEARS OLD >::50 YEARS OLID
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 27.7 51.1 78.8
NOT PASTURED 160.1 576.3 736.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 42.7 51.6 94.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 105.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES) :
44.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1423.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 39.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 47
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .4 MILES
FPRIMARY HI--GHWAYS: 0. MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS7: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: POACHING HAS BEEN A PROBLEM AS PUBLIC LAND HAS NO
PERMANENT HUMAN OCCUPF:ATION. OUTLOOK GOOD IF U. OF ILLINOIS KEEPS
OWNERSHIP.
COUNT Y' VERM I L ARIEA . 7
7. 5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANIGLE: OAKWOOD AND DANVILLE SW
LEGAL. DESCRIFTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER IN SITE:
E 1I/2 SECT. 19, T1-N, Ri2W OAKFWOOD TWP
HABITAT DESCRIP]TION[j F::OR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING C(
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2432 (ACRES) 95% OF TOTAL 4 SC
PUBLIC: 126 (ACRES) 5% OF TOTAL 4 SC
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: KICKAPOO STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
ORE AREA
DUARE MILES
DUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 54.8 54.8
NOT PASTURED 146.5 445.6 592.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PAiSTURED C0.0 0. O C. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 3.0 3.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 208.OC IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1533.9
D OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 33.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 115
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 14.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.1 MILES
PR I MARY HIGHWAYS: C)0. 0 MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: SOME PUBLIC PROTECTION OF HABITAT. STEEP TOPOGRAPHY
LIMITS DEVELOPMENT. AREA WITHIN 5 MILES OF DANVILLE AND HAS
MODERATE TO HIGH HUMAN DENSITY. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: VER'i-i.:.ION AREA: "
7 . U D F U * 1i i " I L! ADFRA NO L E: H U N" I
LL^G1l.. .:E %FC1R:1:PII. FOF'I C E A-,EA OF-" WIT`ERI cN I E 'I"E
E 1 / 2 SECT. 2, T17N, R11W MCKENDREE TWP
HABITAT DESCRI F-TION FOR 4 SQUARE MI LES SURROUNDI NG
OWNERSHI-P: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 53.4 53.8 107.2
NOT PASTURED 118.6 431.5 550.l 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 69.9 69.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 79.5 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
68.9
CROPS (ACRES) : 1621.3
". OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 31.5
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 23
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4. 3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
F'RIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. WITHIN 1 MILE OF
INDIANA. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUL i Ty. -I "I .LI N AREA; 9
7. 5 TOPOGRAPH IC QUADRANGLE:: OAKWOOD
LEGAL L)LDESCRIPTION D, FOR CIRE A(REA OF W I NTER INGJ SITE :
S 1/2 SECT. 21, T19N, R13W
HABI TA DESCFRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100C) OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
F'UBLIC: (ACRES) 07 OF: TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >5::C YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPFLAND FOREST:
P:ASTURED 17.5 47.7 6
NOT PASTURED 67.7 243. 5 31r
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
FPASTURED 0.0 0.0 (
NOT PASTURED 8.2 17.0 2
SHRUB-OLDF I ELD (iACRES) : 102.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (A[
0. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1995.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMIPLE AR:EA*-. I N FOREST OR SHRIUB 1 9.
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE
NUMBER OF OCCUFPIED DWELLINGS: 53
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1-3. 5 MILES
SECONDARY H1IGHWA'YS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MI;LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 C MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-20
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. SCATTERED FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
1.2
0. 0
5.2
CRES) :
AREA
REGION 7
Only the northern half of Shelby County surveyed for deer concentrations
in winter.
COUNTi: F.HEILE
7 . 5 " T-OP .R.AIPH I C QJUADRANGLE: TOWER HII LL..
LE GAL DESCRI F TIN FOR CORE AREA OF WINTEER IG SITE-
N 1 / 2 SECT. 36, T12N, R2E RURAL TW'
HABITAT DESCRIPTF:'ION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 136.8 136.8
NOT PASTURED 41.7 290. 2 332.0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 26.4 26.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 61.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)20.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1829.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 21.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 24
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
FRI MARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. SCATTERED FOREST. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
COUNTY 1- S.HELDY AREA: 2*.
7. 5 LT,::POGRAPH I C QUADRANlGLEL SHELBYV:I:LLE
LEGAL DESC: RIPTF::ITl.ONi FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SI TE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 21, T 1-2N R4E OKAiW TWP
HAB4ITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1586 (ACRES) 62% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: 972 (ACRES) 3.8% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: US CORP OF ENGINEERS
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD,
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 29. 1 71.6 100.8
NOT PASTURED 116.1 407.8 523.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 21.5 21.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 71.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):23.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1621.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 28.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 20
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: FOREST AREA PROTECTED BY PUBLIC OWNERSHIP. OUTLOOK
GOOD UNLESS DEVELOPMENT DESTROYES PUBLIC FORESTS.
COUi\ SHELBL.
.5 ' 'TOPOGRA C QUADRANGLE M I DDLLESWORTH AND K I RKSV ILLE
LEGAL ( DESCRIPTION1[ FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER I NG S I TE:
N 1/2 SECT. 13, T12N, R4E OKAW TWP
HAEBITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE
OWNERSHIPF PRIVATE: 230 (ACRES) 9% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAR
PUBLIC: 23.28 (ACRES) 91% OF TOTAL 4 SQUAR
TYPE OF PUEBLIC OWNERSHIP: EAGLE CREEK STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES) (
AREA
E MILES
E MILES
TOTAL
ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 16.-3 16.3
NOT PASTURED 37. 1 311.0 348. 0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED .0 O. C0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 . 0 . 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 165.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
67.7
CROPS (ACRES) : 1002.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 20.7
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 7
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 5.1 MILES
PR I MPARY HIGHWAYS: 0.S0 MI LES
I NTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER t:OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: NEARLY ALL PUBLIC. OUTLOOK GOOD IF PARK DEVELOPMENT
DOES NOT RESRICT DEER ACCESS TO HABITAT.
COUNTY: SHE.. BY' AREA: 4
7. 5 TOPURiAPH IC QUADRANGLE: M IDDL ESlORTH
LEGAL DESCR IPT FI ON FOR CORE AREA OF W INTER INhG SITE
S 1/2 SECT. 30, T12N, R5E WINDSOR TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1356 (ACRES) 53% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1202 (ACRES) 47% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: WOLF CREEK STATE PARK AND US CORP OF
ENGINEERS
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD' TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 16.1 16.1
NOT PASTURED 0.0 507.6 507.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED . U 0. (.) 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 86.0 86.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 39.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
0. 0
CROPS (ACRES): 1587.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 11
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: PARK PROTECTS DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD IF PARK IS
NOT DEVELOPED BEYOND PRESENT CONDITION.
L. E.I -.f L DE I LSCLR i PT'! LOf. N FOR C :RI E Rr J I'E; DF W1 . 1:.iE.N R. S I "i E
S1/2 SECT. `17, T22N. R1E FUNKS GROVE TWP
HABITATA DESCRIPFTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURR:UNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIF: F'PRIVATE: 2498
FPU'LJBLIC : 60
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: U.
(ACRES) 98% OF TOTAL 4
(ACRES) 2% OF TOTAL 4
OF ILLINOIS
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILLES
UP'LAND FiOREST
FPAST URED .
NOT F'ASTUREED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTULRED
NOT F'ASTURED
<5O YEARS OLDE
(ACRES)
16. 8
1) -
0. O
o.. C.'.
SHRUB-OLD FIELD( ACRES);: 60 IMP-::ROVE-D F:'PASTURE: 133.6
CROPS (ACRES)S: 1376.5
X O F 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPL.E AFREA IN. FOREST R S HRUB 40. 2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMFPLE AREA I NCLUDING ' CORIl:E A-REA
NU-MBEiR OF OCCUPIED DWELLILNGSN: 17
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .8 MILE
LIGlHT DUTY RO:: DS: 8.1 11ILES
SECONtDAY ROADS: 1.1 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHFNAYS 0S 0 MILES
I NTEfRSTATE H I GHAYS F 1. 19 M I LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING S ITE IF KNOWN: 1 50
COMMENTS LARGE FOREST PROTECTED BY FUNK
I NTEI'RSTATE H IGHWAY SOURCE OF H AIGHWAY
CONCENTRATION AREA FOR SW MCLEAN COUNTY
SEED F:OUNDAT I ON.
MORT"ALITY. MAJOR
>5O YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
351.2
592. 8
TOTAL
(ACRES)
368. O:
592. 8
70 9
0. O
7. 9
0. ::
. 1 i " t i.j< .:I:- IC GIUADIRAiGLE Mi;L ".. Ai
COUK`Y; `CLE - AAR:
7.5. TOPOGRAFHIC; QUADRANGLE: GRIGLEY AND L.EX INGTDN
LE GAiL DESCR 1:IPT ION FORt CORE ARE-A OF W INT1ER ING SI TE
W 1/2 SECT. 4, T25N, R3E MONEY C:REEK TW
HABITAT DESCR IPTIOiN FOR 4 SQUARE MILE.S SURROUNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100O OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >5:, YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 29.1 257. 4 86..5
NOT PA-STURED 0.0 133. 6 133.6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0: 18.8 18.8
NOT F'PASTURED 0. 0 9.6 9.6
SHRUB-OLDF:IELD (ACRES): 34.8 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
285.8
CROFS ( ACRES) : 1652.2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 18.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 25
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.6 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 5.0 MILES
FPRIM(IARY H I GHWAYS: 0.0 C) M I LES
SNTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 0.0 M I LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING S ITE IF KNOWN: 50--100
COMMENTS: FOREST PROTECTED BY PARKLANDS FOUNDATION, MANAGED BY
ILLINOIS STATE UN IV. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7. 5 1::'I C QULADRA.NGLE: -OLDIE AND BL.OOh NtG"O EAST
LEGAL. DESCF::;RIPTION [ FOR[ CORE AREA OF WJIN.ATERING S:IPTE:
E 1/2 SECT. 28, T23N, R3E OLD TOWN TW
HA BIT"AT D ESCR I PT I ON FOR 4 SEaQUARE MI LES SURROUND  IN CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIFRVATE: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBL IC: ((ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PF'ASTURED
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
135.56
1.7
5>5 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
114.6
36. -, .,..
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
245.3
CROPS (ACRES): 1795.9
15. 1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUAFRE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 63
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5. 1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.3 MILES
PRIMARY HFIGHJWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNO14WN: 10-: C15
COMMENTS:
INCREASE
PASTURED.
ALL PRIVATE. WITHIN 1/2 MILE OF 1-74 WHICH WILL
HIGHWAY MORTALITY. SCATTERED FORESTS WHICH ARE MOSTLY
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
TOTAL
(ACRES)
250.2
38. 0
36.8
0. 0
45. 0
31.6
81.8
31.6
CUN:T MCIL.EAN i AREA 4
7.5 OGRAPHI C ! UADRANGLE: H EY WORTH
LE.IGAL D:ES-CR :PTI [.N FOR CORE AREA OF W INTER IN"G SITE:
E 1/2 SECT. 27, T22N, R2E RANDOLPH TWP
HABITA'T DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MI LES S'ULRROUNDING
OWNERSHIPF: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIPF: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES) '
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 33.6 67.9 101.5
NOT PASTURED 12.1 98.1 110.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 2.0 4.4 6.4
NOT PASTURED 0.0 78.5 78.5
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 56.6 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES): 1934.8
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 13.8
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 53
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.E: MILES
SECONDAFRY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 M I LES
PRIMA*:RY HIIGHWAYS 0.0C MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBEER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: SCATTERED FORESTS. WITHIN 1/2 MILE OF VILLAGE OF
HEYWORTH. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
~.A...L.
7.5 T' P'•RAFHIf JUADRANIGLE - EL P:ASD :JAND DAItNVERS SE
LEGAL DESCR IPT I N FOR CORE AREA F W I1NTER I NG S I TE
S 1/2 SECT. :18, T25 , R2E HUDISON TWP
HABVIETAT DESCRIFPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MIILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE. 1407 (ACRES) 55% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1151 (ACRES) 45% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLJIC OWNERSHIP: EVERGREEN LAKE COUNTY PARK
<50 YEARS OLD >5 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PF'ASTURED 0. 0 18.3 18. 3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 31.4 31.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 O. 0. C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 142.0 142.0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES): 1499.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES) : 338.4
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 66. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUIBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 18
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUT-Y ROADS: 6.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MI LES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: NEW COUNTY PARK. CONTINUED USE BY DEER DEPENDS ON
DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT ON LANDS AROUND LAKE. SHRUB-OLD FIELD
HABITAT SHOULD CONTINUE TO IMPROVE AS DEER HABITAT. OUTLOOK GOOD
IF NO DEVELOPMENT.
COUt II"-TY": .I:CLEANi-i AiRI EA T1 6
7. 5 TPFGRAPH IC QUADRANGLE:; DANVERS AND MAC INA-
LEGAL. DESCRIPTIN FOR" CORE ARE IA OF:: WIN TERING SITE"
E 1/2 SECT. 31, T25N, RL DANVERS TWNP
HAB ITAT DESCR I PT ION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUND I NG
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 10'0 OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD,
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND F::OREST:
PASTURED 132.9 58.3 191.2
NOT PASTURED 81.0) 37.2 418.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 0. 0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 24.2 24.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 8.4 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
214. 4
CROPS (ACRES): 1695..2
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 25.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 17
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MI LES
PR I MARY HI GHWAYS: 0. 0 M I LES
INTERST-ATE HIGHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. AREA IS PART OF EXTENSIVE FOREST. WITHIN
1 1/2 MILES OF 1-74 . OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUN1TY: MCLEAN
7.5 0 R A H C QUA DFR: AN G L E A-R F: L: J S M '1 H A DH H L D E F
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4. SECT. 34, T23N: R4E DAWSON TW
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 895 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: 1663 (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: MORAINE
<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
13.1
7.9
Cv. 0
0.0
35% OF TOTAL 4
65% OF TOTAL 4
VIEW STATE PARK
>50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
67.9
307.0
0 .0
6.9
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
81. 0
314.9
0. 0
6.9
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
191.2
CROPS (ACRES): 1775.2
14. 3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 16.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 28
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 15.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25 +
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED BY STATE PARK. ARCHERY HUNTING ONLY.
DEER ARE DRIVEN OFF THIS AREA EACH FALL BY SMALL GAME HUNTERS
AND NEED THE PRIVATE FORESTS FOR REFUGE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
AREA: 7
COVLNTY STARK A 1REA- 1
7.5 TOPOGFRAPHItC QUADRANGLE: WYOMING
LEGAL. DESCR IPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 26, T13N, R6E TOULON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILE.S SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100%)C OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 13.8 19.8 33.6
NOT PASTURED 50.9 165.2 216.1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 4.4 4.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 10C5.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
89.9
CROPS (ACRES): 1984.9
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 14.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 16
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-25
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. AREA WITHIN 1/2 MILE OF CITY OF WYOMING
ALONG SPOON RIVER. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
COUNTY: STARK AREA: 2
7.5' PDGRAF 1IC Q UAD RANGLE ELMI RA A :-. D' W YOMI NG
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 11, T13N, R6E TOULON TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0C% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50) YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 46.4 46.4
NOT PASTURED 42.7 10.4 53. 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED c). 0 0 0.0 0. )
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. O
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):1594. 0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
66.9
CROPS (ACRES): 0.0
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 66.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 7
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:25+
COMMENTS: MOST OF AREA OLD STRIP MINES. DEER HABITAT SHOULD BE
PROTECTED BY THIS LAND USE. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNTY: STARK
.5 TPOGRAPH I C QUADRANGLE : BRADFORD
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FO1:R CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SE 1/4 SECT. 29, T14N, R7E OSCEOLA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: F'RIVATE: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
<C50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
69.9
CROPS (ACRES): 2046.6
0.0
30. 4
0. 0
0.0
12. 1
74.8
300.4
4.7
13.3
TOTAL
(ACRES)
74.8
330.7
4.7
13.3
IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 17. C)0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 19
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. C) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25-30
COMMENTS: ALL
DEVELOPMENT
UNCERTAIN.
PRIVATE. FORESTED AREAS SCATTERED SO
SHOULD NOT REMOVE ALL DEER HABITAT.
LIMITED
OUTLOOK
7.5 TPGRAH il C QUADRANGLE : EtLM IRA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR COFE AREA OF WINTERING SITE
SE 1/4 SECT. 16, T14N, R6E ELM iIRA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROLJNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACFRES) 0%. OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MI;LES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 28.4 125.5 153.9
NOT PASTURED 23.5 228.5 251.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. 0 O. 0 O. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 O. 0 0. C
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 37. 1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
212.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1903.6
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 17.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SALE MPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 28
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 11.0 MILES
SEFCONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PR I MARY HIGHWAYS: )0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: ALL PFRIVATE. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
:
LEGAL ESCRIPTI:: F iR COF]RE AREA OrF W NTEING SI TE:
, :.1/o2 SECT. 28, T324N R 10E CUSTER TWP
HABEITAT DESC'RIPTION F'OR 4 SQUARE MI.LES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:.2251 (ACRES) 88% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
FUBLIC: 307 (ACRES) 12% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: KANKAKEE RIVER STATE PARK
<50 YEARS OLD :50 YEAROLDLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 67.7 183.3 251.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 295.4 295.4
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. O. 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 65.0 65.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 61. 0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
68.4
CROPS (ACRES): 1631.9
. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 26.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 42
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 3.-1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 1.4 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 5.4 MILES
PRFIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNDWN: 25-50
COMMENTS: STATE PARK PROTECTS SOME DEER HABITAT. ARCHERY HUNTING
ONLY ON STATE F'PARK. OUTLOOK GOOD.
(.J (iLi N F H I
.5 P GRAii UI LDFADRANGLE:I WILTON CEN TER
LEGAL DEISCRIF:'TION IFOR: CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
SW 1 /R4 SECT. 10, T33N, R 1E W I LTON 1 TWU
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRI VATE: 2558 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: (ACRES)
1YPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
/0 OF TOTIAL 4 SQUARE MILES
UPLAND FOREST:
F'PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
<5) YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
22.5
10.6
>::50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES)
14:.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
C30. 4
CROPS (ACRES)s 22640.7
.IMPROVED PASTU::RE (ACRES):
"/ OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:s 10.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 70
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: .3 MILES
PRFI MARY H I GHWAYS: 4.9 M I LES
I NTERSTATE H I GHWAYS: 0.0C) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER US I NG SITE IF KNOWN:0W 10-15
COMMENTS: THIS AREA HAS NO
DENS I TY. DEER OUTLOOK I S
EXCLUDED BY LANDUSE CHANGES.
PROTECTION AND HAS A HIGH HUMAN
NOT FAVORABLE. DEER LIKELY TO BE
TOTAL
(ACRES)
101.5
153.9
0. 0
0. 0
0.0
0. 0
0.00. 0
010. C
K:LLJI 1 .. ii .1.
7.5 T P G k A:i i: U f IR A 1 .L E S TrE E GI
LEGAL.. DESCRIPTION FOR COE AREA OF WINTERI NG S I TE
SW 1/4 SECT. 1, T34N, R13E MONEE TWI
fABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE M:ILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2072 (ACRES) 81%. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 486 (ACRES) 19.'% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: SAUK TRAIL PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 1268.3 1268.3
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
BOTTOML.AND FOREST:
PASTURED C0.0 0. 0 C).
NOT PASTUFRED . C) 0. 0 O. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
64.5
CROPS (ACRES): 1193, .8
X OF:: 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 49.5
HUMAIN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 344
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 5.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 28.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS :  2.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.5 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20+
COMMENTS : ALL PRIVATE AREAS WILL BE LOST TO DEER SOON. DEER
WILL PROBABLY MOVE NORTH INTO COOK COUNTY AND THE FOREST
PRESERVE.
iUjLiiVI
7.5 TOPUG :i: : QUADRANGLE: STEGIER AND): FRANKFORt)i::
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTEFRING SITE
NE 1/4 SECT. 32, T34N, R13E WILL TWP
HABITAT iESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARF:'E MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1586 (ACRES) 62% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 972 (ACRES) 38% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: RACCOON GROVE FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD :::'5 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 5.4 137.1 142.5
NOT FPASTURED 0.0 :221 3 221.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
'PASTIURED 0.0 C:. 0 0.0
NOT PFASTURED 0. 0 20.3 20.3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
13.6
CROPS (ACRES) : 2115.3
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 118
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRI MARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS. FOREST PRESERVE PROTECTS DEER AND SOME HABITAT. DEER
WILL SOON LOSE ACCESS TO PRIVATE FORESTS AS HOUSES CONTINUE TO
INCREASE. OUTLOOK WILL DEPEND ON AQUISITION OF ADDITIONAL LAND
BY FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT.
COUNTY" WILL
7. 5 TO'POGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: STEGER AND FRANKFORT
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINITER 'ING SITE:
NE 1/4 SECT. 32, T34N, R13E WILL TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:1586 (ACRES) 62% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 972 (ACRES) 38% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: RACCOON GROVE FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 5.4 137.1 142.5
NOT PASTURED 0.0 221.3 221.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0 . ) 0. 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 20.3 20. 3
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
13.6
CROPS (ACRES): 2115.3
" OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 15.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 118
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.7 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 1.4 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 15-20
COMMENTS: FOREST PRESERVE PROTECTS DEER AND SOME HABITAT. DEER
WILL SOON LOSE ACCESS TO PRIVATE FORESTS AS HOUSES CONTINUE TO
INCREASE. OUTLOOK WILL DEPEND ON AQUISITION OF ADDITIONAL LAND
BY FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT.
AREciH 4
COUNTY: WI:LL.. AREA: 5
7 . L5 ... TPOGRAPH I. i QUADRANGLE I DYER
LEGAi.. DESCRIPTIN FOR CORE AREA OF WINTER ING SI TE:
N 1/2 SECT., 27 . .T34, R14E CRETE TWP
HABIITAT DESCRIPT1F"ION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1867 (ACRES) 73% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 691 (ACRES) 27% OF TOTAL 4 SOUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: PLUM CREEK FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 121. 5 268. 7 390. 3
NOT PASTURED 19.5 26.2 45.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0.0 0). 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 68.7 68.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 109.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
156.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1414.1
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 24.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 66
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 3.2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF I:KNOtWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: PRESENCE OF FOREST PRESERVE WILL SAVE DEER HABITAT BUT
DEER WILL LOSE ACCESS TO PRIVATE LANDS AS LAND USE BECOMES MORE
URBAtN.
COUNTY: W ILL
7. L TUPDGRAPH IC QUADRAN\tGLE: DYER
LEGAL DESCRI:"PTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
N 1/2 SECT. 27, T34N, R14E CRETE TWPF
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1867 (ACRES) 73°/. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 691 (ACRES) 27% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: PLUM CREEK FOREST PRESERVE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 121.5 268.7 390.3
NOT PASTURED 19.5 26.2 45.7
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 68.7 68.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 109.7 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
156. 1
CROPS (ACRES): 1414.1
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 24.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 66
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.7 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 3.2 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.C) MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: PRESENCE OF FOREST PRESERVE WILL SAVE DEER HABITAT BUT
DEER WILL LOSE ACCESS TO PRIVATE LANDS AS LAND USE BECOMES MORE
URBAN.
COUINTY : WILL
7.5 TOPOGRA::HIC QUADRANGLE: DYER
LEGAL. DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF: WINTERIG SITE:
N 1 /,2 SECT. 7, T35N, R 15E CRETE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 07. OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >::50 YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) . (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST!
PASTURED 32.4 313.7 346.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 320.9 320.9
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 7.2 7.2
NOT PASTURED 0.0 87.2 87.2
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 234.2 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
51.6
CROPS (ACRES): 1470.9
7. OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 38.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 54
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 6.1 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. IF FORESTS WHICH ARE EXTENSIVE ARE NOT
SOON PROTECTED, DEER WILL LOSE ACCESS TO THEN AS URBAN
DEVELOPMENT CONTINUES.
COUNTY; W ILL. I
7.5' ITOl'OGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE: ESSEX
LEGAL. DE-SC.RIPTICON FOR CORE AREA OF W[INTERING SITE:
W 1/2 SECT. 33, T32N, R9E REED TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100)% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD ::>50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) " (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 21.2 21.2
NOT PASTURED 0.0 75. 1 75. 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.C0 0.0o
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 966 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
17.3
CROPS (ACRES): 522
a OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 4.0
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 22
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.1 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0C) MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: MUCH OF STRIP MINED AREA NOW PART OF A COOLING LAKE
FOR THE BRAIDWOOD POWER PLANT. OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN.
AREA: 7
[F: E A
U.5 TOPOGRAiHIC UADtRANGLE: CHi.AHNHN
LEGAL IESCRIPF'TION FOR CORE AREA OF WiiTERING SITE
NE 1/4 SECT. 15, T33N , R9E CHA(NNAHON TWP
HABITAT DESC :RIPTION FOR 4 SQIUAFRE- M ILES SLURROUND ING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1202 (ACRES) 47% OF TOTAL 4 SQ4UARE MILES
PUBL IC: 1356 (ACRES)53 OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
50 YEARS OLD >50r YEARS OLD TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRFES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 66., 4 29.6 96. 1
NOT PASTURED 0. 0 56.6 56.6
BOTTOMLAND FORES:-r
PF'ASTURED 0. C 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PF'ASTURED C).0 c2.7 2.7
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
82.3
CROPS (ACRES): 2035.5
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 9.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 40
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 2.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 10.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 4.5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 CMILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 7. 1 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USIN lG SITE IF KNOWN 5C4..
COMMENTS: PUBLIC AREAS PROTECT HABITAT. DESPLAINES AREA ARCHERY
HUNTING; JOLIET ARSENAL PERMIT- GUN HUNTING. OUTLOOK GOOD.
COUNT, " I .LL A RE:;: .: . L 9
7......... P -; P . :4 U .A R: A NU"1.. G L. E I L. ! 1i I ,:- ...', C
L EGA.. DESCRIPTION FO CORE; AREA OF WNINTERING SITE
S1/2 SECT. 31 , 1" T34 N", R 10 E WILM I NGTON TW
HABIIAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CO
OWNERSHIP: PRFIVATE: 77 (ACRES) 3% OF TOTAL 4 SQ
PUBLIC: 2481 (ACRES) 97% OF TOTAL 4 SQ
TYPE OF PULJBLIC OWNERSHIP: JOLIET ARSEN,.IAL
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD*
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PFASTURED 0. , 31.0.2
NOT PFASTURED 0.0 105. 0
BOTTOMLPAND FOREST:
PF'ASTURED 0.0 C)0. 0
NOT PFASTURED 0.0 0.0C)C)
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) 0. C IMPROVED PASTUFR
138.6
CROPS (ACFRES): 1816.4
% OF: 4- SUQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 29
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.3 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 9.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 41. 7 MILES
PR IMARY HIGHWAYS: - . ' I LES
I NTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 0.0 MI LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED BY ARSENAL. HUN-TING
OUTLOOK GOOD
RE AREA
UARE MILES
UARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
310. 2
10)5. 0
C0. 0
C).
E (ACRES):
16.2
CORE AREA
BY PERMIT.
^Rl.R t
CLHANNAHON ii("[ ELJCOD,
LEGAL.. DESCRII ION FOR CORE AREA OF W INTER ING SITE:
E 1/4 SECT 36, T34N, R:10El JACKSON TW
HABITATf DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSH IPF: PR I VATIE: 1688 (ACRES)
PUBLIC: 870 (ACRES)
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:S JOLIET
66% OF TOTAL 4
34. OF TOTAL 4
ARSENAL
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
<50 YEARS OLD >.50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES):
128.7
CROPS (ACRES): 1969.6
0. C:
0 . 0
C) C)
* a
15. 2'
TOTAL
(ACRES)
127. 127. C)
0.0 0.0
o. 0 0. O
45.7 45.7
I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUBS: 7.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 30
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 0.0) MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 11.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 10.9 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. MI LES
I NTERSTATE H I GHFWAYS: )0.0 ) M ILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN:S 50+
COMMENTS: H ABITAT PROTECTED. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7. 5' TOPOG',RPH IC
W 1 L. IST]. i"• , S " EIMRT Ni,.
) QUAD)AN1LE
A E:;: 11
7 .5 " OP:'OGRAPH:IC QUADRANGLE: SYMERTON
L..EGAi...L DESCRIF TI FOR CORE AR:EA OF WINTERING SITE
N 1/ 2 SECT. 8, T33N, R10E FLORENCE TIwP
HAB IT AT DESCR IPT I ON FOR 4 SQUARE MI LES SURROUN'D ING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIIVATE: (ACRES)
PUBL IC: 2558 (fACRES >
TYPE OF PF'UBLIC OWNERSHIP: JOLIET
•<50 YEARS OLD
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PAST U; RED
NOT PASTURED
BOTTOMLAND FOREST":
PASTURED
NOT PASTURED
2' / ~
0 0
0 0
o . C)
)O OF TOTAL 4
100% OF TOTAL 4
ARSENAL
>50 YEARS OLD"
(ACRES)
813. 4
331. 0
0.0
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
851 . 2
331 0
0. 0
0C- 0
SHRUB-OLDFI ELD (ACRES)
197.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1134.2
I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAM:PLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB:: 46.2
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 139
UNIMPROVED ROADS" 0.0 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 12.3 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HI-GHWAYS: 2.0" MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 0.C) MILES
NIUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED. OUTLOOKI GOOD.
REGION 3
The following counties were surveyed for wintering sites: Rock Island,
Mercer, Henderson, Knox, Warren, Peoria, Putnam, Marshall, Woodford,
Tazewell, and Mason. The remaining counties in Region 3 contain abundant
forest cover and deer do not move extensively to winter cover.
Ui..,. L * LJ V p",.:1 ]-iL L ,E ! L, AF :::A L
.. 5 l ] OPOGRAPJHI C QUADRANGLE : KE ITHSBURG
L.EAL DESCRIPTION F OR CRE AREA OF WINTERING S TE:
N 1/2 SECT. 1, T12N, 1 5W BALD LUFF TWP
HABITAT DESCRITION FOR 4 SQUARE MI LEES SURROUND I N G
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2251 (ACRES) S8% OF TOTAL 4-
PUBLIC: 307 (ACRES) 12% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: BIG RIVER STATE FOREST
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED O. ) O. O C. 0
NOT PASTURED 395.7 101.5 497.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 O. C 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
CROPS (ACRES): 2062.0
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 19.4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 2
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 11.8 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 4.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY H I GHWAYS : 0.0 MI LES
INTERSTATTE HIGHWAYS: 0.C0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED BY STATE FOREST. AREA HUNTED BY GUN
AND ARCHERS. OUTLOOK GOOD.
T. ,, 'OPGFRA FH I U1 t LJADRANiLE K E I" TI SBUR
LEGAL DESCR ITION FOR CORE AREA O W I NTER ING SITE
E 1/2 SECT. 11,, T 12 1N,R5 BALD 1BLUFF 1 TW
HABITAT DESCRIPITION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1100 (ACRES) 43% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 1458 (ACRES) 57% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: BIG RIVER STATE FOREST
::50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD- TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 3.2 8.4 11.6
NOT PASTURED 480.2 442.1 922.3
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. 0 . :, 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 395.4 395.4
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED PASTLRE (ACRES):
40.8
CROPS (ACRES): 897.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: i 51.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 40
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 19.3 MILES
LI GHT DUTY ROAIDS 6.c9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWiGAYS : 2.5 MILES
PRIMARY Hi GHWAYS: 0. 0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHIWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE I F K'NOWN: 50 -+
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED. AREA HUNTED BY GUN AND ARCHERS.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
7.5 TPRAPH:. IC QUADRANGLE : KE I1 .:THSBUR AND OUAWKA
LEGAL DESCRIPTIN FOR CORE AREA OF W INTERING SITE
N 1/2 SECT'i. 25, T i 2N, R5W OQUAWKA TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTFION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 1611 (ACRES) 63,'/ OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: 947 (ACRES) 37% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: BIG RIVER STATE FOREST
<50 YEARS OLD >::50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 14. 6 0. u 14. 6
NOT PASTURED 479.4 213.4 692.8
BOrTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED O. 0 0. 0 0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES ): 775.3 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
73.6
CROPS (ACRES) : 1002.6
". OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 57.9
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 58
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 6.5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 5.0 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 7.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 50+
COMMENTS: HABITAT PROTECTED. OUTLOOK GOOD.
A R E: A .. .. ].
.7 5 . .li POGRAF  i C (..JUADIR)FR AiN"G,(LE:: OU -U AWK:A
L E A i.... D E S C;I F I F 0 R Ct 0 RE A A l :i: i" R NG S I T E
N 1/2 SECT. 30 T11N,R4W RZETTA -TWP
HABITAT DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SUARE MILES SURROUND ING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF-- TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PFUBL IC OWNERSH IP:': NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
F'ASTURED 0. 0 41. 2 41.2
NOT PASTURED 22.2 1047.3 1069.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0,. 0 0. 0
NOT PASTURED O.0 0.  0. 0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 I0MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)s
115. 1
CROPS (ACRES): 1333.3
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 43. 4
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMFLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 11
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .5 MILES
LIGHT 'DUTY ROADS: 3.- MILES
SECONDARY HI GHWAYvS 2.6 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHIWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYSC: 0. C0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER US ING SITE I F KNOWN: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE BUT FOREST EXTENSIVE. OUTLOOKI GOOD.
...... . . . . ..... A "E A
7. 5 T... I" : G R A F' H i C -U A D R A NI (LE-4 R. Z E T TA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WIN iTERING TE:
S1/2 SECT.. 33, T12N, R4W BALD BLUFF TWP
HABI'TA DESCF:RIPT-I ON FOR 4 SQUARE MILE.S SURROUNDING CORE ARCEA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100(R OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0, OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 11 .4 242. 6 253. 9
NOT PFASTURED 30.9 664.9 695.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0. o. 0.0 .C)
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 70. 1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
55.8
CROPS (ACRES): 1461.7
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 39.8
HUMAtN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 9
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.7 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 2.5 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYSI: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING S ITE IF: KNOWNs[-%1: 20-30
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE BUT LOW HUMAN USE OF AREA. OUTLOOK GOOD.
7. 5 TOPOGRAPH:IC Ul.JADRANGLE: GLADST ONE
L E: G A L... D E S C "" I ' R C F- E A R EA F W i E R I S I T E
L 1/2 SECT. 27, T10N, R5 GLADS TONE TWPF
HABITAT D ESCRIPf 0 'TIO F:: OR 4 SQUAR-E MILES S UR.IROL) UNDING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) X0 OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
COR
SQL
SQU
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 52.6 132.6
NOT PASTURED 0.0 93. 1
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. CO. C)
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 24.5 IMPROVED PASTURE
111.4
CROPS (ACRES) : 1553.4
% OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUBL:
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 11
UN I MPROVED ROADSc: 1.2 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS" 7.2 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHIWAY: 0.0 MILES
PR'IMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE H IGHWAIYS: 0.0 MI LES
NUMBER OF: DEEO R USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE BUT HUMAN USE LOW. OUTLOOK GOOD.
:E AREA
JARE MILES
RARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
185.3
93. 1
0.C)
0.0
(ACR'ES):
11.8
CORE AREA
,. .POGRAPHIC QUADRANGLIE: BURL INGTN A.ND GL.ADSTONE
LEGAL DESCR IPTION FOR CORE AREA P W ITER IN S ITE
S1/2 SECT. 8, T9N,' R5W STRONGHURST TWI
HABITAT DESCR I PT ION FOR 4 S!-3QUARE MIF LES SURROUND I N G CORE ARE:A
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) OX OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PULBLIC OWNERSHIPF: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 28. 2 22.5 50. 6
NOT PASTURED 71. 4 931. 2 1002. 6
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0. ' O. 0 O. 0
NOT PASTURED 0. O 0.0 0.0C)
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
43.7
CROPS (ACRES) : :1366.7
% OF: 4 SQUAFRE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 41i. 1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL I NGS: 13
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 3.5 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 1.2 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTATE HI GHWAYS 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER US I NG SITE IF KNOWN: 25+
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVIATE BUT EXTENSIVE FORESTS WITH LOW HUMAN USE.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
CL, UN Ti HENI rS.N
. .. RAH I C QUADRANGLE UL I .iNGTOG
LEGAL.. DESCRIPTINi F:R CORE AREA OF WITERING SITE:
SW 1/4 SECT. 23, T10N, R6W GLADSTONE TWP
HABITAT DESCRIiPTION FOORN" 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE:2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD ::50 YEARS OLD. TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PASTURED C0. 0 O. 0. 0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0. 0 0. 0
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
P A S T URE D 0. . 0 0. C)
NOT PFASTURED 0.0 874.1 874.1
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
.0
CROPS (ACRES): 913. 7
SOF 4 SQLUARE MILE SA:MPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 34.1
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 43
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .9 MILES
L I GHT DUTY ROADS: . MI LES
SECONDARY HIGHiWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0. ( MILES
I NTERSTATE 1 fHI GHWAYS: CO. MI LES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. MOSTLY BOTTOMS SUBJECT TO FLOODS. HUMAN
USE FISHING CAMPS. OUTLOOK:: GOOD AS TO HABITAT PRESERVATION BUT
IN SOME YEARS DEER FLOOD OUT OF AREA IN WINTER.
.5 TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE" S TRNGHURST
LE:GAL DiE.SCR I FP"T IN IF::1R CO:R:E AREA OF: W I NT1"ER I N' G S I[:- .
S 1/2 SECT1 4, T8N, R5W T"ERRE HAUT E TWP
HABITAT DESCR IPTION FOR SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING CORE AREA
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100% OF TOTAL 4 SQUARE MILES
PFUBL IC: (ACRES) 0% OF TO'TAL 4 SQUARE MILES
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD :50 YEARS OLQ* TOTAL
(ACRES) (ACRES) (ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
FPASTURED 45.0 171.7 216.6
NOT PASTURED 1.5 348.8 350.2
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PASTURED 0.0 7.2 7.2
SHRIUB-OLDF I ELD (ACRES) : 4.2 I MPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
89.2
CROPS (ACRES) : 1886.3
X OF 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 22.6
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS: 6
UNIMPROVED ROADS: .5 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 2.1 MILES
SECONDARY H I GHWAYS: 0. MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
INTERSTA TE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LOW HUMAN DENSITY. FOREST NOT EXTENSIVE.
OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
7 5 . . 0 U " :A F' i j Q !U A I R A N L ... ( A X
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR CORE AREA OF WINTERING SITE:
W 1 /2 SECT. 24, TBN, R6I T ERRE HAUTE TWP
HAB ITA DESCRIPTION FOR 4 SQUARE MILES SURROUNDING4
OWNERSHIP F: PR I VATE 255 (AFCRES) 1 00% OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYFE OF PUBL.IC OWNERFSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD.
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAIND FOREST:
FPASTURED 0. 176. 1 176. 1
NOT P'-ASTURED 4.2 980.3 984.5
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
PASTURED 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOT PA-STURED 0.0 0o.0 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES): 0.0 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES)
116.1
CROPS (ACRES): 1261.2
7 OF 4 SQUAFRE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 45.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS:S 11
UNIMFPROVED ROADS: 3.3.. MILES
LIGHT DUTiY ROADS: 2.8 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
IN TERSTATE HIGHWAYS: 0.0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 10-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. EXTENSIVE FOREST. OUTLOOK GOOD.
B
7.I TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLE-- LCMAX
LEGAL.. E S C i ' F' C F A F: E A O F LI N.: . I TE R I N G SI T E
N 1 /2 SECT.. 33, TN, R6IW LOAX TWP
HABITAT D*ESCRIPTIF: ON F:OR 4 SQUARE M[ILES S URR OUN DING
OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE: 2558 (ACRES) 100"7. OF TOTAL 4
PUBLIC: (ACRES) 0% OF TOTAL 4
TYPE OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP: NONE
<50 YEARS OLD >50 YEARS OLD-
(ACRES) (ACRES)
CORE AREA:
SQUARE MILES
SQUARE MILES
TOTAL
(ACRES)
UPLAND FOREST:
PF'ASTURED 0.0 145. )0 145. )
NOT PASTURED 0.0 738.8 738.8
BOTTOMLAND FOREST:
FPASTURED 0.0 0.0C W:,.
NOT PASTURED 0.0 0. C 0.0
SHRUB-OLDFIELD (ACRES) : 70. 1 IMPROVED PASTURE (ACRES):
56. 1
CROPS (ACRES): 1528.7
4% OF  SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA IN FOREST OR SHRUB: 37.3
HUMAN PRESENCE ON 4 SQUARE MILE SAMPLE AREA INCLUDING CORE AREA
NUMBER OF OCCUPIED DWELL INGS: 11
UNIMPROVED ROADS: 1.4 MILES
LIGHT DUTY ROADS: 8.9 MILES
SECONDARY HIGHWAYS: : 0.0 MILES
PRIMARY HIGHWAYS: .3 MILES
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 0. 0 MILES
NUMBER OF DEER USING SITE IF KNOWN: 1C0-15
COMMENTS: ALL PRIVATE. LOW HUMAN DENSITY. EXTENSIVE FOREST.
OUTLOOK GOOD.
